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Abstract

“Art is our one true global language. It knows no nation, it favors no race, and it acknowledges

no class. It speaks to our need to reveal, heal, and transform. It transcends our ordinary

lives and lets us imagine what is possible.” (Richard Kamler, Artist). Art appears to be a

stimulating and engaging activity from all walks of life. Art therapy enables people with stroke

to communicate non-verbally and visually, and helps them to creatively express emotions.

Virtual Reality (VR) art takes this form of expression a step further by enabling its users

to enter a fully immersive environment in which they can interact with art in ways beyond the

physical limitations of the real world. Currently, VR art applications in the market are designed

to cater to people without any physical disabilities. All applications assume that the user is

capable of using two hands to draw, and the ability to select the colours and art tools through

various settings within the application. Moreover, there is a lack of tools in the current VR

art-making applications that allows its users to form any social connections while they are using

it. Therefore, in this thesis we explore the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) aspects and

investigate design opportunities for a VR art-making tool as therapeutic uses. We also decided

to explore the inclusion of an artificial companion within the VR art-making tool because social

companionship has been shown to be beneficial for patients undergoing rehabilitation, even if

their companions are artificial, as it alleviates social isolation and increases engagement.

A field study was conducted to understand the process of therapeutic art and the accessibility

of existing VR art-making tools within a stroke rehabilitation environment. An exploratory and

pre-adoption study was also conducted with older individuals with stroke-related impairments

to investigate first impressions and likeability of artificial companions in a stroke rehabilitation

context. Using the design feedback from the studies conducted, we developed a VR art-making

tool with an improved interface (i.e., discrete picker) and virtual companion. We then examined

people’s feedback on our discrete picker and virtual companion via a user study and survey.

We concluded that VR art-making can be an engaging and accessible activity. Results

showed that our discrete picker benefits novice users who have no prior experience in colour

theory. While the virtual companion was liked more by the elderly, we found no significant effect

in its ability to improve the participants’ overall art-making experience. We discussed how our

findings answered our research questions, our limitations, our contributions, implications of our

findings on future research, and recommended future directions.
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1
Introduction

Strokes are one of the leading global health problems that causes death and disability [416].

Strokes cause disabilities that affect both physical and cognitive functions [416]. Strokes occur

when the blood supply to the area of the brain is blocked, causing brain cells to die due to the

lack of oxygen. According to World Health Organization (WHO), 11% of all deaths worldwide

in 2019 were due to strokes [322]. The Ministry of Health in New Zealand reported that around

9,000 people have strokes each year [318, 358, 488] and 50,000 people still live with the effect

of a stroke [358]. These people need constant care and support from their family, caregivers,

medical experts, and community.

Strokes progress in four stages: the acute phase usually refers to the first 24 hours to 2 weeks

after onset of the stroke, the sub-acute phase ranges from 3 to 11 weeks after onset of the stroke,

the early chronic phase usually starts 12 to 24 weeks after the stroke, and the chronic stage is

more than 24 weeks after the stroke [96, 268, 360, 475].

Rehabilitation therapy is crucial for stroke patients at all stages to support neuroplasticity

of the brain, as this will assist with patients’ recovery of their physical and cognitive functions,

and thereafter improve their activity of daily living (ADL) and quality of life. ADL is defined

as the activities people do every day such as being able to take a cup of water and drink, using

a knife and fork when eating, dressing etc. Lang et al. [242] claims that a small number of

repetitive movements was not sufficient to help regaining motor skills and improving patients’

ADL skills.

Healing from a stroke requires high motivation from patients to sustain their engagement

in rehabilitation therapy to achieve functional reinstatement [148]. A substantial amount of

repetitive movements and exercises are needed in order to improve and recover [148]. However,

1
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the hospital’s conventional therapy is normally perceived as being tedious, less effective, and

discouraging due to its repetitive nature [61, 64, 484]. Several other factors such as trans-

portation, therapist costs, mobility, caregiver’s time, and burdens have also affected patients’

engagement in the hospital rehabilitation therapy [23, 24, 361, 384]. Bassett [38] states that

these problems such as lack of motivation and adherence towards therapy were seen to affect

therapeutic outcomes [38].

Home-based therapy could lessen some of those burdens and make therapy more accessible.

However, Hung et al. [193] claim that only one third of stroke patients performed their therapy at

home independently and still prefer to perform rehabilitation therapy at the hospital. This could

be due to the various drawbacks of home-based therapy such as patients experiencing isolation

and not being supervised by a rehabilitation specialist [168, 193, 198]. Other common problems

are low self-efficacy, depression, anxiety, greater perceived number of barriers to exercise, and

increased level of pain during exercise. On the other hand, community-based rehabilitation

suffers from the cost and inconvenience of transport and its limited availability [168].

Game-based intervention have been introduced as a novel approach in stroke rehabilitation to

alleviate some of the aforementioned issues such as helping to increase motivation and enjoyment,

hence improving adherence and engagement. In particular, research interest is increasing in the

use of Virtual Reality (VR) technology in stroke rehabilitation to make rehabilitation more

engaging because of its ability to provide interactive experience (e.g., visual and auditory cues)

informing patients of their success in movement attempts, which is similar to real world [285,

439, 464]. Rehabilitation in VR addresses some of the conventional therapy challenges because

patients can perform their physical exercise within an immersive environment, which draws their

attention away from discomfort and pain [277, 429]. VR can also be done at home while still

being able to track patients’ gesture activity and progress. To be fully successful, a rehabilitation

programme for stroke must not only be effective and draw attention away from pain, but also

be engaging and draw patients out of a state of grief [165].

Many game-based interventions could be seen as potential tools that act as an adjunct

method towards conventional therapy to address physical, cognitive, motivation, and engage-

ment problems. However, studies on the effectiveness of game-based intervention for stroke

rehabilitation seem to depict mixed results. There are disadvantages such as they may not ap-

peal to everyone and may not necessary encourage long sequences of repetitive movements.

Art therapy can be a promising rehabilitation for people who do not enjoy games. Art

therapy enables people to communicate non-verbally and visually [18] and helps them to express

emotions [235] through various methods of art-making (e.g., sketching, painting, sculpting) with

a trained therapist. Art therapy enhances stroke survivors’ quality of life, reduces their anxiety,

depression, and isolation [18, 129, 235, 442], increases optimism [31, 295], and helps them to cope

with physical impairments by focusing on enjoyment and artistic creation instead of pain [442].

Art involves physical materials and can make the preparation and the process of making

art a bit messy. Besides that, art therapy is often not accessible to people because of not

having access to art therapists and having limited access to the required equipment. Procuring

physical materials for art-making that run out eventually could also be a challenge. Therefore, to
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make art more accessible, we investigated therapeutic VR art. Therapeutic VR art involves the

activity of art-making (e.g., sketching, painting) within a virtual world where users are free to

express their thoughts and emotions through their art pieces. The advantages of therapeutic VR

art are it does not require an art therapist, patients do not require the use of physical materials

and an experience such as painting in 3-dimensional and in a virtual world can encourage the

painting process.

Social interaction can be an important factor to improve engagement in stroke rehabilitation.

This is because the elderly and people with disabilities, such as those who have had a stroke,

face greater barriers in receiving companionship [20, 180, 279]. Companionship can be a benefit

in stroke rehabilitation as it helps to tackle social isolation as well as encouraging better mental,

physical, and well-being [21, 444]. Studies show that companionship can be supported by pets

and pet therapy [40, 289] and robots [184, 367]. Regev et al. [359] stated that art therapy is

used to enhance social skills. A study conducted by Alex et al. [16] showed that participants who

have had a stroke engaged with each other when making art during the art-making sessions.

Hence, this shows companionship can be an additional factor in improving the experience of

rehabilitation. Therefore, we were also interested in including a social companion in therapeutic

VR art. We investigated the effect of the presence of a virtual companion in therapeutic VR

art.

1.1 Research Questions

The goals of this research are to investigate the accessibility and usability of the existing VR

art-making tool and develop a therapeutic VR art-making tool with a user-friendly interface

such as a practical colour picker, as well as investigating the effect of a virtual companion in

therapeutic VR art. Given the potential of art-making and social companions in rehabilitation,

we aimed to answer the following research questions:

1. How effective are game-based interventions in stroke rehabilitation?

2. How can we better understand the process of therapeutic art-making and design oppor-

tunities of VR art in stroke rehabilitation?

3. What are users’ perceptions of therapeutic VR art and a virtual companion within the

therapeutic VR art experience?

4. How can we make therapeutic VR art more accessible and usable?
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1.2 Scope and Methodology

This thesis is an applied Human Computer Interaction (HCI) research project that is carried

out within the health domain. HCI is an essential aspect in any digital application because

it fundamentally determines an application’s usability [164, 222]. For instance, an application

might have great utility in solving a particular problem, but could be rendered unusable because

it is not user-friendly or is too complex for users to make use of its functions.

The scope of this research is i) to understand the process of therapeutic art-making by

individuals who have suffered a stroke, ii) to improve the interface of the VR art-making tool

to make it accessible to people with impairments, and iii) to investigate the accessibility and

usability of therapeutic VR art.

We are interested to explore the HCI aspects in the VR art-making tool which could be

utilised for therapeutic uses such as in stroke rehabilitation. Therefore, we first conducted a sys-

tematic review on health applications (i.e., game-based stroke rehabilitation and sensor devices)

to investigate the effect and limitations of game-based interventions in stroke rehabilitation as

we aimed to apply this research project for therapeutic uses. We chose to explore stroke reha-

bilitation as it is the second largest global health problem that causes disability [219, 416]. We

then explored the feasibility of art-making as a stroke rehabilitation alternative by conducting

a literature review.

We then conducted a user study using an existing VR art-making tool (i.e., Google’s Tilt

Brush) to evaluate its effectiveness for people with stroke-related impairments and investigate

design opportunities of VR art-making for artists with stroke-related impairments.

After conducting a field study on the VR art-making tool, we designed and developed an

accessible colour picker (i.e., discrete picker) and a virtual companion (i.e., virtual dog) in a VR

art-making platform to investigate the accessibility and usability of the discrete picker and the

effect of a presence of the virtual companion within the VR art-making platform in therapeutic

VR art. We used an existing tool and improved its interface by adding/changing the features

such as the colour picker and virtual companion, to accommodate the special needs of people

with stroke-related impairments. To investigate the usability and user impressions of the tool,

we conducted several user studies with a wide range of potential users (i.e., healthy adults

and elderly people, people with stroke-related impairments). Feedback that we obtained from

participants was vital for improving the design of this tool in future studies.

Our intervention is potentially usable to a wide range of people (i.e., healthy people, people

with impairments who are in the process of recovering such as people who are in their chronic

stage of stroke, and people with any types of impairments without acute brain damage, visual

and/or serious physical problems).

1.3 Publications

The research conducted for this thesis contributed to a set of publications. Contents of these

publications have been partially included in the thesis:
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• Chapter 2 - Marylyn Alex, Chia-Yen Chen, and Burkhard C Wünsche. A review of sensor

devices in stroke rehabilitation. In 2017 international conference on image and vision

computing New Zealand (IVCNZ), pages 1–6. IEEE, 2017 [13].

• Chapter 3 - Marylyn Alex, Burkhard C Wünsche, and Danielle Lottridge. Virtual real-

ity art-making for stroke rehabilitation: Field study and technology probe.International

Journal of Human-Computer Studies, 145:102481, 2021 [16].

• Chapter 4 - Marylyn Alex, Danielle Lottridge, and Burkhard Wünsche. Artificial com-

panions in stroke rehabilitation: Likeability, familiarity and expectations. In Proceedings

of the 53rd Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences, 2020 [15].

• Chapter 6 - Marylyn Alex, Burkhard C. Wünsche, and Danielle Lottridge. Perceptions of

colour pickers and companions in virtual reality art-making. In 2022 IEEE Conference on

Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces Abstracts and Workshops (VRW), pages 564–565.

IEEE, 2022. [17].

• Chapter 5 and 7 - Marylyn Alex, Danielle Lottridge, Jisu Lee, Stefan Marks, and Burkhard

Wünsche. Discrete versus continuous colour pickers impact colour selection in virtual re-

ality art-making. In 32nd Australian Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, pages

158–169, 2020 [14].

1.4 Thesis Structure

This thesis has nine chapters. Figure 1.1 shows the flow chart of this thesis.

Chapter 1: Introduction - This chapter discussed the research problems by investigating the

research questions, the motivations and goals of this research, scope and methodology, outlining

the publications, as well as providing an overview of the thesis structure.

Chapter 2: Literature Review - This chapter maps out the literature and fields of knowledge

that we have covered to investigate the effect and limitations of game-based interventions in

stroke rehabilitation and identify alternatives and solutions to address those limitations. We

started off with a systematic review on game-based stroke rehabilitation and its sensor devices.

We then explored the feasibility of art-making as a stroke rehabilitation alternative by conducting

a literature review. Our findings from our literature review of art-making revealed research

opportunities in the field of VR art-making. We decided to explore the potential of VR art-

making as a stroke rehabilitation intervention by carrying out a field study on artists with stroke-

related impairments. We discussed our findings and insights of this field study in Chapter 3. We

finally explored the potential of artificial companions as a stroke rehabilitation alternative. Our

literature review of artificial companions led us to attempt to implement an artificial companion

into VR art-making as a way to provide social support/interaction by interviewing the artists

with stroke-related impairments after our field study on their artificial companion preferences.

We document our findings and insights from this interview in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3: Virtual Reality Art-Making for Stroke Rehabilitation - This chapter presents

our field study and VR art-making technology probe on artists with stroke-related impairments.

This study was conducted to better understand the process of therapeutic art-making in stroke

rehabilitation and to investigate design opportunities of VR art-making tool for people with

stroke-related impairments. The findings we obtained allowed us to make improvements to the

VR art-making tool. The improvements of the VR art-making tool will be discussed in Chapter

5.

Chapter 4: Artificial Companions in Stroke Rehabilitation - This chapter presents our

study on artificial companions in stroke rehabilitation. After the experiential VR interviews in

Chapter 3, we proceeded to interview the artists using depictions of artificial companions and

engaged them in an interactive gameplay (i.e., Tamagotchi). The results assisted us in deciding

on the type of virtual companion to be included in our VR art-making tool. The design and

development of the virtual companion will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Chapter 5: Design and Development of the Colour Picker and Virtual Companion -

This chapter presents our design and development of our colour picker and virtual companion.

We share the steps and process of the design and colour organisation process within our colour

picker as well as the process of finalising the set of colours to include in our colour picker. We

then describe the behaviours of the virtual companion that we created. We evaluate the design

and discuss the findings in Chapter 6 and 7.

Chapter 6: Perceptions of Virtual Art Colour Pickers and Virtual Companion - This

chapter presents our study on the perceptions of our colour picker and the effect of the presence

of the virtual companion on the VR art experience. We conducted an online survey to obtain

feedback from a wide range of potential users (i.e., those with stroke-related impairments, healthy

adults, and the elderly) and discussed the findings and implications of their feedback on our VR

art-making tool (i.e., colour pickers and virtual companion). In the next chapter, we evaluate

the usability of our colour picker and discuss the findings.

Chapter 7: Colour Pickers and Colour Selection in Virtual Reality Art-Making - This

chapter details our efforts to investigate the impact of different colour pickers on users’ colour

selections. We compare our colour picker design with a standard HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value)

colour picker and discuss the findings.

Chapter 8: Discussion - In this chapter, we discuss our overall findings from Chapter 2 to

Chapter 7 and show how we answered the four main research questions. We outline the limita-

tions of our research.

Chapter 9: Conclusion - This chapter discusses the overall summary of this research, the

contributions we made, as well as the suggestions for future works.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis flow chart
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Literature Review

One of our research goals is to investigate the effectiveness of current game-based interventions

in stroke rehabilitation. Therefore, we conducted a systematic review on the available game-

based interventions studies to analyse the characteristics of the games used in those studies.

In this systematic review, we introduced several categorisations of games such as commercial

versus custom-built, game genres, single player versus multiplayer games and other variables

(i.e., immersiveness of the game, location of studies, presence of supervision, number of sessions

on physical function improvement, and publication date).

We then investigated the different types of sensor devices used for game-based stroke rehabil-

itation. The majority of the systematic reviews that investigated the effectiveness of game-based

interventions reported a positive impact on improvement of motivation and functional outcomes

among stroke survivors. However, no study to date has investigated the use and suitability of

different sensor technologies for game-based interventions. This is important since usability, ac-

curacy, mobility, availability, and affordability can be major factors that dictate the viability of

an intervention. Hence, we conducted a systematic review of sensor devices used in game-based

stroke rehabilitation [13]. In this systematic review we evaluated the utilised sensor technolo-

gies and how they affect the user’s experience, user’s movement detection and usefulness of the

intervention.

Finally, we explored art-making, multiplayer games, and artificial companions (ACs) as

potential tools for stroke rehabilitation. Art therapy has been shown to be effective for rehabil-

itation while social factors showed potential in becoming a rehabilitation tool. We investigated

the advantages and disadvantages of the current art-making, multiplayer, and ACs technologies

used in rehabilitation.

8
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2.1 Systematic Review of Game-based Stroke Reha-

bilitation

Game-based stroke rehabilitation is a widely researched topic due to its potential to increase

motivation and achieve better rehabilitation outcomes, but results are still inconclusive. Several

systematic reviews have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of game-based interventions

in stroke rehabilitation, and most of them analysed the efficacy of the interventions by comparing

functional outcomes of the patients, user experience, and identified limitations of existing game-

based interventions.

For instance, Thomson et al. [429] examined the efficacy of different commercial games and

found that they can provide high intensity upper limb practice, but there is insufficient evidence

about risks and benefits on activities of daily living (ADL). They only focused on the use of

commercial games and hence were not able to generalise their findings on the effectiveness of

game-based therapy for stroke patients. Aramaki et al. [26] analysed the use of VR commercial

video games in patients with stroke and used study designs that were ideal for examining proof

of effectiveness. They found that Nintendo Wii was the most used video game platform. They

reported that their participants showed improvements in dynamic balance, upper limb function,

and quality of life when using VR and showed more successful outcomes than conventional

therapy especially for dynamic balance.

Diz et al. [449] found strong evidence of beneficial effects using VR for upper limb motor

recovery, but more research is needed on what type of VR system is most appropriate and the

frequency and intensity of the treatment needed. Yates et al. [482] and Lohse et al. [277] found

evidence in their systematic review that supports the use of gaming therapy as a supplement to

conventional therapy. However, comparisons should be done cautiously due to the small sample

size, variation in study length, and unequal controls of the studies reviewed. Karamians et

al. [216] examined the effectiveness of VR and gaming-based interventions for stroke patients

towards improving upper extremity function. They concluded that VR and gaming-based inter-

ventions are more effective than conventional therapy. Lee et al. [256] conducted a systematic

review and meta analysis to investigate the effectiveness of VR training in improving motor

function in chronic stroke patients and concluded that it was effective in improving motor func-

tion.

Aminov et al. [22] analysed randomised controlled trial (RCT) studies of upper limb and cog-

nitive functions by comparing VR to conventional therapy. They concluded that VR has poten-

tial over conventional intervention since it can have significant effect on body structure/function

and activity outcomes as well as improvement in cognitive function. However, participation out-

comes showed no significant results. Dominguez et al. [119] conducted a systematic review on

RCT studies to examine the efficacy of game-based therapy on upper limb function and quality

of life in stroke patients. They found that VR interventions show potential benefits in recovering

upper limb function and quality of life of stroke patients.

Several authors reviewed previous research in VR interventions for lower-limb rehabilita-
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tion [93, 157, 305]. Results are inconclusive and difficult to compare since the interventions

used different devices ranging from balance pads to wearable technologies. Gibbons et al. [157]

performed a systematic review and meta analysis on RCT studies on stroke patients to investi-

gate the effectiveness of VR technology in improving lower limb function. From their analysis,

they found that VR and conventional therapy both show effectiveness in improving functional

balance and gait in chronic stroke patients. Ghai et al. [156] conducted a systematic review and

meta analysis study on VR training in gait poststroke. Findings showed benefits in VR training

and they recommend the use of VR interventions for gait rehabilitation.

Chen et al. [73] conducted a systematic review on RCT studies to examine the effect of

VR on the stroke patient population in terms of static and dynamic balance control. Their

review indicated that VR training is effective as an adjunct method to conventional therapy in

improving balance for chronic stroke patients. However, their review indicated mixed results for

acute and subacute patients. Baroni et al. [368] conducted a systematic review focusing on RCT

studies with chronic stroke patients on VR-based walking training to enhance walking speed.

They concluded that VR-based training is more effective than non-VR intervention in increasing

walking speed. Corbetta et al. [93] conducted a systematic review on RCT studies to examine the

effectiveness of Virtual Reality Based Rehabilitation (VRBR) for stroke patients. Their review

found that using VRBR alone and as an addition towards conventional therapy provided greater

benefits in walking speed, balance, mobility, and motivation. Ferreira et al. [140] conducted a

meta analysis of RCT studies on stroke patients with regards to the effect of interactive video

games on functional balance and mobility. Results from their review showed that interactive

video games were effective for improving functional balance but not on mobility.

Futhermore, Palma et al. [327] explored the effects of game-based stroke rehabilitation on

stroke patients using the ICF (International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health)

framework. They reported positive effects on body function and structure among the stroke

patients, but the activity and participation outcomes were inconclusive. Webster et al. [463]

and Gama et al. [102] investigated various types of Kinect games for stroke rehabilitation and

identified several limitations. For instance, they found that the games often limited to non-

occluding movements and gross movements, and that they are prone to “cheating”.

Henderson et al. [175] examined the effectiveness of VR games (i.e., immersive/non-immersive)

in improving upper limb function. They found more advantages in using immersive VR com-

pared to non-immersive VR. However, more studies needed to be conducted with a larger sample

size for results to be more generalisable. Wiley et al. [467] conducted a systematic review and

meta analysis on the effect of VR intervention on the cognitive function of stroke patients. Re-

sults showed that there was no significant difference between the VR intervention and control

intervention (conventional therapy) in improving cognitive function of stroke patients. Stud-

ies with larger sample sizes are required for results to be more generalisable. Xavier-Rocha et

al. [477] examined the impact of Xbox Kinect in stroke rehabilitation in their systematic review.

Their review found that higher usage of Xbox Kinect led to more significant results in improving

motor function and postural balance of stroke patients. However, the findings were inconclusive

as larger sample sizes are needed.
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Many of the reviews reported evidence that game-based interventions are beneficial in terms

of improving functional outcomes, cognition, and motivation among stroke patients. However,

there are studies that obtained conflicting results. Stinear et al. [413] focused on reviewing stroke

motor rehabilitation trials and investigated ways to improve the quality of stroke rehabilitation.

They reviewed four types of intervention studies (i.e., training, technological, pharmacological,

neuromodulation) and comparing the results between control and intervention groups. Their

review found no significant differences between the intervention groups and control groups.

However, note that, their review focused on four different types of intervention and not just

technological/game-based intervention. Therefore, specific focus on comparison between one

type of group intervention (e.g., game-based) and a control group as well as larger studies are

needed for better conclusions. Furthermore, Laver et al. [247] also found that VR and video

games were not that much different than conventional therapy in terms of improving upper limb

function, balance, and quality of life for stroke patients. However, they pointed out that VR

can be useful when it is used as an adjunct to conventional therapy.

The focus on the previous systematic reviews was mostly related to clinical aspects, pa-

tients’ experience, and other limitations. We found few reviews, if any, that commented on the

effect of different types of games (i.e., commercial and custom-built games), game genres, single

player versus multiplayer games, game immersiveness, availability of supervision, location of re-

habilitation, number of sessions, or study publication date on stroke patients’ physical function

improvement. Therefore, we investigated those variables in our systematic review because we

were interested in understanding how these factors influenced the effectiveness of game-based

stroke rehabilitation.

2.1.1 Methodology

We employed two strategies when searching and selecting articles for our study. We applied

the PRISMA model [271] and Snowballing techniques [472]. Articles were retrieved from the

following eight databases from January 2006 - August 2020: (1) Scopus, (2) ACM Digital Library,

(3) Medline (PubMed), (4) ProQuest, (5) Cochrane, (6) EBSCOhost, (7) SpringerLink, and (8)

IEEE Xplore. The utilised search terms and keywords were restricted to ‘stroke’ AND ‘virtual

reality’ AND ‘games’ AND NOT ‘robot’. We included ’virtual reality’ as a search term and

a keyword because the field of medicine refers to any computer-generated peripheral world

simulation as ’virtual reality’ [374], which may or may not be immersive. The combination of

the search results from the 8 databases yielded 7219 records. The articles were screened from

the databases by examining the titles, abstracts, and contents based on inclusion and exclusion

criteria (as shown on the next page). We then removed any duplicates that we found in our

pool of records. Next, we used a snowballing technique to find more relevant papers (if any) by

going through all the references from the papers that we had selected. The articles from the

references were first screened by title, and if the title satisfied the keywords, its abstract and the

inclusion and exclusion criteria were then screened. Articles that matched the stipulated criteria

were added to our review. Employing both these strategies yielded 248 studies. Information
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of interest from these studies has been summarised in tables (refer to Appendix A). From the

studies that we have, 94 studies are Randomised Controlled Trials (RCT).

The following are the inclusion criteria for our study:

• English articles that were published in 2006 or later with not less than four pages.

• Participants in the article are composed of stroke patients only (does not include aphasia,

dementia, traumatic brain injury, cerebral palsy, and other neurological disorders).

• The article must contain clinical trials and evaluations on stroke patients.

• The article must provide an outcome of the effect of game-based stroke rehabilitation on

stroke patients - (e.g., improvement on physical and/or cognitive function).

• The article utilised computer game-based stroke rehabilitation (i.e., immersive, non-immersive)

The following are the exclusion criteria for our study:

• Articles that used robot assisted arms.

• Articles which have on-going experiments (e.g., have selected 20 participants but only 11

completed the trial).

For the selected articles, we investigated the following aspects: (1) types of games (i.e., com-

mercial and custom-built games), (2) the effect of different game genres on physical functional

outcomes, (3) single player and multiplayer games, (4) effect of immersiveness, (5) location of

studies and the presence of supervision, (6) effect of the number of sessions on physical functional

improvement, and (7) effect of publication date on the types of games utilised by the studies.

2.1.2 Research Questions

The objective of this systematic review is to investigate the effectiveness of different types of

existing game-based stroke rehabilitation. The following are the specific research questions we

aimed to answer:

1. What is the therapeutic effectiveness of the existing game-based stroke rehabilitation and

are there any differences between how sub-groups of games, types of games, single player

and multiplayer games, immersive and non-immersive games, location of studies with

the presence of supervision and the number of sessions on patients’ physical functional

improvement?

2. What kind of games are mostly utilised for stroke rehabilitation and what are the signifi-

cant effects they have on stroke rehabilitation?
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2.1.3 Investigation on the Effectiveness of Game Attributes

There were 94 RCT studies in total. The majority of studies (83 studies) investigated the

effectiveness of game-based interventions in improving stroke patients’ physical function only,

six studies examined both physical function and cognitive function, and five studies examined

cognitive functions only. In this systematic review, we only focus on RCT studies as they pro-

vide the most reliable evidence on the effectiveness of game-based stroke rehabilitation. We list

all the studies, both RCT and Non-RCT, in Appendix A. Besides that, we only report on the

effectiveness of the game-based interventions in improving stroke patients’ physical functions

(89 studies). We did not report studies that looked into stoke patients’ cognitive function im-

provement due to the limited amount of studies that were available (11 studies in total), since

we might not be able to derive better conclusions out from it, as 10 out of 11 studies showed

significant improvements in cognitive functions. We used a CHI-squared test to investigate

whether there is a significant relationship between custom-built and commercial games in im-

proving stroke patients’ physical functionality and Pearson’s r test to investigate the correlation

of custom-built and commercial games within genres. We utilised descriptive statistics for all

other results.

In this review, we hypothesised that custom-built games may be more effective for stroke

rehabilitation as they are developed around the needs of stroke rehabilitation therapy, and

commercial games may be more motivating as they have highly developed graphics and are

centred on engaging gameplay.

Based on our main finding, we found mixed results in regards to the effectiveness of game-

based rehabilitation on stroke patients’ physical function improvement. We see a significant

effect on physical functions between custom-built and commercial games, however when we look

into several sub-groups, we did not see any major differences in regards to the effect of game-

based rehabilitation on physical functions. We reported and explained this further by breaking

this down into several attributes.

Custom-Built versus Commercial Games

We evaluated the significant differences between custom-built games and commercial games on

physical functions. Custom-built games were used in 53.4 % of the studies whereas 46.6 %

used commercial games. This percentages includes one study that tested both custom-built and

commercial games [190]. We theorised that more studies were done utilising custom-built games

because custom-built games are made specifically for stroke rehabilitation that offers better

design and functions that suit the needs of stroke patients.

Based on our CHI-squared test, we found a significant relationship between the custom-

built and commercial games in improving stroke patients’ physical functions, X2(1, N = 90) =

4.47, p = .035. Based on descriptive statistics, studies that used commercial games as an inter-

vention seemed less likely to report significant difference in stroke patients’ physical functions

improvements as compared to studies that used custom-built games (Figure 2.1). This seemed

to indicate that custom-built games have a higher potential to improve physical functions as
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Figure 2.1: Breakdown of studies that reported significant/not significant findings on stroke patients’
physical function improvement based on game type

compared to commercial games. Figure 2.1 shows the number of studies with significant and

non-significant results for custom-built and commercial games.

Game Genres

Games can be categorised into different types of game genres [2, 161, 450]. In this study,

we categorised the different types of games used in the RCT studies into specific genres. We

created our own game genre groups to match our data. These game genres were grouped into

six categories: 1) Adventure, 2) Action, 3) ADL, 4) Puzzle, 5) Sports, and 6) Simulation. We

added ADL (Activity of Daily Living) as a genre although it is not part of the existing game

genres [2, 161, 450] because some of the games in the studies we reviewed did not clearly fall

within those genres. The ADL genre was designed to simulate daily routine activities (e.g.,

making coffee, washing dishes) that stroke patients might find challenging to carry out. In

addition, we were also interested in investigating the effectiveness of the ADL genre in improving

stroke patients’ physical function.

From the results, we see the Sports genre mainly consisted of commercial games, followed

by the Action genre. Interestingly, the highest number of custom-built games fell under the

Action genre, followed by the Simulation and the ADL genres. We postulate that most studies

utilised games under these genres because commercial games such as Nintendo Wii and Kinect

encourage the user to make physical movement during the game session. Figure 2.4 shows the

breakdown of commercial and custom-built games utilised by the studies that we reviewed by

genre.

When looking at genres with 20 or more studies (i.e., Action, ADL, Simulation, Sports)

(Figure 2.3), we noticed that studies which utilised games under the Simulation genre were the
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Figure 2.2: Examples of different game genres from several studies. From the first row: Adventure
genre: Kinect Adventure - 20,000 Leaks (stop leaking waters spilling through the walls [©
2019 Aramaki et al. Use of client-centered virtual reality in rehabilitation after stroke: a
feasibility study] [25], Action genre: shooting a ship [© 2016 IEEE Lin et al. An Interactive
Upper-limb Post-stroke Rehabilitation System Integrating BCI-based Attention Monitor-
ing and Virtual Reality Feedback] [273], ADL genre: drinking a glass of water [© 2017
IEEE Adams et al. Virtual Activities of Daily Living for Recovery of Upper Extremity Motor
Function] [3], Puzzle genre: find and retrieve items on different shelves [© 2018 Taylor &
Francis Demers et al. Feasibility of incorporating functionally relevant virtual rehabilita-
tion in sub-acute stroke care: perception of patients and clinicians] [109], Sports genre:
playing golf [© 2019 Aramaki et al. Use of client-centered virtual reality in rehabilitation
after stroke: a feasibility study] [25], Simulation genre: Reh@City - go to supermarket [©
2016 BioMed Faria et al. Benefits of virtual reality based cognitive rehabilitation through
simulated activities of daily living: a randomized controlled trial with stroke patients] [133]

most likely to report significant positive effect (64.3 %). This is followed by ADL (63.7 %),

Action (50 %), and Sports (36.4 %).
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Figure 2.3: Breakdown of studies that reported significant/not-significant results on stroke patient
physical function improvement by game genre

Figure 2.4: Breakdown of studies that reported significant/not-significant results on stroke patient
physical function improvement by game genre and game type

Furthermore, we investigate the correlation of custom-built and commercial games within

genres (Figure 2.4). We removed genres with less than five studies to obtain a more accurate

outlook on the data. We report our statistical result with Pearson’s r. Based on Figure 2.5 and

Figure 2.6, we see a positive correlation of custom-built r(4) = .988, p <.01 and commercial

games r(4) = .904, p <.01 within genres with studies that have significant results.
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Figure 2.5: Correlation between the percentage of studies that utilised custom-built games by game
genre and percentage of studies that reported significant findings

Figure 2.6: Correlation between the percentage of studies that utilised commercial games by game
genre and percentage of studies that reported significant findings
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Based on our analysis on commercial games, we found a number of studies that used commer-

cial games with overlapping games in the Sports and Action genres (e.g., Tennis, Golf, Baseball,

Balance Bubble etc.), due to using the same commercial games or devices (e.g., Wii Fit, Wii

Sports). Therefore, those games have been evaluated multiple times (e.g., [5, 101, 293, 234]),

but with different numbers of participants and sessions from each study. We assumed that these

were done to evaluate the effectiveness of the same games in stroke rehabilitation.

Figure 2.7: Examples of multiplayer games. Photos taken from three studies: From left to right: Air
hockey - two players face each other and toss a puck [© 2014 Springer Maier et al. So-
cial Integration of Stroke Patients through the Multiplayer Rehabilitation Gaming Sys-
tem] [285], Pong - top and bottom paddles controlled by two players [© 2017 BioMed
Goršič et al. A multisession evaluation of an adaptive competitive arm rehabilitation
game] [160], Ball Bump - players pass a ball back and forth across the table [© 2018
BMC Triandafilou et al. Development of a 3D, networked multiuser virtual reality envi-
ronment for home therapy after stroke] [432]

Single Player versus Multiplayer Games

We found that the majority of the games played were single player games in both custom-built

and commercial games. From the studies, 98 % of the studies were single player games and

only 2% were multiplayer games. From Figure 2.8, we can see that single player games show

a significant effect on physical functions for custom-built games but not for commercial games.

Meanwhile, multiplayer games show no significant results in both custom-built and commercial

games. However, results from single player games could not be compared with multiplayer games

due to the small number of studies that used multiplayer games.

The Effect of Immersiveness

The deep immersion in immersive games can increase motivation and potentially improve func-

tional outcomes [246], but involves additional costs and usability issues. Based on our data,

there were only six studies that utilised immersive games. Three out of the six studies showed

significant improvements in physical functions. Although we see potential in immersive games,

there were also disadvantages that need addressing as one study reported dizziness and transient

symptoms of simulation sickness experienced by patients when using the VR headset [100]. Be-

sides that, few studies reported that the headset was heavy and have a low resolution [92, 212],
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Figure 2.8: Breakdown of studies that reported significant/not-significant results on stroke patient
physical function improvement (Single player games vs. multiplayer games)

therefore causing patients to have eye strain and blurred vision [212]. Due to the very small

number of studies that used immersive games, it is difficult to compare the significant results

between studies that utilised immersive and non-immersive games as the intervention on pa-

tients’ physical function improvement.

Studies by Location and Presence of Supervision

We also investigated the location of studies and the presence of supervision. We categorised the

study locations into three (i.e., hospital, home, and others). Studies that were conducted in a

rehabilitation centre/clinic, occupational room, medical centre, and studies that did not mention

the location of the user study were categorised under hospital. Meanwhile, studies that were

conducted in a university room/laboratory/department/school of rehabilitation/ rehabilitation

institute or community centre were categorised under others.

Based on our findings, as shown in Figure 2.9, most of the studies, regardless of the games

used as interventions, that we reviewed were conducted in the hospital and were supervised

(83.7 %). Out of the studies that were conducted in the hospital, 40 (51.2 %) studies reported

significant differences between the control group and intervention group whereas 37 (48.8 %)

studies found no significant difference between the control group and intervention group. This

could be attributed to the convenience of objectively measuring and quantifying the patients’

rehabilitation progress within a controlled environment. We were not able to draw a conclusion

on the significant effect of home-based and other locations due to very small number of studies.
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Figure 2.9: Breakdown of studies that reported significant/not-significant results on stroke patient
physical function improvement by location and presence of supervision

Number of Sessions versus Physical Function Improvement

We also investigated how the number of sessions of a study influences the effectiveness of its

patients’ physical function. Based on our findings (Figure 2.10), we found that most of the

significant numbers of studies were 11 - 15 sessions and 16 - 20 sessions. Studies that implemented

the intervention for more than 20 sessions were more likely to report no significant effect on

patients’ physical function.

Breakdown of Studies by Publication Date and Game Type

Technology has significantly improved over the past two decades and therefore we wanted to

investigate whether the time the studies were conducted/published have an effect on the re-

habilitation outcomes. In this study, we selected papers published between January 2006 to

August 2020 (Figure 2.11). When we broke the studies we reviewed down by year, we noticed

that most of the reviewed studies were published between 2013 and 2019. This seems to suggest

that our findings are mainly derived from recent studies, which employ technology that closely

resembles current times. Furthermore, we noticed that there is an upward trend in the number

of game-based stroke rehabilitation studies from 2012 to 2019. We theorised that the trend

is caused by the growing awareness of the damaging consequences of strokes [416] as strokes

were declared a public health emergency in 2010 [323]. We also observed a spike in the number

of commercial games studies from 2013 to 2019. The sudden increase could be attributed to

researchers’ interest in developing a low cost rehabilitation tool [193].
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Figure 2.10: Breakdown of studies that reported significant/not-significant results on stroke patient
physical function improvement by the intervention’s number of treatment sessions

Figure 2.11: Effect of publication date on the types of games utilised by studies

2.1.4 Discussion

We conducted a systematic review on game-based stroke rehabilitation to investigate the effect

and limitations of game-based interventions in stroke rehabilitation and therefore decide on the

idea for a potential research project.
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Most systematic reviews on game-based stroke rehabilitation reported that the investigated

game-based interventions performed better than conventional therapy in improving stroke pa-

tients’ physical functioning [22, 73, 98, 157, 429, 477], with only two reviews that we have come

across reporting similar results between the two approaches [246, 413]. Our analysis found that

there is no consistent strong results in regards to the effectiveness of game-based stroke rehabil-

itation. We postulate that the type of game and the specific features of the game determine the

effectiveness of the game.

When comparing commercial and custom-built games, we found a greater number of studies

that utilised custom-built games as a rehabilitation intervention which reported significant re-

sults as compared to studies with commercial games (Figure 2.1). We theorise that custom-built

games were more effective at improving stroke patients’ physical functioning than commercial

games because these games are made specifically for stroke rehabilitation purposes [193]. Fur-

thermore, studies that developed custom-built games mainly focused on the design of serious

games aiming to improve patients’ physical impairments [11, 64]. Besides that, several studies

developed their own custom-built games that offer customisable features to improve patients’

gaming experience and provide more effective feedback [392, 443]. Additionally, custom-built

games utilised a wider range of sensors that make them better such as offers better precise

movements’ feedback and targeted exercises which then contributes to a better rehabilitation

performance [13]. For example, “MusicGlove” device has sensors on each fingertip to record

patients’ gripping movements. Hence, some custom-built games can be costly compared to

commercial games due to using multiple or more advanced sensors [13, 449]. On the other

hand, we also theorise that custom-built game studies yielded more significant results because

these researchers have invested significant resources in developing the game. This could lead

to biased findings since most studies did not control for confounding variables (i.e., blinding

researchers/participants).

We were interested to explore the effect of custom and commercial games further by looking

into different types of game genres (Figure 2.3). Our findings indicated that games under

the Sports genre were less likely to report positive significant effects. We theorised that this is

because these games require a high amount of intensive and continuous active movements, which

tires participants quickly and hence might not be suitable for rehabilitation. In spite the taxing

nature of Sports games, Kim et al. [227] and Kong et al. [234] discovered that stroke patients

experienced high levels of enjoyment and self-motivation when playing Sports games. In order

to reduce patient tiredness and harm when utilising Sports games for rehabilitation purposes,

we suggest that patients be proper supervised, the intervention duration be properly monitored,

and the intensity of the intervention be tailored to the patients’ capability.

Games under the ADL, Simulation, and Action genres have a higher likelihood of reporting

significant positive effect. We theorised that this is because most games under these genres

were custom-built games, which were specially developed for rehabilitation purposes. Moreover,

games from these genres do not seem to be overly strenuous to users. Alternatively, ADL and

Simulation genres showed positive trends as they show benefit by improving daily living activities

and physical function [319, 421].
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Immersive games have been gaining popularity in game-based stroke rehabilitation due to

its ability to provide interactive experiences, which are similar to the real world [439, 464].

The immersive effect of virtual environments promotes dissociation from common barriers, such

as the feeling of discomfort and pain [277, 429]. Virtual environments also act as a medium

to make training more effective and engaging where feedback is constantly provided to both

patients and therapists [277, 429]. We found that immersive games showed potential to improve

physical function [209, 319, 334], but due to the limited number of studies, the results must

be interpreted with caution. One study found that patients needed time to adapt to the VR

system [319]. Other studies found that participants did not find the Head Mounted Display and

the VR exposure comfortable [92] while other participants felt dizzy while using it [100].

Multiplayer games can promote better engagement and motivation in rehabilitation, hence

improving physical function. We found that multiplayer games showed potential to improve

physical function, but the small number of studies [158, 428] limit our ability to draw any

concrete conclusions. We recommend more studies on multiplayer games to be conducted in the

future.

In regards to the number of sessions in improving physical function, we expected that the

highest number of sessions would have an impact on physical function improvement. However

we found no statistical effect to support our assumption (Figure 2.10). We postulate that some

games might be intensive for patients and therefore making patients felt tired and exhausted

after undergoing a certain number of interventions. Furthermore, another reason could be due

to lack of games variety and therefore decreases patients’ motivation overtime. Based on our

findings, 16 – 20 sessions seemed to be the optimal number of sessions that patients could cope

with.

Furthermore, as can be seen from the results, many clinical trials were conducted in the

hospital and not at home or other places (e.g., community centre). Rehabilitation with super-

vision showed higher significant improvements in physical functions. One of the advantages of

conducting therapy in the hospital is having supervision by a therapist. Supervised therapy

provides patients with a sense of safety and security that usually is not present when perform-

ing rehabilitation alone. Supervision is important because unsupervised therapy could lead to

potential harm, pain, and deterioration of the patient’s condition. Although supervision is im-

portant, patients would not be able to rely on it. Hospitals only provide therapy for a limited

time frame in which patients only carry out rehabilitation for an hour a day in the hospital.

Therefore, the frequency of this conventional therapy limits patients from experiencing motor

recovery at a faster rate. Besides that, the cost, transportation, time, and a patient’s mobil-

ity are factors that impede patients from undergoing successful rehabilitation within a hospital

setting [23, 24, 361, 384]. Home-based therapy could be one of the ways to address these is-

sues. Hence, we postulate that home game-based stroke rehabilitation as a promising approach

to keep patients participating in rehabilitation therapy and recommend that more research be

conducted to ascertain its effectiveness.

One of the limitations of our systematic review is that we did not include studies that

were conducted using a robot-assisted support/arm. This is because we wanted to focus on
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analysing the effect of game-based stroke rehabilitation systems/games only. The use of robotic

assistance in game-based stroke rehabilitation can be very expensive although it may provide

better outcomes. Therefore, robot-assistance is not compatible with our higher objectives, which

is to propose a portable and reasonably priced rehabilitation tool. Another limitation is that

we were not able to analyse the selection bias in our pool of studies. This is because many

studies did not mention their selection biases. Furthermore, since this is the first paper to

report on new metrics such as game genres, we may lack the necessary experience in reporting

such interaction of these variables. Finally, we did not include a report on the effect of game-

based stroke rehabilitation on cognitive functions as we found limited studies that investigated

this interaction. In this systematic review, we only focused on reporting the effect of game-based

stroke rehabilitation on physical functions.

2.2 Review of Sensor Devices in Stroke Rehabilita-

tion

In this systematic review, all the papers we reviewed utilise sensor devices for capturing and

tracking movements, converting movements into game inputs, measuring motion ranges, and

providing feedback. Examples are the Nintendo Wiimote, which uses an accelerometer and

gyroscope for motion detecting [482], depth cameras [241], and smartphones [83] which use

accelerometers, gyroscopes, and proximity sensors for tracking upper extremities movements.

The sensor technology used in a game-based intervention will effect its usability, accuracy,

set-up effort, price, and the ability to provide feedback. These issues are crucial for the interven-

tion’s effectiveness and acceptance by patients [193], but have not been addressed in previous

research. Most papers mention the utilised sensor technologies as a side note and rarely make a

connection between observed problems and the utilised technologies. We provide a systematic

review of previous research in game-based stroke rehabilitation and analyse the use of sensor

technologies and their effect on the effectiveness and usefulness of an intervention.

2.2.1 Methodology

Articles were retrieved from eight databases: Google Scholar, ACM Digital Library, MEDLINE

(PubMed), Pro-Quest, Cochrane, EBSCOhost, SpringerLink, and Scopus. The utilised search

terms and keywords were “stroke” AND “virtual reality” AND “games”. Inclusion criteria

comprised that the publication had to be in the English language, published no earlier than

2006, involved a study with stroke patients, utilised game-based interventions, and provided

information on the type of sensor device used in the intervention.

For the retrieved articles we investigated the following aspects: (1) the types of sensor

devices used and the recorded activities, (2) the advantages and disadvantages of the sensor

devices, and (3) the user experience. The research questions we aim to answer are: (R1) How

do different sensor technologies used in game-based rehabilitation impact the intervention’s
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effectiveness and the patient experience? (R2) What are recommended sensor technologies for

future interventions?

2.2.2 Findings

Using the above described selection process and removing duplicates resulted in 30 studies that

met the inclusion criteria and these are summarised in Table 2.1.

From the reviewed studies 40 % used commercial games and 60 % used custom-built games

for stroke rehabilitation. Recent papers seem to focus more on custom-built games, presumably

because researchers have become more aware of the limitations of commercial games. From

studies using commercial games, the majority used the Nintendo Wiimote, followed by the

PlayStation EyeToy and the Kinect. For the custom-built games, a much wider range of sensing

devices were used reflecting the specific requirements of a rehabilitation task. Comparable

few custom-built games use the Kinect and Nintendo Wiimote and none used the PlayStation

EyeToy. A combination of sensor devices was used in 36% of the studies.

With regard to effected limbs 80 % of the studies focused on upper limb rehabilitation, 10%

on lower limb rehabilitation, and 10 % on both. In commercial games the Nintendo Wiimote

was the most popular for upper limb rehabilitation, whereas the Wii Fit balance board was used

for lower limb impairments. Nintendo Wiimote, Kinect, and Playstation EyeToy have been

used to evaluate both upper and lower limb impairments. In terms of stroke phases, 40 % of

the studies considered only chronic patients, whereas 16.7 % and 13.3 % focused on acute and

sub-acute patients, respectively. Six studies recruited patients from different stroke phases and

three studies did not provide this information.

The Nintendo Wiimote was the most popular sensing device used in studies using commer-

cial games for stroke rehabilitation. Cited advantages include the prompt and tactile feedback of

different motions and the patients’ ability to observe their gestures on the screen [71, 79]. How-

ever, a majority of studies reported that stroke patients with upper limb impairments, regardless

of stroke phase, had difficulties grasping and holding the Wiimote. Thus, grip gloves [263], ban-

dages [332], or velcro [11] were provided to assist patients during the training by strapping

the Wiimote to their hands. Patients also had difficulties with the controller buttons of the

Wiimote and experienced finger clenching, doubled-pressing the same button accidentally, and

difficulties handling the controller and tapping the buttons at the same time while performing

complex motor tasks [11, 71, 308]. Furthermore, one study reported problems in controlling the

horizontal position of a character when patients performed vertical motion [11]. Other identified

limitations include that the accelerometer in the Wiimote is unable to observe rotation around

the vertical axis, is insufficient to locate displacement, and Wiimote’s infrared camera sensor

can not capture a wide range of motions. One study also reported that patients felt frustrated

due to insufficient movement detection and latency [71].

The next two most popular sensing devices used in commercial games were the PlayStation

EyeToy and the Kinect. Both devices are hands-free (i.e., patients do not need to hold a

controller) and can detect a wide range of motions. The PlayStation EyeToy uses a colour
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Author Sensor Device Stroke Phase Impairment Game Type Activity Type

Alankus [11]
Nintendo Wiimote,
Webcam

Chronic, sub-acute,
acute

UL CB

Hand and body coordina-
tion (Grasp and release,
reaching, throwing, catch-
ing)

Celinder [71] Nintendo Wiimote Chronic, sub-acute UL C
Hand coordination (Throw-
ing, catching)

Joo [205]
Nintendo Wiimote,
sensor bar (NM)

Sub-acute UL C
Hand coordination (Punch-
ing, throwing, swing-
ing/hitting)

Lee [263] Nintendo Wiimote Sub-acute UL, LL C
Hand and body/leg coor-
dination (Grasping, pad-
dling, balancing)

Mouawad [308] Nintendo Wiimote Chronic, sub-acute UL C
Hand coordination (Throw-
ing, punching, swinging)

Park [332] Nintendo Wiimote Chronic UL C
Hand coordination (Throw-
ing, hitting, paddling)

Saposnik [378]
Nintendo Wiimote,
mounted sensor (NM)

Acute UL C
Hand coordination (Throw-
ing, swinging, cooking)

Standen [410] Nintendo Wiimote Sub-acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Reach-
ing, grasp and release)

Tsekleves [436] Nintendo Wiimote Acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Hitting
a ball, imitating hand pos-
ture)

Cho [79]
Wii Fit balance
board (Pressure sen-
sor)

Chronic LL C
Body/leg coordination
(Balancing, squatting, tilt-
ing)

Flynn [144] Playstation 2 EyeToy Chronic UL, LL C

Hand coordination (Grasp-
ing, punching, beating,
popping), body coordina-
tion and movements (bal-
ancing)

Rand [355] PlayStation 2 EyeToy Chronic, sub-acute UL C
Hand coordination (Re-
pelling, wiping)

Yavuzer [483] PlayStation 2 EyeToy Chronic UL C
Hand coordination (Punch-
ing, shifting, hitting,
smashing)

Lai [241]
Kinect sensor (version
NM)

NM LL CB
Body/leg coordination
(Standing, bending knees
(balance shift))

Lee [261]
Kinect sensor (Xbox
360)

Acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Hit-
ting, imitating hand pos-
ture)

Park [331]
Kinect sensor (version
NM)

Chronic UL, LL C

Hand and body/leg coordi-
nation (Hitting, punching,
kicking, swinging, balanc-
ing, running/walking)

Rand [356]
Kinect sensor (version
NM), PlayStation 2
EyeToy

Chronic UL C
Hand coordination (Throw-
ing, repelling, wiping, hit-
ting)

Tsoupikova [438]

Kinect sensor (ver-
sion NM), Xsens 3D
(accelerometers, in-
ertial, and MEMS
gyroscopes)

Chronic UL CB
Hand coordination (Reach-
ing, grasping, lateral pinch)

Türkbey [439]
Kinect sensor (Xbox
360)

Sub-acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Throw-
ing, hitting)

Valencia [443]
Kinect sensor (V2),
surface electromyog-
raphy (sEMG)

NM UL CB
Hand coordination (Target-
ting games)

Broeren [57]
Phantom omni, cam-
era

Chronic UL CB
Hand coordination
(Pulling, picking and lift-
ing, bouncing)

Chang [490] Gloves with sensors Chronic UL CB
Hand coordination (Grip-
ping)
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Author Sensor Device Stroke Phase Impairment Game Type Activity Type

Cho [80]

Video camera (Sony
Nex-5) - Exmor and
APS-C HD CMOS
Sensor, treadmill (JT-
4000) - Speed sensor

Chronic LL CB
Body/leg coordination
(Walking)

Choi [83]

Smartphone (Galaxy
S2 Samsung) - Ac-
celerometer, gyro-
scope, proximity,
magnetic sensors

NM UL CB
Hand coordination (Catch-
ing, watering, putting out
fire)

Crosbie [100]
VR head mounted
display

Acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Reach-
ing for target, reaching and
grasping)

House [185]

Edmund Optic
CMOS machine vi-
sion cameras, laptop
IR camera

Sub-acute, acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Grasp-
ing, picking, and placing,
moving arms)

King [39]

CyWee Z controller
(Accelerometer, gy-
roscope, magnetic
sensors)

Chronic UL CB
Hand coordination (Target
hitting games (stationary,
strategic, moving targets))

Kwon [240]
Video camera, cyber
gloves

Acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Reach-
ing and lifting)

Shin [392]
OpenNI sensor
(PrimeSense)

Sub-acute, acute UL CB
Hand coordination (Tar-
geting, catching, imitating
postures)

Tsoupikova [437]

Magnetic trackers
(Flock of Birds, As-
cension Technology),
PneuGlove with bend
sensors (Flexpoint)

Chronic UL CB
Hand coordination (Grasp-
ing, pinching, catching)

Abbreviations: UL (Upper Limb), LL (Lower Limb), C (Commercial), CB (Custom-built), NM (Not mentioned)

Table 2.1: Gaming sensors review comparison

digital camera similar to a webcam. One study reported that the device was not suitable for

acute and sub-acute patients since they were unable to use their weak hand to interact with

it [355]. The PlayStation EyeToy was also found to encourage unnecessary movements of upper

limbs and trunks in patients with sub-acute impairments, necessitating the use of an assistant

(therapist). Furthermore the EyeToy offers no systematic recording making it difficult to record

patients’ improvements. The Kinect sensor uses a depth camera (structured lighting for the

initial version and time-of-flight technology for the latest version). It provides more detailed

feedback on motions and is less sensitive to environmental conditions [438, 439]. However,

Turkbey et al. report that some patients were unable to use the intervention since calibration

was too hard (standing still for several seconds and stretching the arms sideways at a 90 degree

angle) [439]. Furthermore it was reported that the Kinect sensor has difficulties differentiating

between two people close together (patient and assistant) [331].

Custom-built games use a much wider range of sensors and in particular sensors not used in

commercial games. In many cases this allows better targeted exercises and more precise feed-

back about patient movements. An example is the “MusicGlove” device [490] that has sensors

at every fingertip and records gripping movements performed by the patients. The device has

received FDA approval for stroke rehabilitation, but might be less robust than commercial sen-

sors. For example, one study reported that for two patients, data was not correctly recorded

due to technical errors. Broeren et al. [57] developed semi-immersive games using stereographic
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shuttered glasses to display 3D images. A haptic device known as Phantom Omni was used

to interact with 3D objects in the virtual environment and record hand motions. While these

devices can increase immersion and provide more detailed feedback, they are not readily avail-

able and can cost thousands of dollars. Shin et al. [392] utilised a PrimeSense depth camera

and developed games incorporating motions suggested by occupational and physical therapists

specialising in stroke rehabilitation. The games proved effective, but required supervision. For

example, for a fish-hunting game the therapists could control fish trajectories and force patients

to use certain weapons in order to train the affected upper-extremity intensively. Tsoupikova et

al. [437] used magnetic trackers for head tracking and a PneuGlove with bend sensors for arm

tracking. The authors report correct detection of hand gestures, the ability to provide haptic

feedback, and the ability to track joint angles for functional assessment. However, the equipment

is non-standard and the set-up moderately complicated. Choi et al. [83] utilised a smartphone

to track patients’ upper limb gestures. The study reported that patients were able to visualise

their feedback on the tablet, but no kinematic data was provided to show specific details about

the movements. Recently several studies have investigated the use of immersive displays. The

deep immersion can increase motivation and potentially improve effectiveness [246], but involves

additional costs and usability issues. Crosbie et al. [100] report that 5 out of 10 healthy users

and 1 out of 5 stroke patients experienced transient symptoms of simulation sickness.

Several authors combined multiple sensor devices to improve performance. While this often

resulted in improved feedback and analysis of patient data, it involves additional cost and the

set-up is usually complex and difficult to replicate for patients at home without assistance. Rand

et al. [38] used both the Kinect and PlayStation EyeToy to locate upper extremities and trunk

gestures. The Kinect worked best for standing positions, and the PlayStation EyeToy was used

for sitting positions. Alankus et al. [11] used a Wiimote to detect upper limb movements and a

webcam to detect coloured object positions in the real environment. Tsoupikova et al. [438] used

the Kinect sensor to record patient movements for game play purposes, and the Xsens 3D sensor

to track and measure the active range of upper extremity motions for functional assessment. The

authors report that the Xsens wearable sensors were unable to track head and hand positions,

view orientation, and interaction with virtual objects. Hence the Kinect sensor had to be added

to enable game play interactions. Standen et al. [410] utilised the Wiimote for custom-built

games involving simple hand gestures. The authors report that the system was unable to locate

movements of the wrist, elbow, shoulder, and sitting posture.

The most frequently used activities recorded for upper limb rehabilitation were punch-

ing/hitting/swinging (44.4 %), grasping/picking/releasing/placing (33.3 %), and throwing (29.6

%). Apart from grasping/picking there were a few ADL such as cooking, shifting/moving, wa-

tering, and lifting which were mentioned once each. This is surprising, since traditional therapy

and the assessment of functional improvements often focuses on ADL [405]. This might indicate

that researchers are focusing too much on traditional game play and do not fully utilise the

motion tracking capabilities of current sensor technologies. The most frequently used activities

for lower limb rehabilitation were balancing (83.3 %), squatting, and walking/running (both

33.3 %). These activities are more in line with traditional therapy.
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2.2.3 Discussion

In general, sensing devices developed for gaming (Kinect, Wii, Eyetoy) are less expensive, easy

to set up, and suitable for home-based rehabilitation therapy [308, 483]. In stroke rehabilitation

such sensors are usually used as part of commercial games not designed for rehabilitation purpose

[10]. Hence the sensing devices are often uncomfortable to wear/use [11, 263, 308], cause fatigue

and pain, are easy to cheat (e.g., for Wii tennis flip your wrist rather than moving the entire

arm), and can be difficult to calibrate [439]. Also, the accuracy is often not sufficient to identify

functional improvements and abnormal movements (which can cause pain) [124, 355]. The

difficulties can be partially overcome by providing assistance and supervision (increasing cost)

or using multiple sensor devices (increasing complexity).

The above mentioned shortcomings are often not inherent to the sensors, but due to software

and/or Software Development Kit (SDK) design, which emphasises game experience, general

use, robustness, and low hardware demands. For example, accuracy can be improved by using

suitable patient models and machine learning techniques [314]. The standard calibration function

for the Microsoft Kinect SDK could be improved by using only the unimpaired limb, making it

more suitable for stroke patients.

An ideal sensor for rehabilitation purposes should be comfortable to wear or mounted at a

fixed position, accurate enough to identify dangerous and compensatory movements, affordable,

widely available, have a low latency and high sample rate (30-60 Hz), not require calibration,

and be robust with regard to patient characteristics (different types and levels of impairments,

skin colour, size, clothing, and facial obstructions such as beard, head covers, glasses, and Head

Mounted Displays (HMD)).

Surprisingly only one study in our systematic review used a smartphone [83]. The reasons

for this are similar to the limitations reported previously. When using the phone’s accelerometer

and gyroscope the same problems occur as for the Wiimote, i.e., it is difficult for patients to

hold and potentially must be strapped to a patient’s arm [83]. When using the inbuilt camera,

accuracy is limited. However, we believe smartphones have considerable potential for stroke

rehabilitation [489] due to their wide availability, ease-of-transport, inbuilt security (biometric

access control), and variety of built-in sensors. For example, iPhone 8 and X have 3D motion

tracking and Augmented Reality (AR) capabilities, enabling a richer game experience, new types

of interactions, and (potentially) specialised interventions such as AR mirror therapy [179].

Several studies used non-standard sensor devices such as magnetic trackers, bend sensors,

and haptic feedback devices. While often effective, the cost and limited availability often make

them unsuitable for wide-spread use. There is a niche for specialised devices such as the Mu-

sicGlove [490] which have been clinically tested and offer rehabilitation tasks not possible with

more widely available sensors (e.g., finger rehabilitation).

2.2.4 Future Work

Game-based interventions have been demonstrated to be an important augmentation to tradi-

tional therapy. Many early studies used commercial exercise games using gaming sensors such
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as the Wiimote and Kinect. This often resulted in enjoyable game play and several studies

were able to demonstrate a higher effectiveness than conventional therapy. However, when used

within a game these sensors do not provide sufficient feedback on the users’ movements, which

makes them less suitable for unsupervised rehabilitation (due to potentially dangerous move-

ments, cheating, and a lack of information on functional improvements).

In recent years an increasing number of papers on game-based stroke rehabilitation used

custom-built games. In these studies the sensor technologies were often chosen based on clinical

requirements, i.e., the most suitable movements and exercises for rehabilitation and the required

tracking accuracy. Often this involves the use of multiple sensors and even different sensor

technologies.

Since adherence and feedback on functional improvement are crucial in clinical practice we

recommend the use of custom-built games. Sensor technologies are evolving rapidly and ideally

a game-based intervention should be developed using a suitable layer of abstraction to allow for

the integration of new sensor devices. Usability is a major issue (hand-held devices, HMDs) and

unfortunately has been ignored in many of the reviewed papers.

In future work we want to develop a detailed list of requirements for game-based stroke reha-

bilitation and create a framework matching features and characteristics to application scenarios

and rehabilitation goals.

2.3 Art-Making for Stroke Rehabilitation

Art is immersive and VR art may be especially so. VR provides a sense of presence fostered by

a head-mounted display that visually transports the user into an immersive environment. VR

has been lauded as a promising form of rehabilitation because of its ability to provide rich visual

experiences and transferable skills, control over dynamic environments and measurements of

responses [381], and the ability to present greater risks than would be possible in real life [409].

While VR is heralded as a way to transcend social and physical boundaries, accessibility barriers

continue to exist as basic assistive features such as auto-reading are absent [426]. Our work

focuses on artists with disabilities from stroke as power users [215] and lead users [452] for VR

art-making.

Immersive gaming is a burgeoning area which can engage patients in cognitive flow and

continuous physical movement exploration [64]. Game-based stroke rehabilitation tend to fo-

cus on improving physical function or cognitive aspects. Depression and anxiety are common

psychological disorders post-stroke, but these are neglected in current treatments [18]. We aim

to address these potential gaps by better understanding current practices for therapeutic art-

making and investigating design opportunities for VR art-based stroke rehabilitation.

This section reviews the related work on digital art-making and VR art-making in rehabilita-

tion. We are interested in investigating art-making in the form of painting as painting has been

shown to be the most common activity of art-making [152]. Given we found that custom-built

games were more effective than commercial in our systematic review, we decided to explore
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the possibility of developing a custom art-making tool for stroke rehabilitation. This literature

review will assist us to identify the advantages and disadvantages of the current art-making

technology.

2.3.1 Digital Art-Making

Art creativity support has been an object of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) study since

the 1990s [396], including a focus on artists’ experiences. Halverson [170] described digital

art-making as sense-making representations, where artists developed a story about themselves,

learned how the digital medium and tools could represent that story, and ultimately produced

digital representations that reflect a relationship between the story and the tools [170]. Expertise,

or “getting smart,” in the context of art-making “means coming to know the potential of the

materials in relation to the aims of a project or problem” [125]. Thus the artist’s expertise

and their tools are inextricably linked and their work is shaped by the relationship. Just as

McLuhan stated “the medium is the message” [292], artistic digital materials and tools provoke

ideas, questions, and themes in artists [114].

Digital technologies for art have different aesthetic and felt properties. Berge [44], an artist

who created site-specific installations in virtual environments, describes the computer as a tool

that “allows me to move freely about my work, regardless of my wheelchair” [44]. Nam, an

artist who also creates digital landscapes, focuses on affect in the digital artistic process using

a computer to process image and videos [309]. Nam describes a meditative state that comes

about through persistence, intimacy with materials and contemplation [309]. Over a six-month

study with a mixed-media artist who used a tablet and smartpen, Treadaway [431] studied the

processes of drawing, digital drawing, digital print, and cut and paste collage and found that

the haptic engagement with physical materials was pleasurable. Digital work was less enjoyable

but resulted in effects that could not be created otherwise [431]. A project on digital art-making

with LEDs and interactive soundscapes found that seniors engaged with the materials and with

each other around the material, but found some of the LED materials too small to handle

with their hands [385]. One of the earliest studies of VR art was Keefe et al.’s 2001 project

CavePainting [220], a system with physical props, such as brushes and buckets, and gesture

interaction in an immersive cave environment. Skilled artists and art students who had little

digital art experience found the gesture and prop interaction intuitive and were very excited

about the full-body experience of art-making.

In another study, 3D painting and sculpting programs were paired with mid-air gestures

captured through a Leap motion device, and tested with four artists, two with physical impair-

ments from arthrogryposis and multiple sclerosis [97]. Creed et al. [97] found that setting the

firmness of the strokes was problematic and in particular the absence of force feedback that

artists were used to with a traditional canvas felt “strange”. One of the artists said that the

opacity control could simulate brushwork but that tablets were more responsive. Vi et al. [448]

conducted a six week field study on interactive experiences in an art gallery in London UK and

found that mid-air haptic interaction facilitated an emotional engaging, immersive experience
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with art, and that participants felt that ‘touching without touch’ was uplifting.

Perera et al. [339] studied traditional and digital art-making tools that artists with upper

limb disabilities used. Traditional aids included using brushes affixed to a head stick and a foot

grip and working with an assistant. A paralysed artist created illustrations for children’s books

using a controller with her eyebrows and Microsoft paint. Her pieces took hundreds of thousands

of eyebrow movements and 50 to 100 hours to complete. Another artist who focused on abstract

geometric shapes used voice recognition software to control a paint program. Parera et al. [338]

contrasts the experience of the artists who use digital tools with those who use traditional ones:

the digital artists felt more independent but that the making was more mechanistic. Those

who used traditional tools felt that the tools enabled working intuitively and freely. Parera et

al.’s approach in contrasting digital and mechanistic tools enabled them to uncover physical and

experiential aspects of digital art-making.

2.3.2 Art-Making for Rehabilitation

Art therapy is based on the idea that the process of creative expression in making art enriches

wellbeing and facilitates reparation [286]. Digital art-making has been explored as a means

of providing art therapy remotely. Collie et al. [90] created a system for remote group art

therapy which consisted of audio-conferencing and hand-drawn computer images made with a

brush, marker, pastel, spray paint, eraser, color-matcher, and pointer. The design was evaluated

with simulated art therapy sessions with 10 art therapy experts. The authors argue that with

appropriate social protocols, art therapy is suited to being delivered remotely [90, 91]. Chat

forums have also been explored as a potential venue for delivering distance art therapy, with

explorations of designs that support social interaction and awareness [203].

Lazar et al. [253] examined the engagement of people with complex communication diffi-

culties in art therapy. They found that art therapy stimulates engagement in collaborative

design through using materials as language. Therapists and clients used materials to build new

pathways for expression and to enable co-creative engagement in design. Cornejo et al. [94]

conducted a study in analysing art therapy for older adults with dementia in regards to sharing,

and privacy among the vulnerable populations and how online systems can support behavior

sharing. Design implications include consideration of vulnerability, sharing, and privacy com-

plexity among this population. Lazar et al.’s and Cornejo et al.’s research suggest that studying

therapeutic art-making while reflecting on design opportunities can yield rich design considera-

tions. We espouse this approach.

Stroke survivors often have difficulties with verbal communication, a shorter life span, re-

duced quality of life, and experience feelings of hopeless [336, 442, 457]. Art-making has the po-

tential to enable patients to express themselves and communicate non-verbally and visually [18].

Art-making helps stroke survivors express emotions via drawing, body language, pictures, and

symbols reflecting life experiences [235]. Expressive and creative activities enhance stroke sur-

vivors’ quality of life and reduce their anxiety, depression, and isolation [18, 129, 235, 442]. Art

therapy helps stroke survivors view their lives more positively [31, 295] and helps them cope
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with physical impairments by focusing on enjoyment and artistic creation rather than their pain

[442].

Akhan et al. [442] investigated the outcome of clay sculpture-based art therapy in stroke

and epilepsy patients. The use of clay in art therapy built confidence, patience, creativity,

and non-verbal communication skills through the process of touching and modelling, and was

found to significantly improve mental health. Ali et al. [18] examined the effectiveness of art

therapy for well-being, anxiety, and depression among stroke survivors. In this study, patients

produced art objects with clay and crayons and created stop motion animation films using still

images on camera and an iPad. Most participants preferred clay over other physical and digital

materials, due to its lesser need for manual dexterity. Ali et al. [18] reported that participants

felt engaged and safe, the creation process was creative and meaningful, and they concluded

that the intervention was feasible.

Kongkasuwan et al. [235] investigated the efficacy of creative art therapy along with physical

therapy in improving physical and cognitive function and quality of life in survivors of stroke.

Creative art activities included music meditation, singing, group healing circles, self-reflection,

and expressing thoughts and feelings. The combination of conventional therapy with creative art

therapy significantly improved physical and cognitive function and increased the quality of life

among stroke patients, as compared to performing physical therapy alone. Both groups improved

on physical and cognitive function and quality of life. Both groups decreased in depression and

anxiety. The intervention group benefited from larger improvements than the control group.

Kim et al. [230] investigated art therapy for early-chronic stroke survivors. Activities included

drawing objects, self-portraits, portraits of family members, three-point perspectives and figure-

drawing, as well as using clay to create objects. Participants at the chronic stage experienced

improvements in emotion, cognition, visual perception, and physical functions, including tasks

of daily living. Traditional art-making and art therapy improve stroke-related outcomes but

there are currently no clear design considerations for therapeutic digital art-making.

2.3.3 Virtual Reality Art-Making for Rehabilitation

Most VR interventions for rehabilitation are game-based and most focus on improving physical

function [9, 197]. More recently, some also support cognition, such as memory and attention [66,

133, 454]. One 3D immersive VR intervention [136] focused on patients’ experiences and found

that patients felt motivated as the intervention fostered a new interest or rekindled interests

they had pre-stroke. Hacmun et al. [166] analysed VR features for use in art therapy and found

that presence, immersivity, point of view, and perspective within the virtual environment, along

with virtual materials and unreal characteristics give VR a lot of potential for the practice of

art therapy.

To date, there are two studies on digital art-making for stroke rehabilitation. One study of

digital art used VR with older adults recovering from stroke, who also had dementia and depres-

sion [324]. It found that participants enjoyed VR art, engaged with it and showed improvements

in their physical and cognitive functioning. Worthen-Chaudhari et al. [474] conducted a feasi-
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bility study on integrative graphic art feedback for acute post-stroke neurorehabilitation. Their

interactive digital art application records drawing with upper limb gestures. The drawings were

projected in real-time. Patients felt engaged and the visual feedback helped them to understand

their movements. The authors’ study suggested two design opportunities: supporting a state

of flow for a longer period and providing a physical object (e.g., printed version) that can be

kept and shared with others. These authors found that the ways in which people interacted

with their system suggested opportunities for design, in line with the ‘technology probe’ method

that studies technology use from social science and design perspectives [194]. We build upon

this research to study how post-stroke participants make traditional and VR art so that we can

derive design implications for a VR art stroke rehabilitation.

2.3.4 Digital Colour Pickers and Colour Theory

Colour pickers are one of the most important aspects in painting as colours help to create a

vibrant visual experience. We review the related work on digital colour pickers and VR 3D

paint applications. We focus on colour pickers as critical tools within digital visual art-making.

Colour selection in computer applications is commonly performed using colour pickers, which

include displays of continuous or a discretised subset of a 3D colour space, e.g., RGB (Red, Green,

Blue) or HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value). For example, the colour selector in (Figure 2.12) uses

the HSV colour space. It displays hues on a ring and, for the currently selected hue, it displays

all possible combinations of saturation and value (intensity) on a triangle.

Moretti and Lyon [306] review existing colour selection tools and analyse their suitability for

selecting harmonious groups of colours. The authors report that existing tools lack the ability

to choose colours in situ (in the context they are used for) and it is not possible to give aesthetic

hints about the relative importance of colour properties. In subsequent work the authors also

point out that most colour pickers do not use a perceptually uniform colour space [281], such

that, for example, fully saturated colours in a colour model are not perceived by the observer

as equally saturated.

Wu and Takatsuka [476] designed a 3D colour picker by volumetrically rendering the RGB,

HSV, and Munsell colour spaces, and using cutting planes and splines for enabling colour section

in 3D. It was not tested as an interactive interface.

Dodgson analyses different colour wheels and reports that they differ in the spacing of the

colours around the wheel [118]. The author explains that some of this variation is due to

imprecise use of language, e.g., the principal component of a colour might not match the colour

implied by its name. An example is “sea green” in the Resene colour system, which is called

“green” and looks “green”, but where blue is the dominant colour component [325]. Dodgson

mentions that in particular the “artist’s color wheel” varies from technically derived colour

wheels since its principal colours are strongly connected to colour names [118].

Colour selection in 2D colour pickers can be done via a mouse or keyboard. Other assistive

implements for digital art making are brushes affixed to a head stick or to a foot grip, or working

with an assistant [339]. One of the advantages of 2D art with mouse interaction is that only
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Figure 2.12: The HSL (2a) [466] and HSV (2b) [466] colour models mapped with chroma (which is
related to saturation). The HSV picker (2c) shows a triangle that is identical to the cross
section of 2b.

one limb is necessary to make selections.

2.3.5 Colour Picker Interface and User Interaction

Research on colour pickers has examined the generation of colour palettes. Jalal et al. [200]

examined design requirements for colour sampling and relationships, composites of colours for

blending, colour decomposition, and colour histories (previously used colours) to explore inter-

action with colours instead of simply choosing and sampling them. Wijffelaars et al. [465] took

a different approach by generating lightness ordered palettes. The authors evaluated hue and

brightness sliders for altering parameters of the (preset) palettes and their aesthetic qualities.

They found that most users were able to quickly learn to use each slider to change palette

appearances. They found that the blue palette received the highest overall ratings, with sim-

ilar hue preferences in which blue palettes scored highest, followed by green and cyan. Phan

et al. [341] designed a colour picker interface called SmartPalette. The colours in the palettes

were re-arranged in a coherent order using a sorting algorithm that reorders colours. Partici-

pants commented that it should keep the suggested palette history and should display similar

colours in separate sections. Shugrina et al. [398] designed a colour interface that generated

colour themes via direct manipulation of colour swatches where the user can generate, sort,

and combine swatches into smooth, step-based gradients. They have also designed an in situ

colour interface for freeform searching of neighborhoods of colours. Professional designers indi-

cated that the interface features were useful, fun, playful, and exploratory. Stahlke et al. [408]

designed a computer assisted design tool that creates colour schemes using existing palettes,

user-defined colour sets, and reference images. It can create multiple palettes based on user-

specified settings by applying aspects of colour theory, image sampling, and random variation.

This tool simplifies the search for alternative palettes via a gallery interface. It was concluded

that designers can use these tools to effectively create, save, and manipulate the colour schemes.

Research on tools for colour selection has also focused on naming. Meier et al. [294] designed

and examined the effectiveness of interactive colour palette tools including a) a palette browser

that displays named palettes, b) a gradient mixer that allows mixing of colours, c) dial-a-colour

to explore the colour selection effects, d) palette breeder that lets users create and view different
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variations of the existing palettes, and others. The tools were found to increase users’ confidence

because they were able to explore more possibilities. Heer et al. [173] investigated colour naming

models and implications for colour palettes. The authors used colour name statistical models to

inform colour palette design. They also defined metrics for colour saliency and distances based

on colours’ name. Colour names were found to simplify palette organisation and communication

in palette design (e.g., stating the colours’ name unambiguously when referring to graphical

elements). Tools for users with impaired colour vision have also been proposed and these rely on

names or visualisations (e.g., replacing colours with patterns) [142]. Tigwell et al. [430] review

online colour selection tools and employ a user-centered design to propose a more accessible

colour selection tool for users with visual impairments. The authors demonstrate that the

proposed tool is more effective than existing tools.

Other research focused on the experience and efficiency of choosing colours. Shugrina et

al. [397] designed and evaluated a colour picker interface called the Playful Palette, which was

inspired by oil paint and watercolour palettes and enabled ‘blobs’ of colour to be blended together

to create gamuts and gradients. It was found this palette enabled colours to be directly controlled

to explore arrangements and harmonies. Brathovde et al. [54] evaluated the efficiency of four

different colour picking interfaces (i.e., RGB, HSL, map, palette) in terms of users’ preferences

and task completion time. A study was carried out with users who did not have formal design

training. Results showed that the map and RGB colour picking interfaces were the most preferred

ones. The palette was the one with the shortest task completion times. This could be due to

entry level software, hence suitable for many non-trained users. The HSL was the least preferred

one since it requires basic understanding of colour theory to use it.

Commercial vendors have also developed a large range of colour pickers for different materials

and media (e.g., digital, paint, colour pencils, crayons). Examples are Adobe (digital art), Faber-

Castell and Crayola (art supplies), and Resene (paint)[363]. Based on [363], older adults are

more drawn to soft pastels or mid-tone colours, while adults are more drawn to uplifting bright

or dark colours but not to black. The colours displayed in a colour picker may influence how

artists choose colours to use in their artworks. Thus, in our research we will analyse the types

of colours users choose when using different colour pickers.

2.3.6 VR Colour Pickers

We review state-of-the-art VR 3D paint applications including Google’s Tilt Brush [1], Mozilla

A-Painter [387], and Gravity Sketch [43]. These three applications are room-scale and available

to the public.

A-Painter [387] is an open source VR art application developed by Mozilla. Compared to

Google’s Tilt Brush, it offers a smaller selection of brushes and no special effects. It is free for

all users and is only compatible with the HTC Vive controller. The single-face picker, attached

to the setting controller, displays all of the features. The colour picker contains a colour circle

for hue saturation selection and surrounding it a brightness slider and fields showing the current

colour and the colour history. To the left of the colour picker is a display of available brush
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Figure 2.13: Colour picker from Google’s Tilt Brush (Credit to: Juegos) [208] (left), Colour picker in
Mozilla’s A-Painter (Credit to: Fernando Serrano) [387] (middle), Colour picker in Gravity
Sketch (Credit to: xR.design) [478] (right).

strokes. By dragging the cursor on top of the colour wheel, users can adjust the brush size. On

the bottom right corner, there are three rectangular buttons for clearing and saving the painting,

and for copying the current brush setting of the controller. Similar to Google’s Tilt Brush, once

the user opens the main menu, they can modify the colour, size, and brush type by pointing

the painting controller to the desired option displayed on the setting controller and selecting it

using the trigger. When the painting controller is pointed at the picker, a thin white laser beam

is activated to help users visualise where the controller is pointing to.

Gravity Sketch [43] is another 3D VR painting application available on the market. It

supports the use of HTC Vive and Oculus. In contrast to the two applications, the Gravity

Sketch colour picker is three dimensional. A circular section displaying hues and saturation can

be pushed inwards and outwards in order to change the intensity, hence effectively representing

an HSV cylinder. The colour circle is surrounded by twelve 3D blocks representing pure hues.

Surrounding the hues, there are twelve smaller circles displaying recently selected colours. On

top of the colour picker are four circles enabling users to select different shading methods for

rendering the colour. In Gravity Sketch, the colour wheel picker is activated by pressing and

holding the touchpad on the painting controller, which means colour selection can be performed

using a single controller.

Google’s Tilt Brush [1] is a 3D VR painting application (see Figure 2.13). It supports the use

of both HTC Vive and Oculus Rift controllers. Google’s Tilt Brush released a Beginner Mode

that offers a core set of features including basic types of brushes, teleportation, and erasers.

Once users familiarise themselves with the tools, they can access a wider range of features by

switching to Advanced Mode. Google’s Tilt Brush works by following user’s movements in

mid-air and transforming them into paint strokes. The colour picker contains a colour circle

depicting hue and saturation, and contains a vertical scroll bar on the right for adjusting the

brightness (see Figure 2.13). Additionally, users can create their own palette with up to seven

colours below the colour circle for direct selection and accessibility of the most commonly used

colours. As with many current VR tools, basic assistive features in VR are often absent, such

as voice over, zooming, etc. [426].
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2.3.7 Therapeutic Uses of VR Art and Colour

Art-making enhances quality of life and reduces anxiety, depression, and isolation [18, 129,

235, 442]. Art-making increases optimism [31, 295]. Art-making enables people with physical

and cognitive impairments to communicate non-verbally and visually [18] and to express emo-

tions [235]. Further, it helps those with impairments cope by focusing on enjoyment and artistic

creation instead of pain [442].

Google’s Tilt Brush was evaluated in the context of art making programs at an art therapy

studio [16]. 14 artists who were older adults with physical or cognitive impairments participated.

The field study found that natural scenes and materials were inspirational for art. It shared

aspects of traditional art-making that have implications for digital colour pickers. In traditional

art-making, artists blended colours to make a variety of different colours. Participants tended

to have several primary colours on their paint palettes to blend. Artists used different types

and shapes of paint palettes such as traditional wooden palettes, disposable paper palettes, or

flower-shaped plastic palettes. The types of natural colours that artists chose for traditional

painting were not immediately visible in standard digital colour selection tools. When painting

in VR, participants reported that they were unable to find the colours that they wanted including

brown, black, white, and bright blue.

Colour selection has been attributed to people’s age, mood, and emotions [228, 295, 363].

Degen et al. [295] examined colour selection by a participant with alexithymia (difficulty recog-

nising or describing one’s own emotions) in an art therapy context. The participant was asked to

choose the colours that she liked and disliked and that matched her current mood. She selected

white, black, gray, dark brown, and yellow for the colours she liked and then chose those same

colours with the addition of purple to portray what she disliked. The authors discuss the pa-

tient’s use of colours in the context of the patient’s emotional states during the artistic process

and the artworks that resulted. In a study with stroke patients and their caregivers, patients

were asked to choose colours that reflect their feelings [228]. Initially, patients chose colour

tones from black to white with less colour intensity (colours mixed mostly with black) while

caregivers chose colours with mixing brown and dark black (cold colours). As time progressed,

both groups selected more rainbow colours, which the authors interpreted as symbolising psycho-

logical transition of the participants: achromatic colours symbolised unstable mental conditions

and chromatic colours symbolised better mental conditions [228].

VR art-making has been used to provide therapy. Chaudhari et al. [474] examined upper-

limb graphic art drawing and found that participants felt engaged and had better understanding

of their own movements. Paczynski et al. [324] studied VR art for older adults using the

Splashboard system with the Microsoft Kinect camera for 3D drawing and found it improved

physical and cognitive functioning. Kaimal et al. [211] conducted an explorative study with

17 healthy participants and suggest that therapeutic change relates to the qualities of digital

media exposing users to choices not available in the real world. Hacmun et al. [167] suggest that

art therapy is particularly suited for a VR environment since users themselves can create the

therapeutic environment that suits their needs.
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2.4 Social Companions

Previous research have shown that social companions can be very important in rehabilitation.

Social support/interaction can improve patients’ performance and motivation in rehabilitation

therapy, however relatively little research exists on social multiplayer games for rehabilitation

therapy. We review and discuss research on multiplayer games on social support/interaction in

rehabilitation games.

2.4.1 Multiplayer Games as Social Support in Rehabilitation

Maier et al. [285] studied social interaction within VR multiplayer games for stroke rehabilitation.

The games used adaptive mapping to compensate for motor impairments and fostered social

interaction between patients and other participants by enabling playing in pairs (with other

participants or with the caregivers). Patients could interact with their social networks at home

or online. Maier et al. found that patients and their social circle enjoyed the play experiences

as well as the social interactions. Ballester et al. [34] also investigated social interactions via

a multiplayer game mode in a VR system for stroke rehabilitation. They found that patients

improved their extension movements more when playing multiplayer games than when playing

single player games because the multiplayer environments positively affected patients’ social

engagement, motivation, and performance.

Givon et al. [158] studied the feasibility of video games in group settings for stroke rehabil-

itation. The authors compared a “video game group”, which was asked to play Xbox Kinect,

PlayStation, and Nintendo Wii games in pairs, and a “traditional group”, which was asked

to perform a normal exercise program such as warm up, stretching, and picking up objects in

groups, pairs, or triads. The authors report there was high treatment compliance for both inter-

ventions and rehabilitation outcomes (functional improvements) were similar, but satisfaction

was rated higher for the video-game group.

Human companionship in multiplayer games is beneficial for stroke patients. However, due

to the practical difficulties/challenges in implementing multiplayer component to our VR art-

making tool (i.e., availability of users to create an effective multiplayer experience, users may not

always be available for the needed duration of gameplay for therapeutic purposes), we decided to

explore other alternatives to fulfil the need for social support/interaction in our VR art-making

tool such as the Artificial Companions (ACs).

2.4.2 Artificial Companions

There is a growing interest in digital companionship and ACs as they are introduced in rehabil-

itation and healthcare services for the elderly and people with disabilities. Digital companions

are being issued by insurance companies and used by real patients as modernized healthcare ser-

vices explore ways to increase their reach [53]. Digital companions or ACs are being incorporated

into healthcare services for the elderly and people with disabilities to support social interaction

and physical and emotional well-being. These types of support are especially important for
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survivors of stroke - the most common cause of adult disability worldwide [416] - where social

isolation exacerbates outcomes [447]. There is a tremendous need to support stroke recovery

with technology [76], however, usage of technological support is low: a survey conducted in 2018

found that approximately 50 % of stroke rehabilitation therapists have used technologies such

as VR video games with movement sensors such as Wii or Kinect and they only use them with

patients on average once per week [243].

Stroke rehabilitation therapy may benefit from companionship. Disabilities from stroke

impair both cognitive and physical function [424] and healing from a stroke requires sustained

engagement in rehabilitation therapy, which requires high motivation [148]. Conventional stroke

rehabilitation therapy is perceived as being tedious, less effective, and discouraging due to its

repetitive nature [61, 64, 484]. The lack of motivation and adherence to stroke rehabilitation

therapy is associated with poorer outcomes [38, 160, 244, 267, 439]. Social isolation contributes

to a lack of motivation and adherence to stroke rehabilitation therapy [168, 193, 198, 285].

Companionship combats social isolation and fosters mental and physical well-being [21, 444];

companionship can be supported by pets and pet therapy [40, 289] as well as robots [184, 367].

Older adults and people with disabilities, such as those who have had a stroke, face greater

barriers in receiving companionship [20, 180, 279]. Research indicates there is potential for people

to derive companionship from ACs [301, 468], but we know relatively little about how older

adults and people with disabilities perceive ACs in a stroke rehabilitation context. Companions

in the forms of a robot cat (e.g., [174]), dog (e.g., [237]), seal (e.g., [269]), and other creatures such

as Tamagotchi (e.g., [434]) have been evaluated but not in the context of stroke rehabilitation. A

dolphin Bandit was created for the stroke context [218], but has not yet been formally evaluated.

It is important to evaluate ACs in the stroke rehabilitation context.

The following sections review the related work on ACs. These related works will help us to

identify the effectiveness of ACs in rehabilitation.

2.4.3 Artificial Companions: Virtual Pets, Robots, Avatars

ACs such as robot pets are gaining increasing interest as social companions. Early research

suggested that such interventions might work well for particular target groups or application

scenarios, including autistic children or intensive care units where no living animals are al-

lowed [297].

A popular example of a robot companion for elderly people is Paro, a robotic seal. Studies

showed psychosocial benefits for nursing home residents [366].

Coghlan et al. [89] caution that disadvantages and ethical issues with robotic pets are not

yet well understood. For example, a robotic pet might cause emotional stress if it malfunctions,

might create a sense of failure if users cannot interact with it as expected, and might not offer the

same meaningful experience as real pets. There might also be privacy and security concerns [280].

However, Coghlan et al. conclude that while robot pets cannot simply replace living animals,

they have other advantages, which may help with improving physical and mental health [89].

Examples are greater accessibility (lower costs over a lifetime than, say, a real dog; suitable even
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for small living spaces or hospital beds; no regular care being required (food, grooming)) and

the possibility of adding extra functionality. Coeckelbergh suggests users empathise with robots

and try to protect them from “suffering” [88].

Kriglstein and Wallner introduced a dog prototype to elderly participants and concluded that

simplicity and friendliness were important [237]. Further, a new companion robot Lovot [254] was

intentionally designed with less functionality in order to appear more childlike, non-threatening,

and needy. As at the writing of this content, there was no academic research on the acceptability

of Lovot.

Others have investigated what qualities lead to enjoyment and trust. Dragone et al. [121]

created a combination of physical robots and virtual characters into a Mixed Reality Agent

(MiRA) using a Mixed Reality visualisation. The agent and the robot followed voice instructions

given by humans. Most participants gave positive feedback and enjoyed the experience overall.

Another study explored how avatars can be designed to provide positive behavioral change.

It was concluded that the facial expressions and personality of the avatars are important in

establishing trust [275]. A similar study investigating trust in robots (rather than avatars)

found that the human characteristics of the robot (e.g., personality) have only a small effect,

and robot characteristics (e.g., performance, appearance, proximity) are most important in trust

development [45].

Virtual pets such as Tamagotchi and Digimon were introduced in the 1990s as simple virtual

pets on a small keychain interface. They share several behaviours with other ACs such as

robot companions (e.g., Aibo the robot dog launched by Sony, iCat the robot cat launched by

Philips, Tama the robot that resembles a face launched by JSK Laboratories, and NeCoro the

robot cat launched by Omron) as they all react positively to frequent user interaction. People

can become very attached to Tamagotchi and committed to taking care of them [289]. Luh et

al. [278] developed a companionship scale for artificial pets. The authors report that the key

companionship factors were enjoyment, responsibility, and psychological satisfaction, where the

latter one had the highest impact. The authors define psychological satisfaction as satisfying

various needs, thereby providing a sense of security, belongingness, friendship, and personal

identity. The authors report that users associated psychological satisfaction with experiencing

attachment, self-disclosure, feelings of trust, love, belongingness, and a sense of reality. Virtual

pets can provide companionship and teach children about responsibility and empathy [172, 434].

To date, there is little research investigating older adults’ impressions of such virtual pets in a

stroke rehabilitation context, which is a gap that we address in our research. We draw from the

literature to select ACs to investigate, namely Tamagotchi, and a virtual dog and cat based on

Aibo, iCat, and NeCoro.

Wang et al. [459] utilised the concept of virtual pets and designed virtual avatars to provide

psychosocial support for the elderly. The virtual avatars were installed into a dedicated tablet,

and was operated remotely by a team of healthcare advocates that are available 24x7 that

followed a guidance protocol to interact with their users. Interaction with the virtual avatar is

initiated the the user touches the screen to ’activate’ the avatar, or by the avatar from time-

to-time to check up on the user. They investigated the effectiveness of their virtual avatars in
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providing psychosocial support for hospitalised elderly patients where the experimental group

received the virtual companion for the entire duration of their hospital stay whereas the control

group received a daily visit from a nursing student instead. Results from their study indicated

that hospitalised elderly patients who were assigned the virtual avatar for psychosocial support

reported significantly lower levels of delirium and loneliness.

2.4.4 Artificial Companions in Rehabilitation

Most research on ACs in rehabilitation focuses on robot pets developed and deployed to offer

companionship for older adults [89]. Heerink et al. [174] developed an extension of the Unified

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) for social robots by older adults, which

they tested with 4 week-long experiments with the iCat robot and the roboCare interface. Their

model accounted for on average 69% of the variance in usage intentions and on average 54%

of the variance in actual use. A 2019 systematic analysis on social robots for the older adults

indicated positive impacts on agitation, anxiety, and quality of life but no statistical significance

was found in the meta-analysis [349].

Zora is a humanoid companion robot [486] approximately the size of a baby, that has been

used with dementia patients [189]. Zora encourages patients to exercise, interacts through

conversation, plays games, and cuddles, with the aim to help patients to be motivated and

sociable. Paro the robot seal has been studied extensively in dementia care. Paro can provide

psychosocial benefits as well as improving social outcomes for dementia patients [269, 366].

Patients with Down syndrome, Hanhart syndrome, and Moebius syndrome who were having

difficulty in social relationships and collaborating with others used Paro, and Paro was found

to alleviate problems in social relations, attachment, and engagement and to stimulate sensorial

exploration [289].

Researchers from Johns Hopkins School of Medicine developed a video game featuring an

animated dolphin called ‘Bandit’. The game was developed for stroke patients to improve their

physical function by enabling them to control the dolphin using an exoskeleton robot [218].

Patients use a wide range of joint movements to lead the dolphin to move and eat in a playful

immersive environment. As at the writing of this content, there are no academic publications

on the acceptability or effectiveness of Bandit in stroke rehabilitation.

Paro the seal and Bandit the dolphin were designed for healthcare contexts and can be

included in our study alongside Tamagotchi and ACs in the forms of a dog and cat.
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2.5 Implications from the Literature

2.5.1 Game-based Stroke Rehabilitation

Our systematic review showed that more custom-built games reported significant results than

commercial games. Custom-built games were developed specially for stroke rehabilitation [193]

and we theorised that this is the reason they are more effective [11, 393]. We postulate that

custom-built games can be more suitable for home-based rehabilitation due to its customised

functions which allows developer/therapist to customised the game settings remotely. Therefore,

we decided to develop a custom-built application (i.e., custom-built VR art-making tool) for our

research as we will have the opportunity to add/modify/update any features accordingly to

fulfill the users’ needs (e.g., colour picker, virtual companion).

We investigated game-genres by grouping studies that utilised game-based intervention as

a form of stroke rehabilitation into five different genres (i.e., Sports, Action, ADL, Simulation,

Puzzle). After grouping the studies by game genres, we decided not to include the Puzzle

genre into our analysis due to limited studies that utilised this game genre as an intervention.

Our findings revealed that Sport games were less significant compared to ADL, Simulation and

Action. This might be due to the strenuous nature of Sport game genre compared to the other

genres. Besides that, most Sport games that were used consisted of commercial games which

might not have the necessary customisable options to cater to the patients’ needs. Unlike Sport

games, ADL and Simulation games were mostly custom-built with a variety of adjustable settings

to meet the patients’ needs.

However, we also found that the effectiveness of game-based interventions were inconclusive.

There were also limited art-themed games. Therefore, we decided to investigate, design and

develop a VR art-making tool an alternative intervention due to the proven effectiveness of art

therapy in improving stroke patients physical functioning [18, 31, 129, 295, 235, 442]. Further-

more, VR art-making activity is not a strenuous activity since users can take their time to make

art.

Our systematic review also revealed that only limited studies that utilised custom-built

games as an intervention were exploring the use of immersive displays such as the Head Mounted

Display (HMD). While immersion can increase user engagement and ultimately improve the in-

tervention’s effectiveness [246], such technology is currently expensive and has certain drawbacks

such as dizziness and simulation sickness. Although HMDs were reported to cause side-effects

such as dizziness/simulation sickness [100] for some users, it has not been used extensively enough

within the research environment for any conclusions reached. Therefore, we were interested in

exploring the use of HMD as a sensor device for our VR art-making tool to further build on the

existing research on the feasibility of HMDs and thus the immersion technology as a form of

rehabilitation intervention for stroke patients.
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2.5.2 VR Art-Making and Colour Picker

Based on the literature review conducted, most digital art colour pickers in the market have

adopted the HSV colour selection model [1, 43, 387]. This observation was made in 2018 where

only three main VR art-making tools (A Painter, Google Tilt Brush, Gravity Sketch) had the

most visible presence in the marketplace. The use of HSV colour selection model might prove

to be a challenge for stroke participants since it requires a certain degree of familiarity and

expertise to select the desired colour from it. This could be a potential research gap to address

since our literature review revealed that while colour pickers have been previously used as a tool

for art therapy, no studies have incorporated the colour picker as an art-making tool within an

immersive VR environment.

We agree with Ali et al.’s [18] research findings which highlighted to us the need for simplicity

and ease-of-use of a tool when it comes to art-making. Lazar et al.’s [253] and Cornejo et al.’s [94]

research inspired us to consider conducting a technological probe on therapeutic art-making to

further identify design opportunities for the VR art-making tool.

To test out the functionality of existing VR art colour pickers, we were also inclined to utilise

Google’s Tilt Brush as our VR art-making tool benchmark because it has a beginner mode that

did not over complicate the art-making process. Furthermore, Google’s Tilt Brush is one of the

most widely-used high quality VR painters available in the market, and can be utilised with

both the HTC Vive and Oculus controllers. We did not consider A-Painter as a benchmark tool

because it did not support the Oculus controller (i.e., year 2018) and requires a constant internet

connection to operate. Gravity sketch is mainly used for 3D modelling and thus is unsuitable

as simple-to-use VR art tool.

2.5.3 Social Companions

Multiplayer games bring more excitement to the table and boost social interaction [34, 158,

285]. The ability to play, connect and share one’s experience with other people significantly

increases user engagement with the game. These social components of games have been proven

to improve patients’ functional outcomes in a rehabilitation setting [158, 285]. While inclusion of

a multiplayer component within games seem to be a desirable aspect for rehabilitation purposes,

player availability during planned therapy sessions makes its implementation impractical.

Our literature review on ACs have revealed promising opportunities for us to further build on

its existing body of knowledge. There seems to be a growing trend of ACs receiving positive user

feedback on fulfilling their need for companionship [189, 237, 254, 459], which is an important

component of rehabilitation [189, 218, 269, 366]. Besides that, ACs are a more economical option

compared to real pets since they do not need a lot of maintenance such as food and grooming [89].

Studies that investigated the effectiveness of ACs as a tool for rehabilitation reported positive

trends in alleviating negative feelings such as anxiety and loneliness from its patients [189,

269, 366], which helps promote good physical, mental, and well-being. Furthermore, ACs have

also been utilised in stroke rehabilitation to support the recovery of stroke patients’ physical

functions [218]. Currently no studies have incorporated an AC in an immersive VR experience
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or paired it with other interventions

In our research, we decided to attempt to incorporate an AC into our therapeutic VR art-

making tool due to its ability in being more accessible to its users. There are currently no

studies that have incorporated an AC within an immersive VR art experience. Therefore, we

are interested to investigate the effect of AC’s presence within the VR art-making environment.

While studies seem to indicate that participants displayed higher engagement and satisfaction

from rehabilitation with multiplayer elements, the viability of relying on the multiplayer aspect

of a treatment could be challenging as not all players may be available at a given time to

participate in the rehabilitation.

Furthermore, we did not consider implementing a humanoid companion in our VR art-

making tool because human companionship does not provide the same therapeutic effect as pets

(i.e., being comforting, cuddly, cute). It is also costly to design a humanoid avatar with realistic

facial expressions, emotions and behaviour that can competently interact with its users.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we reviewed and discussed the multiple studies from different fields of knowledge

that are related to rehabilitation to better understand the advantages and disadvantages of the

current technology available, as this will help us in designing and developing a new rehabilitation

tool.

Our systematic review on the effectiveness of game-based stroke rehabilitation has shown

mixed findings. Game-based stroke rehabilitation which has the potential to assist stroke pa-

tients in improving physical functioning, is a more engaging alternative to conventional therapy.

We recommend that more studies be conducted to investigate the effect of game features and

type of games on patients’ physical improvement.

Digital art-making has also shown potential for therapeutic use. Currently, there is a lack

of studies that investigated the potential of VR art-making for therapeutic uses. There were

multiple studies on the effectiveness of ACs for rehabilitation. ACs have been shown to be

effective in providing companionship for elderly people and those undergoing rehabilitation.

However, similar to VR art, there were not many studies that investigated the effect of AC in

VR experience for therapeutic purpose.

In this thesis, we will explore the design opportunities for a VR art-making tool and AC. In

the next chapter, we investigate and discuss our field study with stroke participants in regards

to understanding the process of therapeutic art as well as the accessibility and usability of VR

art-making tool in stroke rehabilitation.
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Virtual Reality Art-Making for Stroke

Rehabilitation

In this chapter, we describe a study that we conducted in an art studio with amateur artists

who had stroke-related impairments. We also investigate the process of art therapy and the

accessibility of virtual reality (VR) art-making in stroke rehabilitation. In addition, this study

aims to obtain design feedback on VR art-making from people with stroke-related impairments.

This study was conducted in two parts: a) a three-week field study and b) a technology probe

consisting of experiential VR interviews. We uncovered what participants made, the aesthetics of

the materials, and the process of making. The field study revealed inspirations around identity,

the situatedness of choices for tools in the social and physical environment, and a breadth of

application techniques (e.g., dripping paint or use of tape) that varied in need for fine motor

control. The experiential VR interviews highlighted the need for control, the affordances of the

medium, and the challenges in viewing and reflecting on work. Emergent art reflected qualities

of the three-dimensional (3D) paint and free-form gesture. VR and traditional art-making

contrasted in the speed and finality of application, opportunities for iteration and reflection,

and in the need for dexterity. The strengths, weaknesses and implications for the design of VR

art-making for those with stroke-related impairments are discussed.

46
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3.1 Art Therapy and Virtual Reality Art

Art therapy is an effective treatment for strokes [235]. Art-therapists work with clients in art-

making directed by therapeutic goals. Art therapy supports physical, cognitive, and emotional

healing through the creation of art including painting, drawing, sculpting, mixed media, or

other methods. The malleability and interaction possibilities of the materials are critical. Art-

therapists’ expertise in materiality enables them to work with clients through the art-making

process to transcend disabilities. Art-therapists overcome communication impairments by us-

ing “making” as expression [253]. Art-therapists also offer unobtrusive physical assistance to

empower clients [251]. To understand current therapeutic art-making practices and design op-

portunities for VR art-making for stroke rehabilitation, we study the context of post-stroke

art-making. We used VR art as a technology probe [194] within the context of an institution

that offers art classes, open studio time and art therapy. This study makes three contributions:

1. Empirical results from a field study of traditional art-making by 14 stroke survivors with

disabilities. We found that these artists i) utilised the physical and temporally unfolding

properties of the materials to create beauty without excessive fine motor precision, ii)

used a social, situated, and reflective process of tool selection, and iii) created work that

blended inspirations and accomplishments from their previous and current identity.

2. Themes derived from experiential VR interviews using a state of the art 3D tool as a

technology probe. We found that the affordances of VR as a medium shifted making away

from meditative, physically-supported fine motor activity to free-form mid-air gesture.

The experience was immersive, physical, and sometimes out of control. Creations were

abstract, intentional, or emergent.

3. Implications for the design of VR art-making which have been identified from two types

of research inquiry. The contrasts of the social, reflective, and unhurried nature of tradi-

tional art-making and the unfolding of traditional materials, with the speed, proximity,

and finality of 3D paint lead us to recommend social, situated, reflective, physical, and

meaning-making considerations for VR art interaction.

3.2 Methods

Given the rehabilitative potential of art-making, how can we better understand the process of

therapeutic art-making by survivors of a stroke and what are design opportunities for VR art-

based stroke rehabilitation?

To identify VR art-based stroke rehabilitation design opportunities, we conducted two types

of inquiry: an in-context field study of traditional art-making by stroke survivors and a single

use of VR art-making as a technology probe.

This project took place over weekly field site visits to an institution that offers art programs

and art therapy programs. The program visited was entitled: “Leading a Creative Life” with
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the description “Enabling people with stroke to express themselves creatively through visual

arts practice”, which had weekly sessions that lasted for 2 hours and 30 minutes. The first three

visits consisted of a field study of art-making. These were followed by one technology probe

interview per participant.

Study protocols were approved by our institutional ethics committee. 13 participants pro-

vided written consent and one provided oral consent. We used written documents, oral rephras-

ing, and visual aids to make the consent process accessible [201]. We placed the printed ques-

tionnaires in Appendix B.

3.2.1 Field Study Protocol

For three weekly sessions, we observed the art-making and took written notes and photos. The

principles guiding our social behaviour when onsite were to be friendly and clear in our purpose

(through the informed consent process), and to minimise disruption of participants’ art-making.

When we arrived onsite we greeted every participant, one by one. We asked each participant if

they were willing to chat about their art. We followed participants’ cues of responses and eye

contact to choose whether to ask follow-up questions. If participants indicated they were willing

to speak with us, we asked questions such as: “I’d love to hear about what you’re making.

Could you tell me about it?” and “I’d like to better understand how you’re making this. Could

you tell me more?”

Our protocol guided observations of participants’ activities, tasks, objects and materials

used, and upper limb gestures and body parts involved to identify design opportunities inspired

by physical dexterity aspects such as how hands and fingers were used to make art. The obser-

vation protocol prompted notes on the configuration of the studio room, types of art activities

and non-art activities done by the participants, the art tools they were using, their interactions

among others and with the art teachers, and how they physically performed the art tasks. After

every site visit, the research team met to debrief. We shared notes and stories from what we

had observed. We remarked on what each found “interesting” and unpacked why they felt it

was interesting, and if relevant, noted implications for design. We annotated our field notes with

these additional reflections. The protocol evolved over the course of the three-week period as

researchers discussed insights gained and further questions regarding potential implications for

design.

To select the best-fitting VR controllers for participants, we brought two sets of VR con-

trollers (HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift) on the third week. We asked participants to choose

which controllers they preferred to use during the VR art-making sessions.

The controllers have different sizes, shapes, and weights, and we wanted to offer participants

a choice of which to use. Planning the logistics enabled us to reduce unnecessary setup time

and maximise time for art-making.

When we approached participants to choose a controller, some shared expectations. Some

expressed curiosity and desire to use VR technology for art-making and some expressed hesita-

tion, especially around their proficiency with technology. P8 said that he “is not advanced in
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technology” and P3 said that she is “not into computers”. We took care to emphasise that the

VR art-making was not a test. We discuss this protocol next.

3.2.2 Technology Probe Experiential Interview Protocol

Technology probes are “open-ended” technologies [194] that provide flexibility of use to enable

data collection on social science, design, and engineering implications of design [49]. By expe-

riential VR interviews, we mean artifact-based and contextual inquiry approaches that focus

on participants’ experiences, actions, and reflections in context. Participants’ experiences were

self-directed and creative rather than focusing on feature coverage or evaluation.

We conducted one-on-one experiential interviews in person while the participant used VR.

Each participant had a single session. We used Google’s Tilt Brush [1] as our probe because it

was an open-ended painting tool and because it works with two different controllers: HTC Vive

and the Oculus Rift. Participants used the controllers that they chose during the last week of

the field study period. We brought a swivel chair to the field site to enable participants to have

greater reach of the VR canvas. For safety, participants were asked to remain seated.

Figure 3.1: Types of VR controllers (from left to right): HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift (Photo credit:
Amber Case, non commercial 2.0 generic, CC BY-NC 2.0, no changes made)

Our approach was grounded in an art therapy approach where there were no ‘correct’ or

‘incorrect’ answers or actions [252]. We emphasised that there was not a right or wrong way

to draw or use the system. We began the experiential VR interviews with a few questions

and a step-by-step introduction to the VR equipment. First, one of the authors put on the

headset and used the controllers to write “Hello” and draw a simple sun. Participants were

able to see the view from the headset on the laptop screen. Then, we invited participants to

hold the controllers (without using the headset) and draw something while looking at the laptop

screen. The purpose was to introduce one VR technology component at a time. Then, we asked

participants if they would put on the headset for one minute. For participants with aphasia

or communication complexities, we used a visual aid to confirm their consent. Participants

experienced the headset for a period of less than a minute and then we helped them to remove

it. With the headset off, we asked them if they could see in the virtual environment, whether

they experienced any discomfort, and whether they would consent to putting on the headset
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again. Participants could discontinue at any time without needing to explain.

We offered variations in the setup so that each participant felt comfortable. For instance,

one option was to use the controllers to paint while looking at the laptop screen instead of using

the head-mounted display. If participants did not spontaneously start painting, we suggested

they draw a simple shape: “Try drawing a square or a circle”. We worded the statement to

emphasise that the choice of what to make was up to the participant and that the accuracy of

what they drew would not be judged. We used the concept of ‘Third hand’ [251] to ground our

experiential session with a collaborative and supportive activity: that of selecting a colour on the

palette. Both controllers are required for colour selection. Our protocol initially had the second

controller adhered to the table in front of the participant. If participants expressed a desire

for colour selection, we asked for permission to assist with manipulating the second controller.

For participants whose second hand was functional, we asked for their permission to guide their

hand on the controller. When interacting with participants in this capacity, we observed their

gaze, how they were moving the controllers, and what buttons they were selecting in the context

of the art they were making. These observations led to a tentative understanding of what they

wanted to accomplish. We asked them to let us know whether we were being helpful for what

they wanted to accomplish.

Participants who used the HTC Vive controller were able to hold the controller in either hand

as both controllers were designed for use for the left and right hand. The Oculus Rift controllers

were designed for a specific left and right hand. We adapted the Oculus controllers for two of

our participants (P7 and P10) who make art with their left hands. In Google’s Tilt Brush, the

left hand controller is designed to be used as the colour picker and tool selection. We adapted

the right Oculus controller for the left hand because the right controller must be used for the

drawing functionality. P7 opted to change the controller to her right hand and P10 completed

the interview using his left hand for the right Oculus controller. The Oculus controller has many

buttons, some non-functional for the Google’s Tilt Brush application. We invited participants

to specifically use the trigger button to draw and to ignore the other buttons. We applied tape

over several buttons to simplify the controller.

After colour selection, if participants did not spontaneously start painting, we offered the

suggestion of drawing a tree and at the same time, invited participants to draw anything that

they liked. Participants directed the timing of the art sessions and could finish when they chose.

Due to timing constraints, after 35 minutes we let participants know that they should bring their

art-making to a close. After that, we asked participants to describe the experience. We asked for

perceptions of VR art and a comparison to traditional art. Participants were offered a print-out

of their VR artwork. The experiential VR interviews were video recorded and transcribed for

analysis.

3.2.3 Qualitative Analysis

One author reviewed and annotated the content of each picture such as its background, per-

formed activity, and participant ID, etc. After the field study, author and other researchers read
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all data and discussed it, familiarising ourselves with the content. After the experiential VR

interviews, two authors read all the transcripts and notes and created affinity diagrams. Then,

the whole data set was re-analysed using thematic analysis [55]. Two authors generated 15 sub-

themes. Then two authors reviewed all subthemes holistically and reinterpreted the findings to

arrive at three mirrored primary themes for the field observation and interview studies findings

(Table 3.2).

3.2.4 Field Site

The field site was an art institution with a medium-sized studio. The studio houses an extensive

collection of art books. In the program that we visited, each of the four main tables was shared

by three or four artists. The program environment was casual, with soft background music and

a live background singer and guitar performer for part of each session.

Before each session, program facilitators prepared the art tools and stations for each artist

at their usual place around the tables. There were three-four facilitators and two - three teacher

assistants for a session of 12 - 14 artists. In the hour before the class starts, the facilitators

prepared the room by making coffee and placing each artist’s painting on the table at the usual

place they sat. They also placed art-making tools and materials such as buckets of water on

the tables. As the facilitators retrieved each artist’s piece, the piece sparked conversations on

the artist’s work. Discussion of the piece was the primary topic in terms of emphasis and time,

though the facilitators also shared comments about the artist or their process. For example,

the facilitators commented: [regarding the artwork] “it’s a quantum leap” and “it’s so much

more gestural”. The facilitators discussed artistic qualities such as the composition and the

technique. For example, a facilitator commented: “the foreground is dark, but I see what he is

doing, looking from a place in the shadows into a bright scene”. Impairment was not discussed as

an impediment but rather as an element of personal style. For example, a facilitator commented

“her paintings are weighted on the right, but I think that should be exploited” indicating it was

a unique and positive style trait. During sessions, facilitators walked around the class observing

the artists’ art-making, chatting about their paintings, offering ideas, and fetching materials.

Only people with stroke and complex disabilities were admitted into the art program we visited.

Facilitators referred to all clients as artists. At the time of the study, no clients were gaining

income through art. In this art-making program, facilitators encouraged artists to develop their

own artistic style.

3.2.5 Participants

Our study included adults enrolled in the art program who had had a stroke. Some had comor-

bidities such as early-stage Parkinson’s Disease and mild dementia. Ten males and four females

aged 55 - 84 years old participated. Seven participants used both hands to make art, six used

only their right hand, and one used his left hand. Table 3.1 provides demographic details.

Two participants (P1, P3) chose not to use the headset for the experiential VR interviews.
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ID Gender Age Functional Hands Field Sessions Controller Experiential
VR

Interviews
P1 F 79 Both 3 Oculus X
P2 F 84 Right 3 Oculus X
P3 F 60 Right 2 Oculus X
P4 M - Right 3 Oculus X
P5 M 55 Right 3 Oculus -
P6 M 55 Both 3 HTC Vive X
P7 F 73 Both 2 Oculus X
P8 M - Right 1 n/a -
P9 M 60 Both 3 HTC Vive X
P10 M 75 Left 3 Oculus X
P11 M - Both 1 n/a -
P12 M 78 Both 2 HTC Vive X
P13 M 55 Right 1 HTC Vive X
P14 M 73 Both 0 Oculus X

Table 3.1: Participants’ demographic details ( ‘-’ indicates not available), number of studio sessions
attended during field study, and participation in experiential VR interviews

P1 preferred not to put on a headset because she was concerned about the risk of having another

stroke. P3 put on the headset for a brief period of time and decided to discontinue using it. She

let us know that the headset felt heavy and made her head itch. When wearing the headset, we

observed that she did not tilt her head to the angle that would enable her to see the virtual art

in 3D space. After the headset was removed we communicated that a different angle may enable

her to better see the art but she preferred not to put it back on. One participant (P5) withdrew

after a few minutes into the VR experience. The participant rested his hand with the controller

on his lap. This may have been due to the weight of the controller or the range of motion of his

limb. We suggested that the participant place his elbow on the table, which he tried for a few

seconds before he let us know that he preferred not to continue. We thanked him for his time.

Our protocol asked whether participants were able to see the VR paint. One participant using

a headset mentioned midway through their interview that they were experiencing difficulties

seeing: “I can’t see that much. That’s very blurry” (P13).

Eight participants sat on the swivel chair while making VR art and three participants re-

mained in their wheelchairs (P2, P3, P4).

3.3 Results

We first discuss the findings from the field study and then the findings from the experiential VR

interviews. Interpreting data and drawing out insights between field observations of traditional

art-making and VR art-making is not straightforward and may be considered “wicked” [364].

In this exploratory work we did not predetermine a framework for contrasts. We were able

to group themes from our thematic analysis into three primary themes: What They Made,

Aesthetics of Materials, and Process of Making. These primary themes make up the structure

(and subheadings) for our findings and enable us to compare important aspects of traditional
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Themes Field Observations Experiential Virtual Reality
Interviews

What They Made Inspirations and Accomplishment Abstract, Intentional, Emergent
Aesthetics of Materials Physical and Unfolding Colour and Materiality of 3D Paint
Process of Making Social, Situated, Reflective Immersive, Physical, Out of Control

Table 3.2: Primary themes from the field study and experiential VR interviews

and VR art-making in context (Table 3.2).

3.3.1 Themes from Art-Making Field Observations

A) What They Made: Inspirations and Accomplishments

We were struck by the rich inspirations that participants drew from and what they made:

paintings of portraits, landscapes, and living things such as birds, butterflies, etc. These visual

inspirations were mixed with other types of inspirations, such as pure colour and poetry. P1

mixed different colours in her art to explore colour. P2 and P14 were interested in poetry and

incorporated it into their paintings. For example, P2 painted a landscape with trees and railway

tracks from her childhood memories and overlayed poetry onto the scene (Figure 3.3a). P14

painted seascapes and symbolic animals based on a poem that he had memorised. P3 was a

classical pianist before her stroke, and included musical notes within a large shell with radiating

lightning bolts. She mixed colored pencils and paint in her work. Some participants were

inspired by and utilised photos/models. For instance, P10 used P7 as a model for his painting.

He drew an image of P7 beside him while she was making art. P4 and P12 also used photos. P13

drew a landscape from his childhood home and shared its meaning with us: “The art and the

Buddha come together and make up to me, make me stronger”. Participants took pride in their

art-making accomplishments. Two participants kept photos of their art on their smartphones

and appeared glad to show them to us (Figure 3.2a). P12 won a prize from an art competition.

Facilitators celebrated his achievement by announcing it to everyone in the studio and sharing

special desserts.

B) Aesthetics of Materials: Physical and Unfolding

Participants used a variety of materials and tools expressed intention around their physicality

and the implications. For example, P10 used a pencil to draw because he felt he created more

“detailed” work. Most participants used brushes, watercolour, crayons, and pencil colours to

make art. Other art tools that we observed included tape, rulers, rollers, pencils, and other

items such as rocks. P6 preferred to use tape to make shapes on the canvas because of the

“clean” lines he could achieve with tape. Participants used other methods that demonstrated a

facility with physical materials, including dripping paint on the canvas (Figure 3.3b), throwing

paint, and creating layers of colours.

An aspect that emerged as notable was the temporal unfolding nature of art materials. By

unfolding, we mean malleable physical material progressively changing over time, which enabled

participants to interact with the materials during that period of time. For instance, P12 used
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Figure 3.2: 3.2a. Photos of artworks on phone and 3.2b. studio context

sponges to create butterflies (Figure 3.3c). He dipped the sponge into the watercolour and

lightly applied it onto the canvas to create a “light” butterfly “texture.” The watercolour took a

moment to expand as it saturated the fibers of the canvas, and P12 continued light applications

over a period of minutes. P6 used tape to create a border on his canvas and applied the

dripping technique with paint to create bleeds (Figure 3.3b). P6 held the canvas in his hands

and slowly rotated it in order to change the direction and shape of the dripping paint as it dried.

Participants used layers of paint to create visual layers on their canvas. One participant painted

the canvas with white paint to make the canvas appear whiter and thicker. The technique of

creating layers utilises knowledge of how long it takes the paint to dry and the malleable nature

of intermediate levels of dryness. We observed participants using a hair dryer and wiping their

paint slowly using a towel or tissue to achieve the level of dryness that they sought.

C) Process of Making: Social, Situated, Reflective

Art-making in the studio was a social process, as we observed participants speaking to each

other casually with intermittent conversation throughout each session. P1 and P2 sat beside

each other and exchanged ideas about the progress of their work, for example, what colours

could be applied to the canvas. Facilitators walked around and checked in with participants

and discussed on-going work. Sometimes this led to suggestions or active assistance. A social

interaction led to the sponge technique discussed above. P12 let the facilitator know he wanted a

“light-textured” effect to paint butterfly wings and the facilitator introduced a sponge technique.

One participant (P5) painted collaboratively with his caregiver who supported him by painting as

instructed or assisting with his painting. Other social interactions occurred around participants
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Figure 3.3: Participants’ artworks. From first row left: 3.3a. Example of mixing inspirations: a paint-
ing with overlayed poetry; 3.3b. Example of alternative methods: a painting from a drip-
ping and rotating method. Second row: 3.3c. Example of alternative tools: texture from
sponges; 3.3d. Example of social inspiration: a painting of a peer. Third row: 3.3e. Ex-
ample of a personal artistic style, abstract in this case, carried on in VR art; 3.3f. Second
example of a personal artistic style, exploration of colour and shape in this case, carried
on in VR art.

who used others as models. For instance, P10 and P7 sat beside each other and P10 used P7

as a model for his drawing (Figure 3.3d). P10 drew P7 while P7 was painting. Another topic

related to the social aspect of art was around anticipated audience. We observed discussions

where participants considered the anticipated audience when reflecting and making decisions

about their work.

The social and physical environment of the studio supported situated decision-making around

tool use. In the instant of desiring additional choices for tools, participants could visually scan
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the studio for potential tools. Facilitators introduced tools in the environment when they came

up in conversation. Less conventional tools included tiles, rollers, and tape. P6 used a roller

to quickly paint a thick white layer onto a canvas. P12 used sponges to create a light textured

effect.

Another set of tools were sketch surfaces such as blank white paper or notebooks. Partic-

ipants used these to “test out” the colours and brushes. P14 used a personal sketch book to

explore and practice his painting techniques before applying it to his canvas.

Art-making was an iterative and reflective process. We observed reflective activities as most

participants viewed their artwork from different viewpoints and distances. This type of reflection

often co-occurred with social interactions with facilitators. We observed facilitators walking

around the studio, engaging participants in discussion, and offering to pick up a participant’s

artwork to enable him or her to view it from different perspectives. We observed that facilitators

shared other techniques to give participants a ‘fresh’ perspective; these included rotating the

canvas 90 and 180 degrees. Facilitators also partially covered the work or drew attention to

certain parts of it. Participants may perceive the work differently by looking at its components

in isolation or looking at it as a whole, a technique referred to as “focus-and-context” in Human

Computer Interaction (HCI) [221]. In one case, a participant looked at the blue paint from a

different angle and noted that the blue paint looked like water. This insight changed the direction

of the artwork. P10 explains: “the picture has to be like a dance figure—if it’s awkward, keep

changing it until it looks right—until the figure is in a dance pose”. He continued, bringing

in the perspective of a future audience: “If there is less in the picture, there is more for the

mind to imagine”. Another technique for reflection was showing the work under different light.

Facilitators or participants carried the artwork around the studio, or nearer to a window, so

that it could be seen with various amounts of sunlight. The participants and facilitators often

discussed colour choices during these interactions. In the following section we discuss the VR

experience through the same three primary themes: what they made, aesthetics of materials,

and the process of making.

3.3.2 Themes from Virtual Reality Art-Making

The experiential VR interviews began with prompts for warm-up activities of making simple

shapes and objects to facilitate a relatively accessible and structured way to start drawing in

VR. Two participants (P2 and P7) began making art immediately without prompts.

A) What They Made: Abstract, Intentional, Emergent

Participants made abstract, intentional, and emergent artworks. We discuss each quality in turn.

P1 and P7 made abstract shapes that appeared kinetic and to have arisen from gestures (e.g.,

Figures 3.4a and Figure 3.4b). P2, P3, and P7 drew lines or circles, or engaged in repeating

sweeping gestures, to create shapes and patterns.

Studio facilitators took the initiative of walking by the VR setup to observe VR art-making

from the laptop screen. One studio facilitator commented on the continuity in participants’
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artistic style. She reported that she could see their style within their VR artwork. P1 painted a

relatively abstract nature background with a quail (Figure 3.3e) with large brush strokes, and

in the VR she created sweeping round shapes (Figure 3.4a). P7 explored colour and patterns in

her traditional work (Figure 3.3f) and kinetic shapes in her VR artwork (Figure 3.4b).

P6 and P13 made artworks that we describe as intentional because participants began and

finished creating objects. We note that these intentions may be emergent, which we discuss

below. Examples of objects that we observed were: a box and lines (P6), an elephant (P9; Figure

3.4c), a mountain (P13; Figure 3.4d), and several figures (P10; Figure 3.4e and Figure 3.5). P12

and P14 created VR artworks that were thematically related to their traditional artworks: P12

created a butterfly and P14 created an albatross. The authors describe the thematic subjects of

the elephant, butterfly, and albatross as “intentional” because we believe that the participants

set out their intention prior to the use of the 3D paint, and followed through with their intention

without being influenced by the nature or application of the 3D paint. These pre-set intentions

are in contrast to the emergent subjects of art which emerged from the nature of the 3D paint.

Two participants described the emergent nature of their works: that the inspiration for the

work arose from the quality of the VR paint strokes and paint quality. P4 commented that

he was inspired by the “electric” shine of the VR paint, which led him to create “Ghost in an

electric frame” (Figure 3.4f). P10 commented that he felt compelled to create quickly and that

his drawings reflect a “quirkiness” from quick, casual brush strokes (Figure 3.4e). We further

describe the materiality of the VR paint next.

B) Aesthetics of Materials: Colour and Materiality of 3D Paint

Colour is a perennial consideration in art and VR art is no exception. Getting the ‘right’ colour

is an important part of the artistic process. One of the studio facilitators said: “Choosing

colours is good for the brain. If the artists take 20 minutes to blend the right colour, it’s time

well-spent”. We opted to start participants off with a luminous VR brush and participants

commented that the colours in VR appear to have white “mixed in”. In searching for the

‘right’ colour, participants faced usability issues with colour selection. One conceptual lead that

participants had to face was fine-grained colour selection from a colour wheel rather than mixing.

P13: “I’m just confused. I want to share the color”.

Pointing one controller to the colour picker to select a precise colour within the colour

wheel requires ‘pixel-level’ precision, which was not straightforward for some participants. Two

participants (P6, P9) worked with a researcher to select colours and the rest were to select

colours independently. Two participants (P2, P14) reported that they were not able to find

the colours that they wanted. P2 wanted a brown colour and P14 wanted black, white, and a

bright blue. Those colours are not immediately visible on the colour wheel; they require a first

step of colour selection and a second step of saturation/desaturation, which was not intuitively

apparent. When using the colour picker (Figure 3.6), five participants selected a colour from the

large colour wheel and six chose colours from small colour circles below the main colour wheel.

One participant (P14) discovered the colour picker’s slider to adjust the brightness of the colour.
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Figure 3.4: Participants’ artworks. From the first row: Abstract (3.4a, 3.4b), Intentional (3.4c, 3.4d)
and Emergent (3.4e, 3.4f)

Several aspects of the 3D paint’s materiality were unexpected. By materiality, we mean

the material’s tactile quality, viscosity, change in hardness over time (e.g., through drying), its

response to gravity, and the visual manifestation of these qualities or lack of these qualities. One

aspect came up when a few participants spontaneously asked how to “erase” part of what they

drew (P6, P10, P14). The researcher manoeuvered the secondary controller to assist in erasing.

The eraser was surprising since it instantly erased a whole stroke instead of erasing gradually or

erasing a part of a stroke.

Most participants’ art appeared planar rather than 3D. Seven of the participants (P1, P2, P3,

P4, P6, P9, P12) appeared to apply brush strokes to a 2D plane instead of making use of the 3D

space. We noted that when participants attempted to select a stroke to erase, they made several
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Figure 3.5: Artwork that may appear distorted from various angles

Figure 3.6: Google’s Tilt Brush Colour Picker. Image label for reuse [347]

attempts to select the gesture. It seemed that seeing the exact depth and / or manoeuvring

the controller to the correct depth was not straightforward, especially when viewed from various

angles (Figure 3.5). Others were able to perceive the depth of strokes, and appreciated it. One

participant (P14) commented on the 3D ‘effect’ in VR as compared to creating a 3D object on

a 2D surface, “In the system, you can do in one stroke. In 2D drawing, in order to get the 3D

effect, you have to colour alongside of it and do the stroke in various ways until you can see the

effect”.

When drawing in VR, most participants drew ‘quickly’, with loose and fast gestures rather

than slow and controlled gestures. Hence, participants created a relatively full visual scene in a

matter of minutes without pausing. One participant (P7) commented that she felt like she was

doing “fast movements” when drawing in VR, faster than she would like: “I want it nice, like,

move slowly”. P12 commented that doing VR art was a lot “faster” and created a “clear” picture

compared to doing traditional art where the picture emerged slowly and was created “slowly”.
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The unconstrained nature of mid-air gesture may contribute to an affordance of speed. We

explore how this relates to perceptions of control next.

C) Process of Making: Immersive, Physical, Out of Control

Several participants commented positively on the immersive nature of VR art. P4: “The three-

dimensional is quite fascinating”. P10: “It was like watching movie and I felt I get that full

space”. P12: “In terms of the surrounding you can see such a close concept. It’s cool. I love

it”. P13: “It’s amazing because in 3D . . . the space [is] just like a galaxy”.

An aspect that studio instructors commented on several times was participants’ posture

and upper-limb reach and elongation, a quality which we describe as physical (Figure 3.7).

We also noted that participants’ posture and physical movement were expanded around their

bodies compared to what we observed during the field study period. As mentioned above, in VR

participants painted quickly and filled the visual scene directly in front of them within minutes.

This may have prompted participants to tilt their upper body upward and twist or swivel to

one or both sides to reach more blank canvas space to paint in. Not all participants discovered

the canvas around their bodies. P13: “I want to find the space somewhere empty... That was

very hard”.

Figure 3.7: Physical movement during art-making in VR

Control was a reoccurring topic in the experiential VR interviews. The lack of control was

related to manipulation of the controller and the perception of the inability to achieve desired

results.

Participants discussed their perceived control of the controller. P1: “I feel like I haven’t got

... control over it yet. I’d like to be able to control them. It’s doing its own thing ... It’s not
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doing what I’d like to be doing’. P1 stated her desire to do “sweeps” but that this was not what

she was doing. P1: “I’m trying to do more like a sweep and bring it in and make it round. Like

when you put a brush down here, you put it down like that and then swirl it there. That’s what

I’m trying to do sort of thing. I thought it was color that sort of thing you may be able to put

it down and then zoom it being in the middle. It’s small. I’d like it wide. Wider and coming

around”. P1 gestured during this description to show the dimensions and curves she sought. P3

discussed what challenged her and compared the physicality of VR to other tools: “More hand

control because here is just harder for me to control all of them... People with a bigger hand,

mine is small hand” and “I find more fun with pencils because you can feel it with the hand and

just can control. I have more control of my fingers and for me is fun to have a control with

fingers and pencil”. Tools can become neutral extensions of the body, where people have the

ability to feel and grip the tool with varying sensitivity, and feel the drawing surface through

the tool.

The lack of control may also be related to the propensity toward speed. A lack of surface

to provide force feedback when applying paints, pencils, etc., makes gestures free-form—they

are not constrained by a surface. Mid-air gestures may require more strength and may lead to

losing precision with fatigue. P12 reported that: “It takes a lot of control. Your arms tire very

quickly”. The controller has a trigger but does not make use of the human ability to apply fine

pressure with the fingers and hands.

The inability to achieve a desired shape was negative for some participants. P2: “I couldn’t

get the result I wanted. It’s something that I couldn’t achieve in here... It’s a waste of time”.

P1 and P2 also reported that they did not achieve what they wanted.

In summing up their overall feelings from the sessions, eight participants enjoyed the VR

art experience and three of them (P1, P2, P3) reported that overall they did not enjoy it. P4

commented that traditional art: “is what I’m used to. It’s like getting adapt to the mind and

to other mediums and things. I think if you use this, you need to adapt some time to know it”.

P6 shared similar sentiments: “I still like what I do [traditional art]. That is totally brand new

[VR], but it’s cool”.

Participants were offered print-outs of their artwork. There were mixed reactions to the

print-outs. We note that the visual angle and perspective that were provided by default from

the application showed the artwork from a different angle than when participants were immersed

in VR. P7 was positive about her artwork and said that it turned out “nice”. P6 experimented

with placing the hardcopy of VR artwork within his multimedia physical canvas. P10 thanked

the authors for the printout and did not want a copy of it. This was unexpected for the authors

as we saw the work as whimsical and expressive. P2 did not comment and threw away the

hardcopy. P1 commented that the finished piece did not look as she hoped.
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3.4 Discussion

Field site observations of art-making along with a probe of experiential VR art-making by

people with stroke-related impairments revealed rich practices for inspiration and process as

well as unmet user needs and opportunities for the design of VR art-making applications. The

use of two modes of inquiry enabled us to observe contrasts between art-making with traditional

materials versus 3D virtual paint, suggesting what might be “missing” from VR.

The lens of embodiment can help us interrelate themes to better understand experiences of

traditional and VR art-making. The concept of embodiment stems from recognition of the body

as fundamental for perception and thought [120]. In the VR computing community focused on

stroke rehabilitation, embodiment tends to refer to the connection of a participant’s own body

with that of virtual avatars or with virtual limbs in terms of body-ownership, self-location, and

presence [50]. Embodiment framed within its phenomenological roots means “a participative

status, a way of being, rather than a physical property” (p.125, [120]) or a “physical manifes-

tation”. Dourish defines embodied interaction as “the creation, manipulation, and sharing of

meaning through engaged interaction with artifacts” (p.126, [120]).

With regards to What They Made, observation of participants’ traditional art practice re-

vealed inspirations from memories, poetry, colour, inspirations from around them such as por-

traits of others, and exploration of identity through the work. Hours were spent on pieces and

participants took pride in their accomplishments. We interpret their pride as a signal that their

creations were meaningful.

A limitation of our research is the constrained timing for the VR probe of art-making:

only minutes were spent on pieces. Participants did not have time to develop knowledge and

facility with the materials. Despite the brevity of the VR art-making sessions, we witnessed that

the affordances of VR shaped what artists made. 3D paint applied through gestures supported

abstract and kinetic creations. Participants got to know the materials by creating spontaneously

or by continuing themes in their traditional work. The glowing and instant finality of the

Aesthetics of Materials of the 3D paint inspired emergent ideas such as electricity and whimsy.

The theory of embodiment links the fast-moving, unconstrained quality of the physical gestures

that participants made to resulting art, which we described as “emerging” from the qualities

of interaction. We can also consider how these qualities influenced the meaning ascribed to

the experience. Before even putting on a headset, some participants spoke of hesitation with

technology, contrasting the confidence which they had in their traditional art. The technological

virtual world they entered did not support many of their usual basic understandings of reality

such as how matter responds to physical gravity, the basics of light and shadow, and the force

feedback of materials.

The Process of Making with real and virtual paint differed in support for social interaction,

situated decision-making, reflection, physicality, and meaning-making. We discuss each of these

qualities to draw out implications for the design of VR art-making for stroke rehabilitation.

When qualities of physical art-making were beneficial to our participants, we discuss them. We

explore how physical art-making might suggest ways to improve current VR art-making, and we
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also explore features and effects that could only exist in VR.

3.4.1 Support for Social Interaction through Awareness and

Shared Displays

When making traditional art, participants were focused but also engaged in casual and

spontaneous social interaction. A lack of mobility spurred some social interaction, as participants

asked facilitators (as well as researchers) to fetch tools or other items. Social interactions

facilitated rich benefits including situated choices for tools as well as reflection on art pieces.

There was a stark contrast of less social interaction when in VR.

During the experiential VR interviews, we setup an open laptop screen showing what was

seen through the headset. We observed studio facilitators and peers glancing at the laptop screen

to see what participants were making, and sometimes commenting to us but not engaging with

participants. Participants were not aware of these interactions, which was a loss compared with

traditional art-making. The VR headset hindered co-located social interaction by blocking the

sight of co-located peers and making it more onerous for co-located peers to get the attention of

the participant. We could support co-located social interaction by using AR headsets instead of

VR headsets, as these would enable eye contact. If using VR for art-making, we could facilitate

co-located interaction by sharing the VR display on a larger screen for co-located peers to see,

and by detecting and displaying when others are nearby in VR. To engage remote people, we

could share the VR displays to peers’ devices, for remote others to interact with the participant

and potentially also with the VR art. To foster different kinds of social interactions, we could

consider facilitating remote others such as therapists, friends, and family, to watch and interact

with players in real time [249].

One social application of digital art-making is in remote art therapy. Collie et al. [90] argued

that art therapy is suited to being delivered remotely and created a system that supported group

art therapy through audio-conferencing and hand-drawn computer images made by clients using

tools such as a brush, marker, pastel, spray paint, eraser, colour-matcher, and pointer. As

clients drew, icon-sized images were shown to the group, giving clients an awareness of others’

drawings. Ten art therapy experts participated in simulated art therapy sessions and discussed

their experiences face-to-face. When the audio conference was silent for some time, participants

felt as if they lost connection to the group. The co-researchers developed social protocols to

support awareness that others were looking at one’s drawing. There is potential for therapy-

derived social protocols to be supported by dedicated functionality for therapeutic social support

in VR art making.

3.4.2 Support for Situated Decision-Making for Tool Selection

Situated decision-making refers to how contextual factors influence human action such that it

is necessarily ad hoc rather than planned [422]. The studio context provided a rich environment
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of tools, materials, and existing art pieces, all at different levels of perceptual salience based on

recent use and other factors. We observed participants making use of the social and physical

environment for situated thinking regarding their own artwork. In contrast, all tools in the VR

application are available from a tool palette, which does not benefit from the social facilitation

of tool introduction and different perceptual salience based on use by others. We can imagine

a VR novice mode that could pepper tools throughout the environment or throughout a user

journey so that the participant can encounter them one by one as their experience and expertise

grows. We can imagine making tool selection a social process. We can also imagine future

research that would seek to better understand the contextual and internal thoughts that lead

artists to break from their work to consider new tools or techniques, in order to better support

that decision-making.

3.4.3 Support for Reflection through Time for Iteration and

Perspective

Our research found that the time scale differed for art-making with real paint versus VR

paint. Lazer et al. [252] used a critical lens of dementia to draw attention to the way designers

instantiate time in their designs and the effects. The unfolding materiality of real paint gives

artists a window of time to see how the paint is adhering to a canvas and intermingling with

other materials. The progressive and malleable nature of paint enables participants to be in

a moment but also extend a moment of time as a process unfolds over a matter of seconds

or minutes. The instantaneous application of VR paint shortens the moment of interaction

because the interaction terminates as the gesture is completed. We see temporal flexibility as an

important dimension for supporting older artists, who may move more slowly, and those with

impairments. We imagine VR paint which allows further manipulation. We could allow colours

to ‘age’ (similar to oil paint) and even enable malleability beyond what is possible in the real

world. For example, future work could study whether virtual paint that takes time to ‘dry’,

from seconds to minutes, can foster re-engaging with existing brush strokes and support greater

feelings of control.

The lack of social interaction in VR brought with it a lack of socially-supported reflection. We

observed that participants were able to gain perspective on their art through discussion, through

observing their art piece from several meters back and through observing it rotated. Participants

benefited from viewing their artwork from a different angle, distance, and illumination. A change

in point-of-view did not occur for most participants as most did not discover the ‘teleport’

function during the VR session. In principle, VR users can move their bodies within the VR

space to view their work from different perspectives. Our participants were aged 55 and above,

and some had reduced mobility. During the experiential VR interviews, none attempted to

move the chair or their bodies to see their work from different points of view. But this was in

line with what we observed during the field study, as we observed participants remain seated

at their art-making stations for most of the 2.5 hour sessions. When working in CavePainting

[220], Keefe et al. noted that artists took a few steps back from projection walls in order to
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view their entire painting from different angles. Despite the limitation of the short period with

the probe, we believe that current teleport functionality should be redesigned to be simpler and

more intuitive for low-mobility users. For users to have access to more space in the virtual

world, we can imagine ways to extend limited mobility by creating smaller drawings, closer to

the body, and casting them into the environment. This insight benefits from our own experiences

[183], as we have begun drawing in front of our bodies at arm’s length, but quickly feel crowded

once the space in front of our bodies is filled. Casting art away from the self has exciting

possibilities, for example, drawing a smaller landscape and then stepping into it, as we note our

participants’ inspirations from landscapes. Another benefit of casting objects away would be

similar to functionality in modelling tools (e.g., Maya, Blender) that enables designers to place

images of an object from multiple viewpoints into 3D space as an aid for perspective in the 3D

design process.

3.4.4 Support for Physicality through Engagement with Mate-

rials and Space

In the design of 3D interfaces, it is crucial to consider users’ posture as it affects comfort

and fatigue during interaction [249, 446]. In our research we observed participants changing

their upper body posture when engaging in VR art-making compared with traditional art-

making. For some, the full upper body was involved in art-making. We consider the potential

for increased physical upper body activity as one of the outstanding benefits of VR, as stroke

rehabilitation requires repetitive physical activity. As stroke may impair range of movement,

using VR to change the scale of translation from movement to brushstrokes may yield interesting

effects: translating larger physical movements into small strokes may encourage more upper limb

movement. Translating smaller physical movement into large brushstrokes may enable those with

small movement ranges and/or less mobility to fill a scene.

Our participants remarked on the physicality of making art with digital materials, as other

artists have. Treadaway [431] studied the experience of drawing digitally using a tablet and

pen, which was found to be very limiting in both expression and intention. The artist found

that the lack of haptic sensitivity of the digital drawing devices created a lack of intimacy in the

creative process. Digital crafting provoked less emotional response, which was attributed to less

physical engagement in the making process. For our study, physical engagement changed from

tangible force feedback with physical brushes to larger unconstrained gestures. Our participants

described this embodiment as a lack of control. In traditional art, muscular tension, grip,

gesture, and pressure are evidenced in the visual, while in VR this nuance is not captured. Tacit

knowledge of materials enables the body to engage in rhythmic automatic making processes

developed over time through repeated practice. The artists’ attention drifts between physical

making and reflection. We observed this in the field observations. Treadaway described the

physical acts of touching, holding, moving, pressing, and shaping materials and tools as deeply

satisfying [431], which they compared with the less physically stimulating digital tools. Our

participants described a similar contrast as they emphasised the manner in which they held the
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brush to create fine detail, and how they enjoyed that process. Virtual brush strokes created with

a controller and trigger yielded less sense of control. For some, the embodied experience of their

upper limbs freely hurtling through a virtual space was already associated with intimidating

technology, which led to negative feelings of being out of control, while others “dove in” to the

kinetic experience. Feelings of lack of control may be framed differently in a social context.

In previous research on an art therapy group [90], the lack of control when making art with a

mouse made participants feel at ease because it ‘leveled the playing field’. Levelling the playing

field brings out the notion of quality or outcome of the art. We observed participants engaging

in fast uncontrolled paint strokes. We imagine building in aesthetic guidance and support so

that participants can focus on engagement more than a particular outcome. For example, by

adding symmetrical matching strokes or filters, participants’ brush strokes could be manipulated

to support the aesthetic principles of balance and unity.

We noted that both hands were necessary for colour-selection and that most of our partici-

pants were unable to engage in colour selection independently. There is evidence that bimanual

training may support stroke rehabilitation [371]. To support accessibility we recommend a cus-

tomisation function to enable colour selection with a single controller.

3.4.5 Support for Meaning-Making through Perception and

Embodied Representation

Individuals seek to make meaning from their embodied experiences, including making sense

of their perceptions, their art, and themselves in the virtual environment. Materiality impacts

perception through immediate visual, olfactory, and tactile links [417], as well as through agency

that enables and constrains interaction [370]. Our participants commented on the visual mate-

riality of 3D paint and had difficulty reaching segments of paint. This may have been due to its

visual representation. Visually, 3D paint may present challenges, especially to novice users:

• 3D paint incorporates no depth cues, so when users use the same stroke colour it is difficult

to see which stroke is closer or on top. There is no surface shading to assist in portraying

depth.

• If artists are used to a 2D canvas and create strokes that are not co-planar in 3D, the

perceived order of strokes can change when changing the viewpoint, making it difficult

to interpret the image (Figure 3.5). This problem is exacerbated by lack of precision in

gestures and 3D positioning.

• VR artwork may elicit a higher cognitive load since 3D strokes must be mentally fused

in space. Further, the paint strokes may result in more complex appearances, such as

wireframe meshes rather than continuous surface meshes.

• In 2D, silhouette and feature lines for a single view point are sufficient, whereas for 3D

depth properties must be drawn and users may consider the desired appearance for any

number of angles.
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The 3D paint strokes have no tactile qualities so one can move through the material as if

there is nothing there. We can imagine supporting perception of paint with tactile feedback

when moving through it.

Print-outs of VR art were not well received overall. We theorise a disconnection between

the experience of making art in VR and how the art looked when rendered in 2D after the

fact. The lens of embodiment suggests that the printed screenshot may have been rejected as

it was relatively meaningless and disconnected from the embodied experience of art-making.

To represent an embodied experience, we must better understand what was meaningful about

the experience. An animated graphic that captures the making from the perspective of the

participant may be more meaningful. In a feasibility study on integrative graphic art feedback

for acute post-stroke neurorehabilitation, Worthen-Chaudhari et al. recommended that future

work should include supporting a state of flow for a longer period and providing a physical object

(e.g., 3D printed version) that can be kept and shared with others. Others have incorporated

3D printing into VR for art therapy [287], and we leave it to future work to unpack what

representation would be valued by participants.

Approximately eight months after the project, the studio organised a panel discussion to

discuss collaborations with the studio and one co-author was invited. The studio director,

facilitators, and other members of the community attended. The co-author described the the-

matic results. The facilitators and director expressed fascination at their studio dynamics being

described in terms of social situated decision-making and support for reflection. They were in-

terested to learn how VR blocks or impairs these types of social and environmental interactions

and that we consider these important areas for improvement.

The VR art that participants made appears to us as creative expression, which is in line

with art therapy goals. However participants may not have been adequately able to craft their

creative expression in VR due to reduced mobility, reduced control, and lack of engagement with

materials. The VR headset made several participants nervous as they declined to use it. This

fuels healthy hesitation on the appropriateness of VR headsets for a stroke population. AR is

an alternative technology that can provide similar benefits in terms of fostering upper limb and

upper body movement by placing a canvas around the body of the participant. AR has the

additional benefit of a lighter headset that is similar to glasses. We anticipate this would be

more acceptable to participants. Further it would enable co-located social interaction. Taken

together, there is a case for exploring VR and AR art-making to simultaneously support art

therapy goals (supporting creative expression) and physical therapy goals (improving range of

movement in upper limbs), though there are currently drawbacks that detract from the AR/VR

experience.
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3.5 Conclusion

Art-making is an important activity for our participants with impairments from stroke. Making

art enabled them to reify inspirations, explore elements from their past and present identity,

immerse themselves in fine-motor tasks such as brushwork and blending colours, engage with

each other and facilitators socially, learn new techniques based on situated needs, and create

opportunities for pride in their lives.

VR art-making has some potential as a rehabilitation medium because it enables artists to

use the space around their bodies as a canvas through physical gesture. VR also has important

drawbacks such as stimulating fear and blocking social interaction and interaction with the

environment. While increased upper limb activity is a strong benefit, VR art does not currently

support many key aspects of traditional art, such as social support for situated decision-making

and perspective-taking for reflection and we recommend future exploration of AR. VR art has

affordances for fast, loose brushstroke gestures due to unconstrained upper limb motion and the

temporality of 3D paint. There is a large disconnect between the experience of making and what

currently can be shown as the outcome.

In our field study, we found that participants experienced difficulty in using Google’s Tilt

Brush’s colour picker, which requires two hands to select colours and make art. In addition,

participants also faced challenges in choosing the colours that they desire during their VR

art-making experience with Google’s Tilt Brush due to the complex colour selection setup. Our

findings seem to indicate that a simpler version of Google’s Tilt Brush’s colour picker is necessary

for the VR art-making tool to become a viable stroke rehabilitation intervention.

In section 3.4, we made 12 suggestions that can potentially improve the design of the VR

art-making tool for therapeutic uses. In this thesis we carefully chose two issues mentioned

in sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.4 to follow up with. First, colour choice is a primary issue that, if

problematic, can create a barrier in the art-making process. We will develop and trial an easy

to use colour picker (i.e., discrete picker) that enables a one-step selection of colours with the

use of a single controller. An easy-to-use colour picker adoption is important because a difficult

to use colour picker is a major barrier of entry into VR art-making.

Second, social companionship seemed beneficial for our target user group. We were interested

to explore the use of artificial companion within the VR art-making setting because we identified

social interaction as an important aspect in the art-making process. We decided to use an

artificial pet companion because robot companions such as Paro [269, 366] have been shown to

be effective in improving social outcomes in patients. We also noticed participants were mostly

focusing on their art-making and had limited interaction with the instructors and other artists.

Therefore, we decided to design an artificial companion that plays a supportive role in the user’s

overall VR art-making experience without significantly disturbing their art-making activity in

VR.

In the next chapter, we investigated first impressions and likeability of artificial companions

from artists with stroke-related impairments to select the type of companions to be included in

our VR art-making tool.



4
Artificial Companions in Stroke

Rehabilitation

This chapter describes an exploratory and pre-adoption study conducted with older individu-

als with stroke-related impairments to investigate first impressions and likeability of Artificial

Companions (ACs) in a stroke rehabilitation context. This study takes a step towards address-

ing the gap in Chapter 2 literature review. We interviewed 11 participants with stroke-related

impairments as they viewed depictions of ACs and engaged in interactive gameplay. We framed

our questions in terms of likeability to encourage participants to share their own thoughts and

feelings. Thematic analysis found that participants focused on familiarity of ACs when ex-

plaining likeability, where more familiar ACs were more likeable. Further, familiarity enabled

participants to form expectations regarding AC interactions, which was also key for likeability.

We discuss the implications of these findings for the design of ACs in stroke rehabilitation.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Research Context

This project took place in an institution that offers art and art therapy programmes. The pro-

gramme visited was entitled: “Leading a Creative Life: Enabling people with stroke to express

themselves creatively through visual arts practice.” The authors and a research assistant visited

the institution on a weekly basis for the art studio time dedicated to those with complex disabil-

ities and those recovering from stroke. We first conducted a field study, where we observed three

69
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weekly 2.5 hour sessions of art-making. During the subsequent weeks the authors conducted

one-on-one interviews that included VR art-making. The interview on ACs followed the VR

experience. We report on the field and interview results elsewhere [16]. This chapter reports on

AC results only. Each AC interview lasted between several minutes up to 10 minutes.

Figure 4.1: ACs in questionnaire. From top to bottom and left to right: Paro the Seal (1a) [19], Ban-
dit the Dolphin (1b) [218], Dumbo (1c) [400], Dog (1d) [352], Cat (1e) [48], Tamagotchi
(1f) [117]: (photos credit: Paul Allais (1a), Courtesy of Max and Haley LLC (1b), Tom
Simpson (1c), DocChewbacca (1f))

Study protocols were approved by our institutional ethics committee. Thirteen participants

provided written consent and one provided verbal consent. Eleven participated in the study on

ACs.
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4.1.2 Protocol: Interview, Questionnaire and Interactive Expe-

rience

We investigated initial impressions of ACs from literature: Tamagotchi, Paro the seal, Bandit

the dolphin, a robot dog, and a robot cat. As Paro, the cat, and the dog are robots and

Tamagotchi and Bandit are animated characters, we include one more animated AC to balance

the set: Dumbo the elephant, a widely known character from Disney’s 1941 classic movie,

Dumbo. Another advantage of Dumbo was that Dumbo’s ability to fly would enable Dumbo to

traverse vertical space in a virtual 3D environment, which may provide added benefit to stroke

rehabilitation by encouraging a wide range of upper-limb movements.

We take an exploratory qualitative approach as this is the first study to examine ACs in

a stroke rehabilitation context. As it is the first study and there is a relatively small sample,

we opt for a thematic analysis approach [56] which provides themes from qualitative data. We

frame the questions of first impressions in terms of likeability on a Likert scale, as this will be

an easy to understand framing for participants. Our aim was to encourage them to focus on

how they themselves liked the ACs, and to voice their own thoughts, feelings, and impressions.

We conducted semi-structured interviews while participants looked at depictions of ACs

on a printed questionnaire. The interviews were conducted in the art studio. We placed the

printed questionnaire in Appendix B. Due to copyright, Figure 4.1 presents similar images to

the questionnaire. Original images from the questionnaire can be found at Github [456].

For each AC on the questionnaire, we asked: “For each character, how likeable is it on a

scale from one to five, from one being not likeable to five being likeable?” “Also, please tell me

how you feel about it. Can you imagine interacting with it? Why or why not?” Additionally,

we asked for any other thoughts or comments. Our final question for this portion was to ask

participants which was their favourite among all the ACs.

After the questionnaire, we placed the iPad on the table to interact with the Tamagotchi

game. We started by asking participants: “Have you ever played computer games / other games

such as PlayStation, Nintendo Wii, Xbox Kinect before? What did you think of them?”. We

continued by saying: “Let’s take a look at something else now: a game with a character named

Tamagotchi. As you use it, let me know what you are thinking and feeling. Feel free to interact

with the character”. After participants interacted with it, we asked: “What did you think about

it?”

The sessions were video recorded and transcribed for analysis [56]. Quantitative responses

and themes are discussed next.

4.1.3 Participants

Our study included adults who had a stroke and were enrolled in the art programme. Some

had comorbidities such as early-stage Parkinson’s disease and mild dementia. Seven males and

four females aged 55 - 79 years old participated. Table 1 provides demographic details for the

participants.
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Participant Gender Age Functional
Hands

P1 F 79 Both
P2 F 84 Right
P3 F 60 Right
P4 M n/a Right
P5 M 55 Both
P6 F 73 Both
P7 M 60 Both
P8 M 75 Left
P9 M 78 Both
P10 M 55 Right
P11 M 73 Both

Table 4.1: Participants’ demographic details

4.2 Results

In this section, we first discuss the quantitative results of the questionnaires on ACs, followed

by the qualitative themes from the interviews and the themes arising from the Tamagotchi

interactive experience: familiarity and having expectations for interaction.

4.2.1 Companion Likeability

Participants rated the Dog and Cat as most likeable, with both positive and neutral ratings.

Dumbo, Seal, and Dolphin had similar averages but were more controversial, as they received

negative ratings as well as positive scores. Tamagotchi was the least likeable. We conducted a

repeated measures ANCOVA with age as a covariate. We found a significant difference between

companions (Figure 4.2). Age was not significant (p>.05). A post-hoc test found that the

Tamagotchi was significantly less liked than other ACs (p<.01), but that other ACs did not

differ significantly from each other.

Next we discuss themes which emerged from what the participants said as they made their

judgments.

4.2.2 Familiarity and Prior Liking of Creatures

Participants shared that they liked a particular AC simply because they were familiar with the

animal and already liked it (i.e., before taking part in the study) or because of the animal’s

‘playfulness’ and other (assumed) characteristics. We noted that participants commented on

the type of animal rather than the specific depiction. P2 said that she loves dogs and cats,

without any further comments on why. P3, P4, and P6 chose the Dog as the most likeable and

they each said that they like dogs. P9 picked Dumbo as his most likeable companion and he said

that, “I really like Dumbo” without any further comments. P11 chose the Dolphin as his most

likeable companion, but he also mentioned that he likes dogs and picked the Dog as his second
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Figure 4.2: Mean ratings of ACs’ likeability on a scale from 1 (not likeable) to 5 (likeable)

choice along with Dumbo and the Cat. P10 picked the Cat as most likeable without further

comment. P3 put Tamagotchi as her last choice because she was unfamiliar with it: “I don’t

understand what it is, if I don’t understand what is it, I don’t know if I like it or not”. One

might expect a neutral rating with that sentiment, however, P3 rated Tamagotchi as unlikeable

at the endpoint of the scale.

The companions brought about general beliefs and reminiscence of personal memories in

several participants. P3 chose the Seal as highly likeable and said, “they’re often in the circus

with balls”. She explained her liking of the dolphin with “dolphins save people’s lives”. She rated

Cat as highly likeable and she commented, “I don’t like cats. They are playful and beautiful”.

P3 seemed to be ambivalent as she stated that she did not like cats in general, but thought of

them in positive ways such as being playful and beautiful. P3 shared memories of a dog she

used to have: a “small tiny little dog named Pickles. Pickles just jumped and ran against those

dogs [German Shepherds], she just wanted to show she is the true dog... She ran against those

two huge dog like a monster. My sister said just run away. My sister was so proud of our dog”.

P10 also shared personal memories of his pets over his lifetime: “I got my lovely one Maliburung

[name of pet bird]. [...] We’ve got two kittens. After that when it got bigger, one died... He was

really friendly. He really loved me. He talked to me all the time. [...] I’ve got two cats and one

dog. The dog, the big one, [...] he is sad on the inside. Very very sad on the inside. And I’ve got
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another cat. I’ve got two: one is black, one is white...”. We saw that the representations of the

social companions were able to trigger strong reminders and memories of previous experiences.

P1, P2, P3, P7, P8, and P10 asserted that they like pets. P8 mentioned that he likes pets

such as cats, puppies, and dogs, but he would be sad and disappointed if he lost his pet one day

if he had one. P8 said: “Well, I can’t handle them the way I am. But, I like cats, puppies, dogs.

If I can have one, I would be disappointed to quit one”. P6 and P11 noted that they did not like

pets (though we note that P6 chose the Dog as the most likeable companion). P11 explained:

“I don’t like them but I tolerate it. My wife likes it. So for her sake, I look after them, I train

them. They are good source of stress relief and more obedient than children”. Note that P11

chose the Dolphin as his favourite, which is inline with his existing dislike of common pets.

We expected that participants may focus on the visual appeal of the ACs, such as overall

cuteness or appeal of the faces of the creatures, however, only one participant explicitly men-

tioned cuteness as a factor for likeability. P1 said: “Dumbo is cute, I could get some for my

grandchildren. I like him a lot. I like its face”.

Next we turn to a theme related to familiarity: the ability to imagine interaction with the

AC.

4.2.3 Expectations of Imagined Interactions

The ability to imagine interacting with the AC came up as a salient factor for participants. In

commenting on the Dolphin, P5 said: “Nah, I find it hard to interact with it because it looks

cartoonish”. He continued: “I would probably interact with that one (Dog). The hardest one

would be this one (Dolphin)”. It is not completely clear why the Dog would be easier, but we

propose that it may be jointly due to familiarity and ease of imagining how it would interact.

P6 stated that she could imagine interacting with all the companions. After some hesitation,

she stated that she did like to take care of real pets and she did not like to play the Tamagotchi

game. P11 picked Tamagotchi as the least favourite because he commented that Tamagotchi is a

cartoon character. We cautiously suggest an interpretation of the salience of the cartoon nature

of the companion representation. We believe that our participants may have had more difficulty

imagining interacting with a cartoon representation as it would mean digital interaction, whereas

the ‘toy’ representations enabled clearer expectations for interaction, such as real, physical

interaction rather than digital interaction.

4.2.4 Tamagotchi Interactive Experience

Participants were invited to interact with a Tamagotchi, using a tablet with a mass-market

Tamagotchi game (Figure 4.3).

Most participants commented that they did not enjoy the interaction, although we observed

that for the duration of the experience most continued interacting with the Tamagotchi character

by tapping the screen. P2 was an exception who preferred to discontinue the session. P1

explained her dislike as “It drives me crazy. My son played a long time ago”. P8 said: “I
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wouldn’t go out of my way (for) this game”. P5 explained that he did not like to play the game

as he did not like to take care of pets because of having had a bad experience with a cat. Most

participants overall disliked the interaction but some shared caveats. P10 mentioned that he did

not like to play games but he said he would like to play if there were a virtual pet in a virtual

art game. P11 stated that he did not like to play games but he plays with his granddaughter as

a way of keeping interaction going between him and his granddaughter.

P3, P4, and P9 stated they liked interacting with a Tamagotchi. P9 said: “It’s cool. Have a

lot of fun with that”. Data was missing from one participant due to a lack of internet connectivity

during the session.

Figure 4.3: Tamagotchi interactive experience [302] (photo credit: mobilescout.com)

4.3 Discussion

Within an art rehabilitation studio during a creative stroke rehabilitation programme, we con-

ducted 11 interviews on first impressions of ACs using depictions and gameplay. We selected a

range of ACs based on existing literature and mass-market companions: a robot cat, dog, and

seal (Paro), and an animated dolphin (Bandit), Dumbo, and Tamagotchi. This investigation is

an exploratory study to see what was salient to stroke survivors as they discussed the likeability

of these various creatures. Better understanding perceptions of ACs may help designers incor-

porate them into stroke rehabilitation technologies (e.g., [13, 315, 365]).

Thematic analysis indicated that familiarity mattered: familiarity was the strongest theme

that emerged related to the likeability of the ACs. The most common animals, dogs and cats,

reminded participants of previous interactions and previous pets. Paro the seal, Bandit the dol-

phin, and Dumbo were less ‘familiar’ animals, but seals and dolphins are real animals. Elephants

are also real, however, the flying aspect of Dumbo makes it less real. Tamagotchi was a likely

unfamiliar and not real animal. Familiarity triggered reminiscence, where several participants

spontaneously shared stories of interactions with pets or animals. Tamagotchi was found the
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least likeable and many participants explained that they were not familiar with the character

and so it had less appeal.

Related to familiarity is the ability to imagine how one would interact with the ACs. Partic-

ipants’ ability to imagine interacting with the animals was the second most prevalent theme in

our interactions. The robot or ‘toy’ representation may have helped participants to imagine how

to interact with the AC, and a digital cartoon representation appeared to make it more difficult

to imagine interaction. This was exacerbated with Tamagotchi, as some participants could not

imagine how it would act nor how to interact with it. Interestingly, even as participants gained

experience in interacting with Tamagotchi, this did not lead to display of liking and in fact most

repeated that they disliked it. As we found that ability to imagine interactions was a factor in

likeability, it is possible that as participants learned how to interact with Tamagotchi, they may

start to like it more but this was not the case. Our experience was relatively short, under 10

minutes, and so it may be that this could happen with more exposure and more interaction.

Familiarity has emerged as important in another game related study for older adults. Souders

et al. conducted a 10 day study of videogaming by older adults where they compared two

games with competitive and cooperative multiplayer interactions [407]. In their discussion, they

note that their hypotheses were not validated, and that the differences in familiarity with the

two games seemed to play a more important role than whether the participants cooperated or

competed. Familiarity may play a more important role for older adults than with other age

groups. We recommend that other researchers take care to note perceived familiarity of various

aspects of their digital games and interactions, especially when working with older adults.

When planning our research, we did not anticipate that Tamagotchi would be significantly

less likeable than other ACs. We included the interactive experience with Tamagotchi as it

would simulate a digital companion. It was a useful exercise as it indicated that knowledge of

interaction may not immediately increase liking. There are several reasons that the interaction

with Tamagotchi may not have been appealing. Older adults may have perceived that the game

was for children and may have found the use of it infantilising. Or, they may have simply

not connected to the game due to different user needs based on their stage in life. Sherry et

al. found that developmental stages affected reasons for playing, preferences for games, and

length of gameplay, with comparisons made between pre-adolescents, adolescents, and young

adults [391]. It may be that the Tamagotchi was not designed to meet the needs of older adults

and thus is not appealing.

Our protocol did not explicitly ask older adults whether they perceived that the ACs were

useful. A study on artifical pets claims that uselessness is a core quality for the success of

artificial pets [214].

We expected that visual attractiveness or cuteness would play a larger role in likeability, but

this was only mentioned by one participant. Lovot is described as being designed to have a cute

face to foster emotional attachment [254]. Tamagotchi was popular among children because of

its cuteness [250]. In our study, cuteness did not appear to strongly influence older adults as

they focused more on familiarity.

Factors from Luh et al.’s companionship scale [278] can be related to the ones we identified,
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i.e., familiarity and expectations. Familiarity is associated with a higher attachment and is

a precondition of trust [155]. Satisfaction is dependent on the gap between expectations and

reality [320] in Expectation Confirmation Theory. For a familiar animal such as cat or dog, the

gap between expectations and actual interactions is likely to be small, which might contribute

to these ACs being preferred.

This research has several limitations. Our sample size was small. We opted to select com-

panions that had existing research (Paro and Bandit) instead of choosing companions that could

be presented in a digital or virtual environment. We believe that participants would still have

focused on familiarity, but the theme on the ability to imagine interactions may have changed

with the ability to interact. From including the interactive experience with Tamagotchi, the

ability to interact for a few minutes may not significantly shift first impressions. Another limi-

tation of including static images is the quality of the photos and placement of the companion.

The photo may show the companion as more active or passive, which may have influenced our

participants, even though they did not comment directly on those aspects. Familiarity was a

salient characteristic to our participants, however, including more participants may have yielded

a wider set of themes. We encourage future research to investigate this.

The mix of quantitative ratings and qualitative feedback was useful because we observed

divergences between how participants rated companions, and how they verbally selected the one

companion that they liked the most (in response to our verbal prompts). We found that most of

our participants rated several companions with the same numerical rating, but easily identified

the companion that they preferred above the others. Six participants (P3, P4, P5, P8, P9, P10)

had more than one AC rated 5 on a 5 point scale of likeability and gave verbal responses to

specify which was the most likeable. None commented on how their preferences related to the

ratings.

ACs may provide social support, but may also be beneficial by facilitating social support

from others. For instance, older adults enjoy Paro and can build an emotional attachment to it,

especially in the presence of caregivers who also interact with it [224]. In our study, participants

felt familiar with seals in general, which contributed to their liking of Paro. Familiarity was

the driver of liking and familiar animals triggered reminiscence. It may be that familiarity with

real pets drives the likeability of artificial pets which drives adoption of the artificial pets by

the elderly and people with disabilities. We recommend that future work explore if and why

relationships between these concepts might exist and how this influences the decision to adopt

ACs in the form of virtual pets.

We believe that these results are important to consider when designing companions because

structured reminiscence programmes support cognition, mood, and general function in older

populations with dementia [473]. Rehabilitation system designers who are selecting ACs have

the opportunity to select a familiar animal, which may provide additional rehabilitation support.
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4.4 Conclusion

ACs such as robot pets have been shown to be beneficial for elderly and people with disabilities

by alleviating social isolation. In our study with stroke survivors, we found that the compan-

ion’s likeability differed with familiarity including existing liking of the animal, having personal

memories from previous or current pets, and having expectations on how to interact with them.

Selecting a familiar companion that supports reminiscence is an important opportunity when

selecting ACs as part of rehabilitation and healthcare for the elderly. In the next chapter, we will

discuss our solutions to address the drawbacks that we found from our field study in Chapters

3 and 4.



5
Design and Development of the Colour

Picker and Virtual Companion

This chapter describes the design of the discrete picker and the virtual companion for the VR

art-making tool, which were developed based on the drawbacks obtained from our field study

that were detailed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

This is done by designing a colour picker that is suitable for novice users who have no

experience with 3D colour spaces, especially those with impairments (i.e., stroke patients) or

the elderly. We describe the development of the discrete picker and share the process of finalising

the set of discrete colours in Section 5.2.

Artificial companions can be a powerful component for rehabilitation to address social isola-

tion. Hence, we wanted to integrate an artificial companion (i.e., virtual companion) into the VR

art-making process to make the experience more engaging and study its effect in participants.

Therefore, we proceeded to design a virtual companion that scored highly in the familiarity and

likeability component from our results in Chapter 4. We present the development of our virtual

companion in Section 5.3.

5.1 Implementation

Our VR art-making tool is an adaptation from an existing therapeutic VR art-making tool (3D

Painter) developed by Stefan Marks [287, 288]. We decided to collaborate with Stefan Marks

and used his tool because it possessed core attributes that were suitable for stroke rehabilitation.
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For instance, Stefan’s tool streamlined its colour selection function in order to enable its users

to make art using a single controller. In addition, Stefan’s tool focused on providing simple

painting functions without adding convoluted special effects so that users are not overwhelmed

with settings. Both these attributes complemented the purpose of our research as we found that

artists with stroke-related impairments had difficulties operating two controllers and navigating

the complex painting options offered by Google’s Tilt Brush.

In order to adapt Stefan’s tool to our needs, we modified the tool’s open source code by

removing his colour picker from the tool, and adding our discrete picker (refer Section 5.2 on the

discrete picker development). We then synchronised our discrete picker with Stefan’s existing

controller settings. Finally, we integrated the virtual companion (i.e., virtual dog) into the VR

art-making tool (refer Section 5.3 on the virtual companion development). We did not use

Stefan’s colour picker (Figure 5.1) because the colour picker does not offer a straightforward

colour selection process as the user has to press the touchpad multiple times or press longer to

reach the desired colour that they wanted. We replaced his colour picker with our discrete picker

which offers a simple one-step selection process where the user can just point to the colour they

wanted and select it with one press of the touch pad controller.

Figure 5.1: Stefan’s colour picker

Painting in virtual space offers new experiences including creating artworks from different

perspectives, even from within the artwork itself. A key function in digital painting is selecting

a colour from a colour display. Many colour selection tools use a mixture of continuous and

discretised subsets of 3D colour spaces such as HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) and RGB (Red,

Green, Blue) as we have discussed in our colour pickers literature studies in Chapter 2. Figure 5.2

shows the example of 3D colour space.

Colour selection can be a rich problem, as illustrated by the many books of Faber Birren

investigating choice and use of colours for walls to reduce fatigue, colours for machinery to
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reduce accidents, and colours to increase productivity [47]. Colour selection for prototyping,

development, or art can be challenging. In most colour pickers, colours are chosen individually

rather than as a set suitable for the intended application [306]. Further, colour may appear

different in the application than in the colour picker because of simultaneous contrast [126].

Lastly, novices can struggle with selecting colours from displays due to not understanding the

underlying colour model and having difficulties finding a colour within a colour space [281]. For

example, many people do not think of “brown” as a “dark orange”, i.e., to find brown one must

select orange and then reduce brightness. A usability challenge in colour selection tools is that

they represent individual colours on a very small space which may be as small as the size of a

single pixel. This small target makes it difficult to identify and select a specific colour in 2D or

3D colour spaces [350]. Based on our user study with artists who had stroke-related impairments

(in Chapter 3), we found that artists had similar difficulties when using the HSV picker.

Figure 5.2: The HSV picker

5.2 Discrete Picker Development

In this research we develop a discrete picker as mitigation to these challenges (Figure 5.3). A

benefit of a discrete picker is to enable colour selection in a single step (rather than first selecting

a hue and then the saturation/intensity).

The challenges of colour selection outlined in related work [16, 281] have three major impli-

cations for creating a discrete picker:
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Figure 5.3: The discrete picker developed from colour sets used by artists, which we used to investi-
gate the effects of discrete versus continuous pickers on virtual artwork.

• Display all possible colours up-front so that participants do not need to question whether

colours exist.

• Target size - We aim to make the target size of each colour sufficiently large.

• Grouping colours so that they can be more easily found - Difficulties in finding colours

might be related to the principal RGB component in a colour not necessarily corresponding

to its appearance or name (such as brown needing to be identified through changing

orange). We hence group the colours in order to make them easier to find.

The process of colour organisation within the discrete picker was completed with the following

steps:

1. Select a subset of colours included in popular artist palettes

2. Group colours by hue

3. Reduce number of groups to increase simplicity

4. Revise placement of colours based on computed colour distance

5. Sort colours by luminance

We describe the above steps and the decision-making and computations involved in the

development.

The first step was to choose a set of appropriate colours to meet artists’ needs. We considered

options such as discretising a colour space into equal steps. To select colours for a discrete picker,
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Figure 5.4: Colour groups for the discrete picker. The initial colour groups (top) were sorted by lumi-
nance which resulted in the final groups (bottom).

we referred to established lists of colours and we selected “Faber Castell Polychromos Pastel

Paints” [27]. We chose “Faber Castell” because it is known to be one of the popular colour sets

due to its long history (i.e., established in year 1761) [147] that has been widely used by artists

for paintings. “Faber Castell Polychromos Pastel Paints” has a suitable number of colours for a

VR picker that are sufficiently differentiated in the VR display. The set contained 126 colours.

We reduced the set by removing 10 colours that appeared near-identical on visual inspection. We

initially grouped the colours by name into eight groups (Figure 5.4 (top image)). For example

“cadmium yellow lemon” was assigned to the yellow/orange wheel. For colours where the name

did not indicate its colour group we searched for a description of the colour. For example,

the colour “caput mortuum” is described as “purplish red brown” and was hence put into the
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brown/beige wheel. Our initial design grouped colours by hue based on the assumption that

artists use hue as a primary factor when selecting a colour. We grouped similar types of colours

into small wheels.

We aimed to use as few groups as possible to simplify the design. The initial design had

different groups for pink and magenta. We decided that seven groups would work well and be

simpler. The final groups include: three primary colours from the RYB colour model used in

traditional painting (yellow, red, blue), the three secondary colours from the same model (orange,

purple, green), and grayish colours (from black to white). Brownish colours were considered part

of the “orange” wheel since according to colour science brown is a dark orange.

We used a colour distance computation (using the Delta-E CIE2000 calculator) to iterate on

the placement of each colour within the wheels. As mentioned before, the assignments of colours

into wheels was initially made based on the colour’s names. We then looked for colours which

seemed out of place in their corresponding wheel and checked whether another colour wheel

might be a more natural fit by applying a colour distance computation. For example, when

deciding whether “Cobalt Turquoise” belongs to the blue or green wheel, we computed colour

distances to the most similar looking colours in either wheel. These were “Dark Phthalo Green”

and “Phthalo Blue”. Since the colour distance to the latter was smaller, “Cobalt Turquoise” was

moved to the blue wheel. Only four colours had to be assigned to wheels using colour distances:

one to the blue wheel, one to the yellow wheel, and two colours to the red/pink wheel.

The computation of colour distance helped us to group a relatively small number of colours.

It could be argued that the results of our grouping depended on the order colours were tested

however this is not the case due to the low number of colours which had to be assigned using

the colour distance computation. In one instance the assignment using colour distance did

not result in a cohesive category. “Cream” was considered out of place in the grey wheel.

When computing the colour distances to the closest matching colours in the yellow, red, and

orange/brown wheel it was found that the colour was closest to a light pinkish colour in the red

wheel, and hence “cream” was assigned into that wheel even though according to colour science

it is the pastel colour of yellow. Since colour space is 3D such borderline cases cannot be avoided

when grouping colours in one or two dimensions, as different results occur depending on which

colour coordinates are compared.

Different sorting methods could be used to arrange colours within each wheel: we considered

sorting by luminance (colour intensity) as well as by saturation and brightness. Brightness,

the value component of HSV, is a subjective measure of luminous intensity and embodies the

achromatic notion of intensity. Sorting the colours by luminance within each hue group looks

more visually cohesive since luminous intensity between neighbouring colours are minimised and

the underlying colour space is perceptually uniform [195]. We hence converted colours into the

CIE Lab space and sorted them by the L component. In some cases, where colours within

each wheel contained colours commonly perceived as different (e.g., purple vs. magenta) we

first formed subgroups based on hue and then sorted them by luminance. The final design is

shown in Figure 5.4 (bottom image) and contains 116 colours. We believe that sorting and
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grouping colours according to human colour perception and categorisation can help with the

ease of finding colours.

We also considered a function to mix colours on our discrete picker palette, but we abandoned

the idea. This is because we were mainly interested in investigating the accessibility and usability

of the discrete picker, which enables artists to pick their desired colour in a single step. Our

main objective in this research is to design and develop a simple and straightforward colour

picker. Adding a mixing colour function might distract participants from utilising the discrete

picker which in turn compromises the main objective of this research.

5.3 Virtual Companion Development

Digital Companions or Artificial Companions (ACs) are known to be effective tools to provide

companionship to people [20, 180, 279] and alleviate social isolation. However, we have little

knowledge on how people perceive ACs within a VR environment. ACs in VR can provide people

with a different level of experience compared to other forms of companions [15]. In particular, the

immersive experience in VR can provide people with the sense of having someone or something

physically there to accompany them.

In Chapter 4, we investigated first impressions of ACs with stroke survivors using depictions

of ACs and an interactive game. We learnt that selecting a familiar companion that supports

reminiscence is important when selecting ACs, and the dog was shown to be the most likable

pet of all the other ACs. Therefore, we decided to develop a virtual dog to be integrated into

the VR art-making tool. The virtual dog is purposed to play a supportive role in the user’s

overall VR art-making experience. It should provide companionship when the user is idle or

encourage the user to draw after a long period of pause, and not distract the user away from

their art-making.

In order to create the virtual dog, we first investigate how the different facets of a dog’s

behaviours and actions relate to the emotions it wishes to express. Based on Burke [63], a dog’s

barks can indicate attention, joy, fear, anger, or frustration depending on its pitch and body

language. For example, a dog is happy when it barks and wags its tail while it bounces or

jumps [63]. Besides that, a dog that whines and barks excessively is indicating that it needs

attention [135].

Creating a virtual companion from scratch would require complex skills in art-

design/animation. Therefore, as we did not have a background in art/design/animation, we

decided to utililise an existing 3D dog model with pre-defined animation sequences (i.e., walk-

ing, sitting, dancing). The dog assets were purchased from the Unity Asset Store [418]. We

chose the Oscar dog assets [418] because of the simplicity of its design. By utilising a dog with

a simple design [237], it will come across as childlike, non-threatening, and needy [254] which

in turn encourages user interaction with it. Since most of our field study (i.e., Chapter 4) par-

ticipants did not have any specific preference on the dog’s aesthetics apart from familiarity, we

wanted the virtual companion to be a generic representation of a dog that all users could relate
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Figure 5.5: Oscar the dog. From the first row: (a) Dog walks close to the user and bounces, (b) Dog
is spinning, (c) Dog is sitting, (d) Dog walks close to the art and admires it.

to. We programmed the dog with the behaviours and animations shown in Table 5.1. The dog

is designed to react to the user’s actions within the VR environment.

Table 5.1 lists seven different purposes of the dog and how they are triggered by different

user actions and mapped to behaviours of the virtual dog. For the first function, when the user

enters the virtual art space, they will see a dog standing next to the colour picker. The dog will

look at the player, bark twice, bounce two times and then stay in a standing state looking at

the user. The purpose of the dog’s barks and bounces is to show that it is welcoming the user

and is excited to see the user in the virtual art environment. The second function is triggered

when the user looks at the dog for one second. The dog will then react by walking towards the

user and stop in front of them. While walking, the user will see floating hearts appearing out of

the dog. After the dog stops, the dog will make a short whine sound to show that it needs love

and attention (e.g., a pet on the head). Then, the dog will bounce and spin repeatedly to show

that he is happy and excited. This is to indicate that the dog is happy that the user is paying

attention to it and therefore wishes to reciprocate/acknowledge the user’s attention. The third

function is activated when the user looks away from the dog. When this happens, the dog will

walk back to the colour picker, sit and look at the user. This function was created so that the

dog does not become a hindrance or annoyance to the user while they are making art.
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User Action Dog’s Behaviour Intended Purpose
Enter the virtual art

world
Initial position: Beside the colour picker.

1. Look at the user

2. Bark (2x)

3. Bounce (2x)

4. Stand

The dog greets/welcomes the user into the
virtual art-making world. The dog looks

excited when it sees the user.

Look at the dog for one
second

* Floating heart will appear throughout
this process.

1. Look at the user

2. Walk towards the user and stop at a
certain distance

3. Whine (three seconds)

4. Bounce and spin

The dog is happy when the user is looking
at it. The dog walks to the user to

reciprocate the attention.

Look away from the dog

1. Walk back to the original starting
position

2. Sit and look at the user

The dog notices that the user is focusing on
something else and decides not to disturb

them.

Paint

1. Sit and pay attention to the art

The dog is curious about the art-making
activity.

Idle for 15 seconds

1. Walk close to the art

2. Look at the art

3. Bark (2x) and Bounce (2x)

The dog is proud of the user’s work and
displays its excitement/acknowledgement.

Painting after 15 seconds
idle

1. Walk back to the original starting
position

2. Sit and look at the art

The dog notices that the user is focusing on
something else and decides not to disturb

them.

Finish painting at one
place and starts painting
at another place (within

35 cm distance)

1. Spin (2x)

2. Sit and look at the art

The dog is excited that a new painting is
being created.

Table 5.1: Dog procedural behaviour

The fourth, fifth, and sixth functions are triggered when the user starts painting. While the

user is painting, the dog will sit and pay attention to the drawing. The purpose of this function

is to show that the dog is curious of the artwork. It also acts as a prompt to the user that they

are not alone in the VR environment. If the user stops painting or idles for 15 seconds (e.g.,

while they browse for colours), the dog will walk close to the art, look at the art and do a short

bark and bounce occasionally. This function was designed to provide the user with positive

reinforcement/acknowledgment of their artwork, and to encourage them to continue drawing.
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Once the user starts to paint again, the dog will walk back to the colour picker, sit, and continue

focusing or enjoying the art-making activity. The purpose of this function is to allow users to

focus on the artwork once again. The last function will activate when the user stops drawing at

one place and starts painting at another place within 35 cm radius. When this happens, the dog

will spin twice indicating that it is excited to see new art being drawn. After the spinning, the

dog will sit and continue paying attention to the art. This function was created to provide the

user with additional positive reinforcement/acknowledgment of their artwork, and to encourage

them to continue drawing. Figure 5.5 shows the dog’s behaviours.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we explained our motivation and design development of the discrete picker

to address the limitations of the Google’s Tilt Brush’s colour picker. We also explained our

motivation and the design development of our virtual companion (i.e., virtual dog) to address

the social isolation/loneliness in VR art-making. We adapted an existing therapeutic VR art-

making tool (3D Painter) developed by Stefan Marks [288]. We then re-designed and integrated

a new colour picker (i.e., discrete picker) and integrated a virtual companion into the VR art-

making tool.

In the next chapter, we evaluate and discuss the perceptions of the discrete picker (Figure 5.3)

versus HSV picker (Figure 5.2), and the virtual companion (Figure 5.5) with a wide range of

potential users via an online survey. This is to obtain overall feedback on what people think

of the discrete picker design (i.e., its attractiveness, ease of use, etc.), and the presence of the

virtual dog in the VR art-making experience.



6
Perceptions of Virtual Art Colour

Pickers and Virtual Companion

This chapter describes the study that we conducted to investigate participants’ perception on

the usability and accessibility of the VR art tool. To investigate this, we carried out an online

survey aimed at gathering participants’ perceptions on the colour pickers (i.e., discrete picker,

HSV picker) and the effect of the presence of the virtual companion (i.e., dog/virtual dog) on

VR art experience. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to conduct a face-to-face

study, therefore we proceeded with an online survey to obtain feedback on our VR art tool. In

our online survey, participants were randomly assigned to watch one of four videos that showed

an artist making art using the discrete picker or HSV picker, and the presence or absence of a

virtual dog. Participants were then required to provide their first impressions of the functions

that were introduced to them by completing a questionnaire.

6.1 Methods

In this study, we were interested in investigating the perceptions on accessibility and usability of

the colour pickers and the presence of the virtual companion on participants’ VR art experience.

This study aimed to answer the following research questions: a) What are perceptions of the

discrete picker and HSV picker? and b) How does the presence of the virtual dog impact the

VR experience?

We expected that most people may prefer the discrete picker as it looks simpler and easier

to comprehend, especially for people with impairments, elderly people, and novice users. We
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selected the HSV picker for comparison purposes since it is a popular tool among artists. The

HSV picker was downloaded from the Unity Asset store and adapted to our VR art-making tool.

We also expect most people may like the virtual companion as it brings a sense of companionship

and excitement to the virtual environment. Therefore, we came up with the following hypotheses:

a) Novice users would prefer the simplicity of the discrete picker over an HSV picker, and b)

The virtual dog brings social impact and sense of companionship within the VR art-making

experience.

6.1.1 Research Design

To answer the research questions and hypotheses, we conducted an online survey using our

university’s Qualtrics system. The online survey (refer to Appendix C) comprised of a pre-video

demographic questionnaire, one of four recorded online videos, and a post-video questionnaire.

The online survey will take approximately 15 - 25 minutes to complete.

The pre-video demographic questionnaire contained the necessary questions that enabled

us to categorise participants into the groups for analysis (e.g., adult versus elderly, dog versus

non-dog owners).

The four videos consisted of 1) video of an artist drawing in VR using the discrete picker

without the ‘Dog’, 2) video of an artist drawing in VR using the discrete picker with the ‘Dog’,

3) video of an artist drawing in VR using the HSV picker without the ‘Dog’, 4) video of an

artist drawing in VR using the HSV picker with the ‘Dog’. Each video is five minutes long. The

artist drew the same art (i.e., Kiwi and Sunflower) in each video (Figure 6.1). These videos

were made to compare participant perceptions of how well our discrete picker fares as compared

to the generic HSV picker, and how impactful the virtual dog in enriching the VR art-making

experience.

Figure 6.1: Kiwi and sunflower drawn by the artist (left), the virtual dog in the VR art-making (right)

The post-video questionnaire consisted of three main sections. All sections contained close-

ended question in the form of a Likert scale and open-ended questions. While it was mandatory

to answer all the close-ended questions, participants were allowed to leave open-ended question

unanswered.
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The first section contained 15 close-ended questions that measured participants’ general

perception of the VR art-making tool and one open-ended question to obtain any qualitative

feedback that users might have on the VR art tool.

The second section contained 14 close-ended questions and one open ended question. Ques-

tion 1 (close-ended) represented the participant’s satisfaction level on the range of colours in the

colour picker. We grouped close-ended questions into three groups: Pragmatic Quality (PQ),

Hedonic Quality (HQ), and APPEAL [171] as shown in Table 6.1. Pragmatic Quality (PQ)

refers to the participants’ thoughts on the effectiveness the colour picker in fulfilling its main task

(i.e., painting). Hedonic Quality (HQ) refers to participants’ opinions on how stimulated they

were with the colour picker. APPEAL represented participants’ general evaluation of the colour

picker. The single open-ended question in the second section enabled us to gather qualitative

feedback on participants’ perception of the colour picker that was shown to them.

The third section contained seven close-ended questions and five open-ended questions. This

section was only made available to participants who were randomly assigned to watch videos

with the virtual dog present. Question 1 (close-ended) in this section denied participants from

answering the other questions if they did not notice a pet in the video or could not remember if

there was a pet in the video. For the remainder of the close-ended questions, we were interested

in investigating participants’ perception of the dog’s influence, dog’s likeability, dog’s level of

distraction, dog’s effectiveness as a good companion, and the dog’s ability in making VR art

more engaging. The open-ended questions allowed us to gather qualitative data on the virtual

dog’s influence and likeability, suggestions to improve our virtual dog, and any general thoughts

about our virtual dog.

6.1.2 Analysis of Results

We conducted our statistical analysis using the SPSS statistics software. We did a factor anal-

ysis, reliability analysis, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and multivariate analysis of variance

(MANOVA) to analyse the results. We did a factor analysis by grouping the semantic differential

items into three groups (Pragmatic Quality (PQ), Hedonic Quality (HQ), and APPEAL) [171]

as shown in Table 6.1, except for ‘Social - Isolating’ as this does not belong to any group. We

selected appropriate items based on [171] that are related to our study and averaged the items

from each group (PQ, HQ and APPEAL). We then conducted a reliability analysis, ANOVA,

and MANOVA using those groups.

We read all the quotes from the survey and created affinity diagrams. We used affinity anal-

ysis [28, 182] to group the quotes from the survey (i.e., we grouped quotes based on ‘similarity’).

Analysis of the open-ended question in section 2 of our post-video survey yielded five subthemes

for qualitative feedback from the participants’ perceptions of the colour picker (colour pickers’

colour range, colour preference, design satisfaction, customisation, and simplicity and perceived

usability). Analysis of the open-ended question in section 3 of our post-video survey yielded

three subthemes for qualitative feedback on participants’ perceptions of the virtual dog (pet

likeability, pet expectations, and social interactivity).
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Scale item Anchors
PQ 1 Comprehensible Incomprehensible
PQ 2 Supporting Obstructing
PQ 3 Simple Complex
PQ 4 Clear Confusing
PQ 5 Controllable Uncontrollable
HQ 1 Interesting Boring
HQ 2 Exciting Dull
HQ 3 Impressive Nondescript
HQ 4 Original Ordinary

APPEAL 1 Pleasant Unpleasant
APPEAL 2 Attractive Unattractive
APPEAL 3 Motivating Discouraging
APPEAL 4 Desirable Undesirable

Table 6.1: Semantic differential items for Pragmatic Quality (PQ), Hedonic Quality (HQ), and general
evaluation (APPEAL) [171]

6.1.3 Participants

The inclusion criteria for this study were participants aged 16 and above, with or without impair-

ments. We decided to sample participants from such a varied criteria because we are interested

in obtaining first impression feedback from a wide variety on participants of our VR art-making

tool. To recruit participants, we distributed invitations to participate via email and social me-

dia to multiple organisations including stroke organisations, university, and other organisations

(e.g., SeniorNet, retirement homes etc.). In the invitation, we encouraged participants who have

problems with participating due to their conditions (e.g., Stroke, Parkinson etc.) but would like

to take part in this survey nonetheless to seek the assistance of their caregivers to help them

with this survey. Our study protocols were approved by our institutional ethics committee and

included in the informed consent. The informed consent was embedded into our ‘Participant

Information Sheet (PIS)’. The PIS provided participants with a detailed introduction of the

research and served as an informed consent notification.

A total of 87 participants signed up for this online survey. Participants comprised of 24

elderly people aged 60 and above with a mean age of 69.9 years, 62 adult people aged between

16 - 59 years with a mean age of 33.2 years and one participant did not provide his age. Of those

participants, five participants revealed that they had experience a stroke with impairments (i.e.,

upper and lower limbs, visual, one participant preferred not to say), eight participants revealed

that they had non-stroke impairments (i.e., neurological, lower limb, vision, ear, osteoporosis,

one prefer not to say), one participant did not want to reveal any pre-existing conditions, and 73

participants revealed that they were healthy people without any previous strokes or impairments.

In regards to gender, 42 participants identified as male, 43 participants identified as female, one

participant identified as non-binary, and one participant did not provide an answer. We are

missing two pieces of demographic data from the survey as one participant did not provide his

age and another participant did not provide a gender.
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6.1.4 Procedures

At the beginning of the online survey, participants were provided with a brief introduction of

the survey and the PIS. After reading the introduction and the PIS (which were optional),

participants will then required to complete the pre-video demographic questionnaire. After

answering the pre-video questionnaire, participants were then randomly assigned to watch one

of the four recorded online as described in the research design. After watching the video,

participants then answered the post-video questionnaire. Once the post-video questionnaire is

completed, participants were given the option to receive the summary of the findings when the

data has been analysed. Finally, results from the online survey were tabulated and analysed.

6.2 Findings

6.2.1 Perceptions of the Colour Picker

The Cronbach’s alpha from our reliability analysis showed high values for PQ (α = .926), HQ

(α = .943), and APPEAL (α = .964), indicating a high internal consistency among the semantic

items within the group. Our MANOVA analysis showed that the discrete picker had a significant

effect on HQ (F(1, 86) = 5.35, p = .023), but not PQ(F(1, 86) = .077, p = .781) and APPEAL

(F(1, 86) = 2.47, p = .120) when participants were not grouped. Based on descriptive stats,

there seems to be trend that the discrete picker was rated higher ratings compared to the HSV

picker in most semantic items as shown in Figure 6.2. When participants were grouped into

the ‘adult’ group and ‘elderly’ group, our MANOVA analysis indicated that the discrete picker

had no signifiant effect of PQ (F(1, 83) = 1.87, p = .175), HQ(F(1, 83) = 0.89, p = .349), and

APPEAL(F(1, 83) = 0.77, p = .382.). Therefore, our hypothesis that novice users would prefer

the simplicity of the discrete picker over an HSV picker is rejected. In regards to the satisfaction

with the range of colours in the colour picker, we found no statistical differences between the

discrete picker and the HSV picker based on ANOVA analysis (F(1, 85) = .108, p = .743). This

shows that participants perceived the discrete picker to have a similar colour range to the HSV

picker. We report participants’ quotes below based on the subthemes to further investigate the

factors that led to the above statistical results.

Colour Pickers’ Colour Ranges

We investigate participants’ satisfaction in regards to the colour pickers’ ranges. Most of the

participants who watched the video with the discrete picker were satisfied with the range of

colours in the discrete picker. Participants who were satisfied with the range of the colours in

the discrete picker commented, “[It] has all the colour types available [P9]”, “There is a wonderful

choice of colours [P18]”, “Sufficient range of colours [P37]”, “There seem to be enough colours to

use [P80]”, “All the colours are there [...] plenty of choice [P85]”. One participant mentioned that

there is a reasonable choice of colours, but he wanted a colour that was not there, “Undoubtedly,
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Figure 6.2: Discrete picker (DIS) versus HSV picker

I would eventually want a colour not on there, but it looks like a reasonable selection of colours

nevertheless [P3]”. On the contrary, there were some participants who were dissatisfied with

the range of colours in the discrete picker. One participant commented, “It should be variables

and options to choose more color [P38]”. Although the discrete picker might have some colours

unavailable, most participants’ feedback seem to indicate that there are enough selections of

colours to be used for art-making. We assume that participants who prefer a wider range of

colour selections would prefer an advanced colour picker such as the HSV picker.

In regards to the HSV picker, there were quite a few participants who were satisfied with

the range of colours in the HSV picker. Those who commented about that said, “All the colours

of the rainbow seem to be there [P47]”, “RGB colour wheel is pretty much every colour [P61]”,

“Looks beautiful with complete rainbow colours [P63]”, “Has almost all colours that’s needed

to create stuffs [P65]”, “[...] most of the colours are available [P69]”, “Enough colours to work

with [P70]”.

There were some participants who were dissatisfied with the range of colours in the HSV

picker. One of them stated, “[...] When there are too many colors, one faces a paralysis of choice

[P79]”. On the other hand, another participant commented that the HSV picker was, “[...] very

limited [P40]”. The contradiction of these comments could be attributed to the participants’

limited familiarity with the colour picker. For example, P40 stated that there were limited

colours probably because he may have only seen the fully saturated colours in the HSV picker

such as Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Cyan, and Magenta. He may not know that selecting different

colour hues and saturation result a robust selection of colours.
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Colour Preferences

The fully saturated colours around the HSV picker wheel might attract users with strong colour

preferences. Two participants commented on the colour preferences for HSV picker such as, “I

like the strong colours [P55]”, “Like the color [P73]”. This indicates that they were attracted

to vibrant colours. Vibrant colours seem to be more appealing and eye-catching compared to

blended colours and this may have caught some people’s attention.

Design Satisfaction

Participants have also been commenting on the design of the colour picker. As for the discrete

picker, four participants commented on the colour arrangement such as, “They are well mixed

perfectly arranged colours [P10]”, “The colours are well organised and beautifully done [P22]”,

“The mixing of colours are in order I must say it’s complete [P26]”, “Complete and well-arranged

[P31]”. One participant mentioned the discrete picker is “very comprehensive [P15]”. P82 gave

a short comment by stating that it is “Nice”, and P13 suggested that it will be better if it is

bigger. In response to P13’s comment, the discrete picker may look different from the video

when the user is in the VR environment. However, P13 may be referring to the size of the

colour picker wheels. Perhaps he would like it magnified upon selecting a certain wheel.

Three participants provided comments on what they dislike about the discrete picker. P16

said that “it looks mediocre”, P38 stated that “The quality of the color picture is low density

and look unattractive”, and P86 mentioned that “Lots of colours muddled together. How would

I choose a colour?”. This can be attributed to the over simplicity of the design which might not

be preferred by some people.

In regards to the HSV picker, participants who gave positive reviews on the design of the

colour picker said, “RGB ring and shade/tint triangle is mostly understandable for anyone

exposed to modern digital art tools [P41]”, “The colour picker seems pretty straight forward

to use [P49]”, “Looks beautiful [P61]”, “It looks standard to me. I think it is adequate for

what a screen can display [P46]”. These comments seem to indicate that some participants have

experience and are already quite familiar with the HSV picker.

However, two participants were dissatisfied with the HSV picker. P79 said, “There are other

ways to pick color, not just a color wheel”. This comment seems to support the notion that

novice users may experience difficulties in using the HSV picker due to not understanding and

not having experience selecting colours from a HSV colour wheel. This could be the reason

why P59 commented, “The HSL colour picker, while a traditional mainstay in professional

art applications, seems out of place in the three dimensional world of VR. It also requires

understanding of how it operates, and that the outer ring and inner triangle are linked, before

it can be used effectively [...] the colour picker is unsuitable for VR, and potentially daunting

for inexperienced artists who have not seen or used it before. A novel colour picker, specifically

designed for use in three dimensions so that all available colours can be seen at once, around

the user, would be better suited for VR”.
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Customisation

Multiple participants made comments that seem to indicate that they would prefer the VR art-

making tool and colour picker to be more customisable. For the discrete picker, P21 stated that,

“I’d want a customised palette chooser where you can roll your own’. P40 wanted textures and

different brush styles. Furthermore, P41 suggested to have “a way to store previously-picked

colours to retrieve”. Finally, P80 and P85 asked if it possible to mix colours.

In regards to the HSV picker, two participants suggested customisation features which could

be added to the HSV picker. P41 suggested having a way to store previously-picked colours

that could be retrieved easily. The other participant suggested “[to have] an option to be able

to choose from a colour palette [...]” and “[...] a way to save colours used in the art [...] [P61]”.

The comments seem to indicate that participants would be inclined to be motivated to use

the VR art and the colour picker tool on a regular basis if they are able to tailor the functions

of the VR art-making tool and the colour picker to their liking.

Simplicity and Perceived Usability

There were two participants who could not judge the simplicity and usability of the discrete

picker. P14 mentioned that, “I don’t know much about colours” and P56 said that he has

no experience and require the need to use and play around with it in order to be able to

comment. These Participant seem to indicate that the discrete picker requires a certain degree

of familiarising.

6.2.2 Impact of Dog Presence on VR Experience

We then investigated participants’ ratings and perceptions of the virtual companion in VR art-

making. Results from our one-way ANOVA found no significant effect between videos with or

without the pet on participants’ perceptions of the VR art-making tool’s social impact (F(1,

85) = .103, p = .749). The virtual dog, as presented, did not significantly change the VR

art experience. Therefore, our hypothesis that the virtual dog brings social impact and sense of

companionship within the VR art-making experience is rejected. However, we found a statistical

trend among elderly people in which they perceived the VR art experience to be more sociable

because of the presence of the virtual dog, as demonstrated by one-way ANOVA (F(1, 85) =

4.04, p = .048) (Figure 6.3). Furthermore, we also found a statistical trend among the elderly

that indicate the virtual dog is a good companion (F(1, 40) = 4.05, p = .051) and that the

virtual dog makes the VR art more engaging (F(1, 40) = 3.49, p = .069), as demonstrated by

MANCOVA with adult versus elderly and dog versus non-dog owners as covariates (Figure 6.4).

We also found that there was no significant effect between dog and non-dog owners for videos

with the pet as demonstrated by MANOVA (F(5, 37) = .852, p = .522). Dog owners’ provided

higher likeability ratings of the pet, but it did not reach statistical significance (Figure 6.5).

We report participants’ quotes below based on the subthemes to further investigate the

factors that led to the above statistical results.
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Figure 6.3: The effect of social impact on the pet’s/dog’s presence on VR experience between adults
and elderly

Figure 6.4: The effect of the pet’s/dog’s presence on VR experience between adults and elderly

Pet Likeability

Some participants shared their thoughts about their like of the pet. Some of the comments are

related to the dog’s visual appeal or features such as the cuteness of the dog, “It looks cute

[P29]”, “The pet was adorable [P33]”, “Cute and lovely, friendly and a good companion [P63]”,
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Figure 6.5: The effect of the pet’s/dog’s presence on VR experience between dog owners and non-
dog owners

“Cute [P65],[P68],[P75]”. One elderly participant commented on the dog’s behaviour, “When

something is bouncing up and down it creates excitement and interest [P85]”. One participant

mistook the dog for some other creature, “It looked a bit like a piglet but because it barked

it was a dog [P35]”. These comments indicated that visual appeal or feature and behaviour

influenced the likeability of the dog from both adult and elderly participants.

Besides that, some of the comments also highlighted the advantages of the presence of the

dog in the VR art environment, “A nice addition that benefits the program [...] It lends it a more

natural feeling - like you’re in the real world [P19]”, “It adds something interesting in the virtual

world so it’s not as lonely [P20]’, “The pet is well loved by all, beautiful, full of energy and fond

[P21]”, “Pleasant [P24]”, “A good companion playful and attractive, well loved by every one

who loves pets [P26]”, “Encouraging in manner and supporting, friendly and beautiful a good

companion for elderly [P27]”, “An additional object [...] an enhancement [P37]”, “It’s good

to have a companion sometimes [...] For some people it can be a good thing to have someone

around [...] [P58]”, “Engaging [P70]”, “The pet add colourful environment and attract lively art,

make the art more engage with people [P71]”, “It’s a pleasant addition to the calming/soothing

atmosphere [P74]”, “Quite cute companion while painting, a welcome presence, breaks up the

monotony of the background [P76]”, “Sort of became part of the experience, and could be

associated with other art products you put out [P85]”. P87 said that the presence of the dog

there is always good but it can be distracting while making art. Furthermore, P70 mentioned

that he likes dogs and if someone “is an animal lover” they would probably appreciate the

presence of the dog.

However, some participants disagree with that by stating, “Did nothing for me [P21]”, “Dull
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and lacking purpose [P36]”, “I personally find it a little bit creepy [P58]”, “It seems like it exists in

addition to, and not supportive of, the core painting experience [P59]”. The comments showed

that most people appreciated the presence of the pet in the virtual environment in terms of

companionship and making the environment attractive. The negative comments most probably

came from participants who do not like the aesthetic features of the dog, mainly because the

virtual dog does not have any facial expressions. Furthermore, participants who felt that the

existence of the dog was lacking in purpose probably because the video did not show many clips

of the dog. Based on all the comments, we noticed the presence of the dog has a positive impact

on most elderly participants as compared to adult participants, since we received mainly positive

comments from elderly participants. The comments were mainly related to the cuteness of the

dog and companionship.

There were also participants who felt neutral or the existence of the dog did not impact them,

“Others would like it I’m sure [P21]”, “Satisfactory [...] A pet is pet whether it is influenced by

the flower or nature is natural [P35]”, “It was okay [P64]”, “Neutral, pet felt sort of like part of

the scenery [P69]”, “[...] nothing too interesting [P83]”, “Not sure, it might inspire the person

drawing to draw the pet? [P20]”. These comments indicated that participants may not have

any interest in pets, therefore the existence of the dog did not really impact how they felt.

Pet Expectations

Participants have also shared their expectations of the dog. Some comments were related to the

facial expression of the dog such as, “Would appeal more if it was more realistic [...] Perhaps

make it a bit more realistic. Add an animated face [P21]”, “More realistic [P23]”, “Make it

blink time to time. . . otherwise it looks like a killer bot [P58]”, “Facial expressions on the pet,

hard to relate to the pet [P69]”, “Pet can have [...] better expression [P75]”. Besides that, a few

participants also pointed applying some cosmetic appearance to the dog such as, “Make it more

hairy and add some moving points/choreography [P33]”, “Pet can have accessories like collar

[...] [P75]”.

Furthermore, two participants indicated that they would like the virtual dog to be customis-

able to their liking. P60 said “If you want a pet in your game maybe you can make something

customisable let players choose what options they want”, and P58 stated that, “It’s a good thing

if the pet is optional. I personally don’t like movement around me when I’m concentrated on

something”. P65 mentioned that having “more pet” to choose from. Such functions could be

desirable for those who do not like pets, dogs or disturbances during the art-making activity.

Moreover, one participant wanted the dog’s existence to be more meaningful such as by giving

some tasks to the dog while some participants wanted the dog to have more behaviours, “More

important task and interesting interactive task for pet needed. Should be more meaningful

[when having] an important existence [P36]”, “I would like it to do more reactions to the art

being made [P30]”, “Perhaps the pet can lie down sometimes [P76]”, “The behaviour of [the] pet

is very static and no real noticeable behavioural change with the drawing (not really expected,

but could be cool based on the shape/design) [P74]”.
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Social Interactivity

A few participants have commented on the social interactivity of the dog. Some participants

would prefer the dog to interact more with the art as well as with the users, “Move movement,

interactable, etc. [P19]”, “Maybe the pet could interact with the art or react to it? [P20]”, “Give

it freedom to go around and groom it [P22]”, “I feel like the puppy was just kind of there and it

seemed a little bit random. It would have been cool if it interacted more with the art or artist

[P29]”, “The pet should be able to be interacted with, and also interact with the users art. For

example, it should be available to pet, and respond appropriately. It should also ‘investigate’

and play with the user’s creations, as they are painting them, e.g., sniffing at them and jumping

around/on them [P59]”, “Kind of random to have a pet in there, but having it interact with

what you’ve made would be cool! [P87]”. One participant mentioned that “It needs companions

to play with [P65]”. Based on the comments, participants would appreciate the pet if it is more

interactive and did not act just as a companion for the reason of being present in the virtual

environment.

6.3 Discussions

6.3.1 Discrete Picker versus HSV Picker

We found that there was a significant difference between the discrete picker and the HSV picker

in participants’ ratings for hedonic quality. The observed difference might be due to the design

uniqueness of the discrete picker. Although our quantitative results indicated that the discrete

HSV picker displayed similar pragmatic qualities as our discrete picker, the qualitative feedback

around design satisfaction seemed to indicate that the discrete picker was more comprehensible

whereas the HSV picker had convoluted functions. This is because most participants who

watched the discrete picker video overall gave positive reviews around the design satisfaction

especially in regards to the organisation of the colours in the discrete picker. Although one

participant mentioned colours muddling together, that comment is not of high concern because of

the ease of selecting colours from the colour picker as compared to the HSV picker. Participants

who were dissatisfied with the design of the HSV picker suggested other ways to pick colours

and one of them stated around the concern that the HSV picker is not suitable for VR use. The

participant suggested that the colour picker should have all available colours visible at once to

be suitable for VR use. Besides that, participants also expressed concern around inexperienced

users who might have difficulties using the HSV picker. This is because the HSV picker requires

an understanding of the 3D colour space in order to use it.

In regards to the colour range, we noticed participants mentioned the limited availability

of colours in the discrete picker. But on contrary for the HSV picker, participant mentioned

that people might face paralyse of choice when there are too many colours. Comments seem

to indicate that the discrete picker is more suitable for novice users, whereas the HSV picker is

more suitable for experienced users who like to explore more colours.
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The colours shown around the HSV picker’s wheel can attract people’s attention due to the

vibrant colours especially those who like strong colours. The colours displayed around the colour

wheel look limited which seems to contain only fully saturated colours. This potentially created

confusion for one participant who thought that the HSV picker had limited colours available.

Therefore, people who have not used a HSV picker before may also think that the HSV picker

has limited colours available.

Furthermore, participants have also commented on the customisation features, such as sug-

gesting a way to save the previous colours, a customised palette choose, and possibility to mix

colours. Therefore, we suggest future studies explore these as these new features may enhance

users’ experience when using the colour pickers.

6.3.2 Effect of the Presence of the Dog

We found that there was no statistical effect of the presence of the dog on the VR experience.

We noticed a few comments that stated that the facial expressions of the dog needed to be

more realistic. Furthermore, some participants also expressed their feedback in regards to the

lack of social interactivity between the dog and the users as well as the art. These may be the

reasons that caused our results to be not-significant. Therefore, we suggest more animations

and behaviors to be added to the dog as well as adding facial expressions.

As compared to the adults, elderly people seem to have more appreciation towards the

existence of the dog since there was statistical trend in perceiving the presence of the dog as

a good companion and that the dog being social to the VR art experience among the elderly

people. From the results, most elderly people were seen to give positive reviews about the dog.

Qualitative feedback from elderly participants indicated that the dog was cute and appeared to

be a good companion in the VR art-making process.

We also investigated the effect of the presence of the dog in the VR art experience between

dog owners and non-dog owners. We assumed that dog owners would appreciate the dog more.

However, we found no significant effect on that group. We assumed that this is because the dog

is generally perceived to be not a realistic representation of any living pet. We recommend that

future work strive to introduce a virtual companion that closely resembles the behaviour of a

real-life pet.

Several participants also highlighted the ability to customise the dog as a feature to increase

its functionality and attractiveness. This could be a valid point as the dog only has basic func-

tions since it is at the proof-of-concept stage. Further research could seek to include customisable

features for the dog such as adding accessories, changing the dog’s colour, or a wider selection

of virtual companions. We also agree that an option to turn virtual companions on or off should

be made available to allow users the flexibility of choosing if they would like a virtual companion

or not. In addition, having an option to increase or decrease the virtual companion’s interac-

tivity or engagement could be a viable option in limiting the virtual companion’s distraction

when drawing art. Alternatively, presets of virtual companions (e.g., active companion, passive

companion) can also be introduced.
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6.4 Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the perceptions of VR art-making tool such as the colour pickers

and the impact of the presence of the dog on the VR art-making experience from a wider range of

potential users to examine the advantages and disadvantages of the tool. We found a significant

effect on the discrete picker for hedonic quality where the discrete picker was seen to be more

interesting, exciting, impressive, and original. Qualitative feedback seemed to indicate that the

discrete picker may be more suitable for novice users who do not have any knowledge in 3D colour

space, while experience users will appreciate the HSV picker. We found no statistical effect of

the presence of the dog on the VR art-making experience. However, we found a statistical trend

where elderly people perceived the dog as a good companion and it made the VR art more

engaging. This shows that a virtual companion may be a benefit for elderly people. Future

studies should continue to investigate the effect of virtual companions on elderly people and

people with impairments such as those who have had stroke to understand the effect of social

companionship in those groups. In the next chapter, we report the evaluation on the usability

of the discrete picker by comparing it with the HSV picker. We are interested in observing the

usability of the discrete picker since our findings in this study showed that the discrete picker has

a significant effect on hedonic quality and the qualitative feedback indicated that the discrete

picker was comprehensible.
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Colour Pickers and Colour Selection in

Virtual Reality Art-Making

Colour selection is an important task in digital art and 3D modelling applications. Most colour

pickers are based on continuous colour spaces or a representative sampling of them, such as the

Munsell colour palette. Continuous colour space pickers (HSV pickers) enable users to select

from all colours by displaying full saturation hues with options to lower saturation and modify

value. The two-step process of colour selection from continuous pickers requires understanding

of the 3D colour space, e.g., where to find “brown” or “sand”. In this chapter, we explore the

impact of discrete picker selection by comparing its use against a standard HSV picker tool in

VR art-making.

We investigate how the representation of the colour picker effects colour choices in virtual

artworks. We found that the type of colour picker impacted the kinds of colours used in artworks,

with significant differences in colour distribution characteristics. In this study, we compare an

HSV picker with a discrete picker through feedback obtained from 40 healthy participants aged

16 - 60 years old. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were not able to conduct

a study with stroke survivors as they belong to the vulnerable group that is susceptible to the

virus. Therefore, carrying out research on this group which potentially exposes them to the

virus is considered a risky and unethical endeavour.

103
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7.1 Methods

This study evaluates the use of the discrete picker to determine its usability and effect on colour

choices when compared with a continuous HSV picker. We focus on VR applications due to

their use in art-making for diverse populations including novices [167, 248, 372]. We selected a

colour picker based on HSV as an example of a continuous colour space because it is “popular”

and “consistent with human colour perception” [77]. We selected a palette from Faber-Castell

as a starting point for creating a discrete picker since it is deemed one of the largest and oldest

manufacturers of coloured pencil sets [147, 159]. This study aimed to answer these research

questions: a) How can we design a discrete picker with colours which are frequently used by

artists? and b) How does the discrete picker differ from a continuous picker in terms of impact

on colour choices and usability?

In order to investigate the effects of a discrete versus continuous picker, we conducted a

between-subjects study. In particular, we were interested in the effect of the colour pickers on

colours used in artworks. We believe that the colour picker might have an effect on the number

and type of colours used. We were also interested in comparing the usability of the colour

pickers. We expected that the discrete picker may be simpler to use, and more satisfying for

novice users. We selected the HSV picker as a popular standard to use for comparison purposes.

We opted to conduct a study in public settings where potential participants could see that

the setup was for virtual artwork and could voluntarily approach. The settings are akin to

smaller versions of demo exhibitions. Study protocols were approved by our institutional ethics

committee and included informed consent. The study was conducted during two events: at

University of Auckland during the “Open Day” and the “Mini VR Conference Workshop”.

In total, 40 participants between the ages of 16 and 60 participated. 30 participants took

part during the “Open Day” and 10 participants took part during the “Mini VR Conference

Workshop”. Participants were assigned to use either a) the discrete picker or b) the HSV picker.

The order in which the colour pickers were assigned alternated between participants.

Participants were invited to use a virtual drawing program with each colour picker and to

“draw anything they liked”. Each participant was provided with an introduction and explanation

of the tool. We also asked participants to fill out a short demographic questionnaire. Each session

took up to approximately 15 minutes. After each session, participants were asked to complete

a questionnaire about their experience. The questionnaire included open ended responses and

questions with Likert scales of strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Some questions

included both open and closed-ended formats, for example, the question “I am satisfied with

what I produced. Why or Why not?” had an answer choice on a Likert scale and a field for

additional comments. We placed the printed questionnaires in Appendix D.

We measured aspects of the creation of virtual artworks. Because participants created art-

works for different amounts of time, we recorded time spent and we normalised the measures by

total amount of time spent. We recorded the number of colours used and which colours were

used. We were interested in the amount of time that participants interacted with the colour

pickers. We recorded time spent per colour selection in seconds for each colour. The percentage
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Behavioural Measures Discrete HSV

Average no. of colours per participant 7.6 6.3
No. of colours used per minute 1.4/m 1.8/m

Time spent per colour selection in seconds per colour 12.2s/colour 11.2s/colour
Time spent selecting colours 24.8% 26.8%
Total time spent making art 5m23s 4m28s

Table 7.1: Participants’ behavioral data from the between-subjects study. The average total number
of colours used per participant, the number of colours per minute, and the time taken to
select colours were comparable for each colour picker.

of time spent on colour selection is calculated as the percentage of time users spent on switching

colours compared to the total session time. The estimated time for using the colour picker to

select a new colour is demarcated by finishing the last stroke with one colour and starting the

next stroke with a different colour. This means the estimated time for interacting with a colour

picker includes clicking on possible new colours as well as the time the user might have spent

contemplating whether a newly selected colour is the right one. We believe this metric is a

good estimation of the time spent on colour selection because reflection during colour choices

is important to the colour selection process. Behavioural measures and questionnaire responses

were collected from all participants. Colour properties were missing from six participants due

to a technical error.

To investigate the impact of the colour picker on colour usage, we first plotted the distri-

bution of colours used and then we conducted a statistical analysis on the properties of colours

used. The statistical analysis is a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with colour-

picker as a between-subjects variable. The dependent variables were the normalised number of

colours, normalised time spent selecting colours, colour properties, and usability scores. We also

investigated differences in self-reported usability and satisfaction from the questionnaires.

7.2 Results

In this section, we present and discuss our findings about how the discrete picker and the

HSV picker compared in terms of general colour picker usage behaviour, colour properties, and

usability/satisfaction.

7.2.1 Colour-Picker Usage

We found that the colour picker did not have a significant effect on the normalised number of

colours (p=.717) and the normalised time spent selecting colours (p=.701). Table 7.1 shows

participants’ behavioral data: the total number of colours used, the number of colours used

per minute, the time spent for each colour selection in seconds per colour, the percentage of

time interacting with the colour picker, and the total session time. The number of colours used

per minute is the total number of colours participants selected during a session divided by the
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total time that session took. The values were averaged for each colour picker. The results were

1.4 colours / minute for the discrete picker and 1.8 colours / minute for the HSV picker. Our

MANOVA results suggest that the choice of colour picker did not affect the time spent on colour

selection, which was 24.8 % for the discrete picker and 26.8 % for the HSV picker.

The total session time is the average time participants used for a VR art session and includes

the time spend painting and the time selecting colours. The time for the discrete picker was

322.8 seconds and for the HSV picker, 267.5 seconds. The total amount of time spent was not

necessarily reflective of the qualities of the colour pickers as participants chose to finish when

they had come to a natural completion of their artwork or for other reasons such as to continue

to visit the rest of the exhibition.

7.2.2 Colour Properties

We investigated the distribution of colours selected by participants for each colour picker. We

visualise the results to facilitate a visual comparison. All colours used by all participants were

grouped. We divided hues into eight equally sized ranges. The resulting hue groups were

initially sorted by luminosity (from the CIE Lab space). Where luminosity was the same,

they were subsequently sorted by value (from the HSV space). To make the displayed colour

ranges appear more continuous, we inverted the sorting order by luminosity for every other

segment [491]. This enabled easier visual comparison. The results are displayed in Figure 7.1

and Figure 7.2. The discrete picker facilitated, more brownish/beige colours and the HSV picker,

more greenish colours. Note that in this distribution, colours with low saturation can appear

similar, but fall into different hue groups, e.g., black with a bit of red or black with a bit of blue.

Figure 7.1: Sorted list of selected colours for the discrete picker. Participants who used the discrete
picker used more brownish and beige colours.

Figure 7.2: Sorted list of selected colours for the HSV picker. Participants who used the HSV used
more greenish colour.

To investigate the statistical significance of the colour differences found, we compared the

properties of colours across colour pickers. We computed the colour moments for each group

of colours [415]. This provides a representation of the colours in the RGB space (using 8

bit components, i.e., [255, 255, 255] for white) through 12 dependent variables: the mean,

standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis for red, blue, and green. The MANOVA’s univariate

tests indicated two significant effects. The first significant difference was that the mean green
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Figure 7.3: Means of RGB values for the discrete picker (shown in darker columns) and HSV picker
(shown in lighter columns). When using the discrete picker participants selected colours
with a lower green component.

component of all selected colours was significantly lower for the discrete picker (100.6 vs. 135.9

for the HSV picker) as illustrated in Figure 7.3 (F[1, 39] = 5.090, p = .030).

The second significant difference was that for the discrete picker, the skewness of the red

component of all selected colours was -0.48, whereas for the HSV picker it was 0.35 (F[1, 39] =

4.873, p = .033) as shown in Figure 7.4. This means that the red component of colours selected

with the discrete picker is skewed left (i.e., we have more variation in the colours with a low

red component), whereas for the HSV picker the distribution is skewed right (more variation in

the colours with a high red component). Examples of images drawn with the HSV and discrete

picker are shown in Figure 7.6.

7.2.3 Usability and Satisfaction

We analysed the answers to the three questionnaire questions related to usability and satisfac-

tion. We found no significant differences between the two colour pickers (Figure 7.5):

• “The colour picker was confusing” (p=.666)
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Figure 7.4: Skewness RGB values for the discrete picker (shown in darker columns) and HSV picker
(shown in lighter columns). When using the discrete picker participants selected a larger
variety of colours with a low red component

• “I found all the colours that I wanted” (p=.123)

• “I am satisfied with the colours I chose” (p=.581)

For each colour picker, participants slightly disagreed with the statement that the colour

pickers were confusing. Participants slightly agreed with the statements that they found all the

colours they wanted. Participants were satisfied with the colours they chose. Responses for the

discrete picker were lower for both of these questions, but not significantly.

Participants were invited to give comments on their drawing experience. For each comment,

we provide the participant number in square brackets.

The usability-related discrete picker comments centered on simplicity. For example: “It was

actually quite simple [P6]”, “Easy, simple [P15]”, “It was simple [P20], [P22]”, “It was very

good, colours were nice to select [P25]”, “It was easy as the colours would easily appear for

choice [P26]”, “The selection of colours was straightforward [P30]”, “It’s easy to choose [P31]”,

and “Worked well, intuitive [P32]”. One noticed the accessibility of the discrete picker: “Works

one handed very easy [P37]”.
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Figure 7.5: Questionnaires’ numerical average for the discrete picker (shown in darker columns) and
HSV picker (shown in lighter columns). Results are on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly dis-
agree) to 5 (strongly agree), where 3 corresponded to neutral. There were no observed
differences in ease-of-understanding, ability to find colours and satisfaction with selected
colours.

The HSV picker comments centered on familiarity and ease-of-use: “Very easy because I have

used it before [P10]”, “It was really easy [P27]”, “I’m familiar with this colour picker [P37]”,

“It was very familiar because it is very similar to the colour pickers used in day-to-day software

like Office 360 [P40]”.

Participants in each colour-picker condition commented on usage difficulties, which were

relate to the HTC Vive controllers. Those who used a discrete picker said: “It was easy once I

got the hang of it [P26]”, “Difficult to select specific colours [P14]”, “Picking exact colours was

somewhat difficult due to small laser [P24]”. Those in the HSV condition also commented on

the controllers: “It was a bit hard to use in the beginning [P31]” and “still need to get use to

controls [P23]”.

Participants who used the discrete picker commented on the colour selection displayed:

“Pretty good, I like the different hues in each colour group [P34]”. Many commented on the

amount of colours, with most saying it was sufficient: “Many colour choices [P5]”, “There was
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a huge variety of colours [P6]”, “Majority of the colours I use were there [P19]”, “There was a

wide range of colours [P20]”, “For a simple sketch session yes, there’s a fair bit of colours, so

it was enough for now [P34]”, “Easy, too many options? (maybe) [P35]”, “It was easy picking

colours. A wide range of colours are available. [P40]”. Other participants felt that the discrete

picker’s colours were not sufficient: [discrete picker] “Few colours to choose from [P4]”, “Could

not find correct colour for hair [P11]”, and “When making a face... colours were limited [P14]”.

Finally, one commented on the feature to support awareness of the currently selected colour:

“It was quick and easy. Colour shown on the controller help me to see selected colour [P39]”.

Figure 7.6: Participants’ artworks using the HSV picker (first, second), Participants’ artworks using
discrete picker (third, fourth).

Those who used a HSV picker commented on the wide colour range: “Seems that the colour

spectrum has all the colours [P23]”, “There were unlimited colours to choose from. It was just

hard picking which colour to use because there are so many colours [P27]”. “There is a very

large range to select from. [...] I could choose the exact colour I wanted [P40]”. Two participants

voiced concerns: “Shades were a little difficult to pinpoint [P25]” and “I can’t find brown colour

on the colour picker tool [P39]”. These comments are in line with our previous field site research

[16].

7.3 Discussion

We designed a discrete picker to enable one-step selection of colours that are commonly included

in artist’s palettes. We compared the discrete picker to the HSV picker in a study with 40

participants.

We found that the colour picker influenced the choice of colours used in artworks. Those

who used the HSV selected colours with a higher mean green component. This could be caused

by a combination of:

• The discrete picker only has one wheel containing greenish colours, whereas for the HSV

colour space about a quarter of the circular section with greenish hues.

• The discrete picker displays more colours in the red/blue/purple spectrum.
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• The discrete picker displays more pastel colours.

The second significant difference is that the discrete picker had more variation in colours

with a low red component whereas the HSV picker had more variation in colours with a high red

component. The observed difference might be due to the discrete picker displaying more reddish

colours (red, purple, orange) and more brownish colours. In this work, the format of continuous

versus discrete cannot be teased apart from the selection of colours that were displayed.

We found that the discrete picker to the HSV picker had comparable usability and satis-

faction. Qualitative feedback around usability and satisfaction supported motivations for the

design. There are some users who find it difficult to find certain colours such as earth tones

within a typical digital colour space. The discrete picker is well suited to those users, especially

if they have challenges in selecting a single pixel or selecting with two hands. Other users are

comfortable with finding colours in a typical colour space, and these users appreciate the larger

number of colour options available within the HSV colour space. These users might find the

discrete picker unnecessarily limiting. Thus, we recommend the discrete picker for novice VR

users. We recommend that it be tested with populations with physical or cognitive impairments

such as dementia. Our literature reviewed therapeutic uses of art-making (e.g., [211, 324])

and we suggest future work that evaluates the use of discrete picker for therapeutic uses. The

populations associated with therapeutic uses may benefit from the discrete picker’s larger target

sizes, simple one-step selection process, and selection of colours with one hand.

Another relevant issue is the perception of colour on the picker and how it looks when

painted. When users draw a line with any colour, the colour of the line will look brighter on

the front (i.e., user’s view) and darker behind. We adjusted the lighting sources in the virtual

scene so that colours were displayed as similarly as possible in paint as they were in the picker,

and this could be further optimised. Future work can explore more on the effects of lighting on

colour selection and satisfaction.

The discrete picker displays only 116 colours and the HSV picker displays 256 hues on its

circumference and for each hue up to 256 × 256 colour variations through selection of different

saturation-value combinations on the triangular shape in its centre (Figure 7.7). It was remark-

able that all participants who used the discrete and continuous pickers used approximately the

same amount of total colours and colours per minute. It would be interesting to further pursue

this type of research question, to see how the rate of colour use changes over time and may differ

between different populations.

The colours used in paintings have changed over decades, as reported in a data analysis

blog that analysed the colours in over one hundred thousand painting images scraped from

open museum sites [42]. Bellander found that during 1800-1890 there were more orange hues

in paintings and that blue hues were gradually increasing [42] (left of Figure 7.8). In order to

compare colours selected by participants using the discrete and HSV pickers, with colours from

the museum painting dataset, we visualise the hues used by our participants. We took all colours

picked by participants (Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2), removed colours with zero saturation (i.e.,

ignored gray scale values), and extracted the hues and sorted them. The results are shown in
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Figure 7.7: Discrete picker (left), HSV picker (right)

Figure 7.8: Bellander’s hue set from year 1250 - 2010 [42] (left) and hue components of all colours
with non-zero saturation selected with the discrete picker (middle) and HSV picker (right).
Bellander’s figure has been included with author’s permission, ©Martin Bellander.

Figure 7.8 in the middle (discrete) and on the right (HSV). We find that participants who used

a discrete picker selected more colours with a orange-yellowish hue (e.g., orange, brown, sand

colours), and participants who used HSV selected more greenish colours resulting in a colour

distribution similar to the hue spectrum of the HSV cone. The hues of the colours selected with

the discrete picker are more similar to Bellander’s set (Figure 7.8), in particular for the orange

and blue hues. This suggests that the discrete picker may guide artists to select more typical oil

paint colours than they would if using the HSV.

Basic assistive technologies in VR are not mainstream yet [426] but are needed to overcome

the difficulties experienced by impaired users [176]. With this in mind, the prototype of a

discrete picker that we developed enabled one handed selection, was displayed in a relatively

large size, and was displayed in a static position in the virtual environment rather than attached

to a second controller. The other features that were offered included the eraser to undo paint

strokes, a saving function, and the function to increase and decrease the size of the brush strokes.

There are other features that merit consideration to be included alongside the discrete picker.

We are considering visualising colour history to ease access to reusing colours.

We are also considering enlarging the colour target size. Some participants who used a

discrete picker found that the colours in the wheels were too small to select from and were
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difficult to see. We could also consider a zoom option so that the size could be customised. We

plan to further evaluate a relatively small feature-set as a simpler and intuitive VR painting tool

to suit novice and diverse populations.

Colour selection has been associated to age, mood, and emotions [228, 295, 363]. Our

research contributes another important influence on colours selected: the design of the selection

tool can also impact the colours chosen.

7.4 Conclusion

VR is a platform for art-making for a wide range of people. We compared a discrete picker with a

continuous HSV picker to investigate how discrete or continuous pickers affect art-making. The

picker was developed by discretising, grouping, and ordering an established colour-set within an

artists’ palette metaphor. While there were no significant differences in usability and satisfaction

between the discrete and HSV pickers, the discrete picker is not necessarily a superior drawing

tool—in fact, several tech savvy participants appreciated the more extensive colour range of the

HSV. A discrete picker may provide benefits to users who prefer a single-step colour selection in-

stead of choosing from a multidimensional colour space. Future work can continue to investigate

the impacts of creativity tools to understand the effects on art-making for diverse populations.
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Discussion

In this thesis, we aimed to investigate the accessibility and usability of existing VR art-making

tools and develop a therapeutic VR art tool with a user-friendly interface such as a practical

colour picker, as well as investigating the effect of a virtual companion in therapeutic VR art.

To achieve our objective, we carried out multiple academic reviews on existing studies in our

areas of interest (i.e., game-based stroke rehabilitation, art-making, artificial companions (ACs))

that assisted us in gauging the feasibility of creating our VR art-making tool and carried out

multiple studies that focused on user feedback of our tool. In this chapter, we will discuss the

extent to which our work answers the four main research questions that we posed in Chapter 1.

Finally, we will also discuss the limitations of our research.

8.1 Discussion of Research Question

8.1.1 How effective are game-based interventions in stroke re-

habilitation?

Our systematic review on game-based stroke rehabilitation in Chapter 2 showed inconclusive

evidence that game-based stroke rehabilitation, in general, is effective in improving the physical

functionality of stroke patients. Based on the game genres breakdown, we noticed that studies

that utilised Simulation and ADL games were more likely to report a significant positive effect

on stroke rehabilitation outcomes.

114
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When we further broke down the game genres into custom-built games and commercial

games, we noticed that studies that utilised custom-built games, especially if the games be-

long to the Simulation and ADL genres, were more likely to report a significant positive effect

on stroke rehabilitation outcomes. Based on these observation, we theorise that custom-built

games, which were specifically designed for stroke rehabilitation purposes [193] (i.e., Simulation,

ADL), were functioning as intended. This is because studies that utilised custom-built games as

the intervention were more likely to report a significant positive effect on stroke rehabilitation

outcomes. The results also indicate that commercial games which cater to the general public

(i.e., Sports, Action) showed lower overall significant results. This finding reinforced our theory

that commercial games might not be sufficient to address the special needs of stroke rehabilita-

tion, which requires a certain degree of customisation and adaptability to cater to the various

needs of its users. Therefore, we proceeded with developing a custom-built application for our

research to make sure that caters to the special needs of stroke rehabilitation (e.g., designing a

simple to use colour picker with one hand) as discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

Furthermore, our findings indicate an optimum duration of effectiveness of game-based in-

terventions. Our systematic review indicated that most studies that implemented game-based

interventions between 11-20 weeks were more likely to report a significant positive effect on stroke

rehabilitation outcomes [6, 29, 319]. The number of studies that reported that the intervention

provided a significant positive effect on stroke rehabilitation outcomes drastically dropped when

game-based interventions were implemented for over 20 weeks. We postulate that there might be

a motivation duration that users have when introduced to a novel game, which slowly builds up

as users master the game but then steadily decreases as users get overly familiar with the game.

Furthermore, there is a possibility that side effects [191] and the lack of game variety [236] could

steadily decrease patient motivation the longer the interventions are conducted. Therefore, in

our field study (Chapter 3), we carefully monitored the time that artists with stroke-related

impairments took to try out the Google’s Tilt Brush (i.e., 25-28 minutes including interview)

to reduce any possible side effects from the Head Mounted Display. We also periodically asked

the artists if they experienced any discomfort and to allow them to discontinue the trial at any

time.

We also note that almost all studies focused on games that are single player, non-immersive,

or single player and non-immersive instead of games that are immersive, multiplayer or immer-

sive and multiplayer. Due to the lack of related studies, we were unable to make any valuable

observations on the effectiveness of these variables as a rehabilitation alternative. We theorise

that few studies explored the variables of multiplayer and immersive games due to the complex-

ity involved in creating such games. We postulate that multiplayer games can be challenging

for stroke rehabilitation as it requires other players to join to make the intervention effective.

For instance, hospital rehabilitation usually is an individual experience, and thus it will be

impractical for an intervention to be dependent on an unpredictable component such as the

availability of players. The same also applies for game-based rehabilitation which are home-

based. Consequently, due to this reason, we did not implement a multiplayer component in our

VR art-making tool. We implemented the AC instead to provide companionship to users within
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the VR art-making environment.

Our systematic review on game sensor devices in stroke rehabilitation found a number of

drawbacks in the sensor devices (i.e., Wii, Kinect, Eyetoy) used in studies that investigated the

feasibility of commercial games as a stroke rehabilitation intervention tool. Most drawbacks were

mainly caused by the fact that commercial games sensors were not designed with rehabilitation

in mind. These sensing devices are often uncomfortable to wear/use [11, 263, 308] which causes

fatigue and pain, easy to cheat, and difficult to calibrate [439], but they were less expensive,

easy to set up, and potentially suitable to be used for home-based rehabilitation [308, 483].

Studies that investigated the feasibility of custom-built games used a much wider range of

sensors (i.e., magnetic tracker, surface electromyography, etc.) on top of the existing commercial

game sensors. These sensors allow researchers to programme better targeted exercises and obtain

more precise feedback about the patients’ movements. However, the complex setup process and

significantly higher cost of such sensors might limit these sensors to only controlled environments

(e.g., rehabilitation centres). In addition, custom-built game studies have also investigated the

use of immersive displays such as Head Mounted Display (HMD). The deep immersion can

increase motivation and potentially improve the intervention’s effectiveness [246], but are often

a bit costly and might have some usability issues (i.e., simulation sickness). Ideally, sensor

devices for rehabilitation purposes should be comfortable to wear, affordable, widely available,

and require little to no calibration.

The use of HMDs has certain drawbacks such as causing dizziness/simulation sickness to

users [260, 388, 389]. We only found four studies that reported the effect of HMD simulation

sickness within a stroke rehabilitation context [99, 100, 212, 462]. Therefore, such results should

be interpreted with caution. Due to the lack of studies that found a causal relationship between

dizziness/simulation sickness and immersive games, we were interested in utilising HMDs to

investigate the positive effect of immersion and the impact of art-making within an immersive

environment. We postulate that participants were unlikely to experience any side effects such as

dizziness/simulation sickness because our VR art-making tool utilises a simple background that

reduces optical flow [260]. When we carried out our experiential VR interviews in Chapter 3, we

found that no participants reported dizziness/simulation sickness. Participants reported other

discomforts such as the headset being heavy or causing blurriness which is inline with other

similar studies [92, 212]. We also noticed the weight of the controller also caused discomfort

as one participant rested his hand with the controller on his lap while engaging in VR art-

making [16]. Perhaps in the future, a less heavy headset and controller will be introduced in the

market.

8.1.2 How can we better understand the process of therapeutic

art-making and design opportunities of VR art in stroke

rehabilitation?

Our field study showed that the process of art-making within the real world and virtual context

are different from one another in multiple aspects. We categorised the differences into five main
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attributes: 1) support for social interaction, 2) support for situated decision-making, 3) support

for reflection, 4) support for physicality, and 5) support for meaning-making.

Our observations of artists with stroke-related impairments making art in the real world

showed that the artists appreciated the social engagement that occurred during the art-making

process as it facilitated the artists’ decision-making while painting and reflecting on their art

pieces. There was a visible contrast when it came to making art within the virtual environment

because the VR art-making tool (i.e., Google’s Tilt Brush) we were using had limited capabilities

to include people such as peers, facilitators, or art instructors in the process. A lack of social

interaction may result in reduced engagement and motivation [34, 158].

Furthermore, we observed that the studio art environment provided artists with a rich en-

vironment of inspiration that affects the artist’s situated thinking/decision-making in their art-

making process. The existing tools and artwork from their peers provides the artists with some

form of direction, or even encourages the artist to attempt experimenting with new techniques

or tools. The VR art-making tool did not facilitate situated thinking/decision-making as the

drawing tools were all made available and there was no tutorial to guide artists to explore the

various functions of the tool.

The field study showed that artists made use of a robust variety of physical and social cues

to reflect on the status of their artwork. The conversation with the facilitator/instructor, or

the time spent waiting for the paint to dry affects the outcome of the artist’s artwork. This

results in a more structured art piece that encapsulates the feedback that the artists receives

from their environment. Meanwhile, creating art in VR denies the artists from such feedback

since most of the drawing is instantaneous and social interaction during the art-making process

is non-existent, which can be the reason why most artwork created in VR were mainly whimsical

in nature. Moreover, unlike the artworks that were created using traditional art tools, the artists

generally did not seem to value the end result of their VR artwork. We theorise a disconnection

between the experience of making art in VR and how the art looked when rendered in 2D after

the fact. When viewed from Dourish’s [120] lense of embodiment, it is no surprise that the

artists would derive more meaning from the activity of art-making compared than the VR art

end product itself since meaning-making happens as a result of the user’s interaction with the

environment’s artifacts (i.e., using the tools, body movement within the virtual world).

Our field study also showed that artists were using their upper limbs more frequently when

utilizing the VR art-making tool compared to when they utilise traditional art-making tools.

However, the artists reported that they felt a lack of control when using the VR art-making tool

due to the lack of haptic feedback (e.g., feeling the weight of the controller on hand), which is

strongly related to user satisfaction [431], while making art using the VR tool.

Currently, VR art does not have many key aspects of traditional art such as social interaction,

reflection, etc. Furthermore, the basic VR art functionality is not accessible because both hands

are needed for basic tasks like colour selection. Although VR art shows some promise, significant

improvements need to be made to support all the key aspects of traditional art to make it

accessible for artists with stroke-related impairments.
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8.1.3 What are users’ perceptions of therapeutic VR art and a

virtual companion within the therapeutic VR art experi-

ence?

Our online survey showed that our discrete picker obtained a significantly higher hedonic quality

rating as compared to the standard HSV picker. Based on the results, participants in general

seem to be intrigued and impressed at our discrete picker. This is a desirable result since Reid

et al. [136] found that participants in their study had increased motivation to undergo rehabili-

tation when presented with a novel intervention alternative. Qualitative responses showed that

some participants who watched the video of the artist using the discrete picker found it to be

comprehensible. On the other hand, qualitative responses seem to indicate that the HSV picker

requires its users to be exposed to digital art knowledge such as understanding the 3D colour

space for them to properly use the colour picker tool which indicated that the HSV picker has a

certain degree of convolution. This response pattern seems to be in line with the findings of our

experiential VR interviews in Chapter 3, where participants were unable to find certain colours

that they desire when using the HSV colour picker.

In regards to the perceptions of a virtual companion (i.e., virtual dog) in the VR art-making

tool, our user study in Chapter 6 found that the presence of the artificial companion did not

make the VR art experience more social. We postulated that such results were obtained because

participants were limited to watching a video of the AC and did not get the opportunity to

interact/bond with it. Furthermore, the video of the AC might not have been long enough

for participants to fully appreciate the presence of the AC in improving the VR art-making

experience. Interestingly, we found that elderly participants tended to rate that the virtual

companion had a social impact on the VR art-making process. We discovered that familiarity

was the strongest theme that is related to the likeability of a virtual companion among elderly

participants. The findings in Chapter 6 seem to be in line with our findings in Chapter 4 where

familiarity triggered reminiscence among the elderly participants, which is a prerequisite for

trust [155] and engagement [407]. Consequently, familiar pets such as the dog and cat were

rated the highest in terms of likeability as a virtual companion. However, while most elderly

people in our online survey indicated more appreciation towards the presence of the dog as a

companion in the VR art-making tool, we found no statistical effect of the dog’s presence on the

VR experience. Based on the feedback given, we assume that the dog is not realistic enough to

be perceived as a living pet due to the lack of facial expressions and interactions.

8.1.4 How can we make therapeutic VR art more accessible and

usable?

From our literature review in Chapter 2, we discovered that colour selection plays an important

role in therapeutic art-making [295]. In order to better understand the needs of our target

group in art-making within the VR environment, we conducted a field study and experiential
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VR interviews (Chapter 3) on artists with stroke-related impairments. Our findings showed

that artists experienced difficulties with a standard colour picker (HSV) [16], which required

some level of knowledge of colour theory to competently utilise the tool [281]. Novices can

struggle with selecting colours from the displays when it is not straightforward to use. Thus, we

developed a simple and easy to use colour picker (i.e., discrete picker) that offers a single step

colour selection process to address the issues identified from our observations.

We incorporated the multiple steps of colour selection from an HSV picker into a one-step

process (i.e., discrete picker) which can be operated with one hand. Furthermore, we created a

discrete picker with a robust range of colours that come in the form of several groups of colour

wheels to further simplify the process of selecting colours. We then tested the efficacy of our

discrete picker by comparing users’ perceptions of it compared to a standard HSV picker via

an online survey. We also tested the usability of our discrete picker as compared to an HSV

picker via a between-subjects study at the university. Results from our studies indicate that the

discrete picker is compatible with novice users/artists for art-making in the VR environment,

which makes our discrete picker a viable tool for therapeutic VR art. Qualitative feedback from

our online survey and between subject study indicated that while people regarded the colour

picker as comprehensible and inspirational, some participants indicated that the discrete picker

should have more functions that to enrich the art-making experience such as adding a function

to allow users to mix colours, a function to magnify the colour wheel that the user is interested

in, and a function to save frequently used colours under a favourites’ list.

Our literature review in Chapter 2 highlighted that people with disabilities faced difficulties

in receiving companionship [20, 180, 279], and artificial companions showed potential in solv-

ing that problem [301, 468]. Given that companionship has the potential in improving patient

engagement in rehabilitation [34, 158], we decided to explore the impact of the presence of an

artificial companion within a VR art-making tool. We theorised that adding a social companion

in the form of a virtual pet would be sufficient to provide the necessary companionship dur-

ing the VR art-making activity. Interestingly, the current standard VR art-making tools (i.e.,

Google’s Tilt Brush) have no functions to allow for social interaction or companionship in the

VR environment. In our Chapter 4 study, we obtained feedback from artists with stroke-related

impairments on their likeability of ACs using depictions of ACs and the dog was rated the high-

est in terms of likeability. From the feedback, we decided to create a virtual dog as a virtual

companion to complement the VR art-making tool. Although we obtained positive feedback and

statistical trends on the virtual companion from elderly people in our online survey (Chapter

6), we were unable to show significant results overall to support that the presence of the virtual

companion addressed the social component. Qualitative feedback indicated that our virtual

companion lacked in realism and customisability. Further research can attempt to improve on

this in regards to the realism of the virtual companion and allow for the virtual companion to

be personalised to the liking of its users.
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8.2 Summary

Results from the studies we have conducted indicate a positive reception to the idea of a VR art-

making tool being utilised for therapeutic rehabilitation. For instance, while some participants

did not like the VR art-making tool because it was too basic or because it lacked the satisfaction

derived from real-life art-making, most participants from our online survey indicated that the

VR art-making tool allowed them to express their thoughts in emotions in new and creative

ways. Additionally, the tools that we have created seem to be accepted by the participants with

generally positive scores and no feedback that proposed major rework of the tools. Some of our

participants also display interest in further exploring the functions of the tools. For instance,

they proposed the colour picker to have a function to mix colours, magnify colours, and save

colours under a ’favourites’ list.

VR, which was once considered cutting-edge technology, is now beginning to gain mainstream

attention as its hardware becomes affordable and is mass-manufactured. Therefore, we foresee

that VR art-making has the potential to be considered as a conventional tool for therapeutic

rehabilitation. The urgency in developing such a tool is further increased by the current COVID-

19 pandemic, which has increased the demand for contactless interaction or service.

8.3 Limitations

Our research has several limitations. The first limitation is related to the systematic review of

game-based intervention in Chapter 2. We have a lack of experience categorising games that

were suitable for rehabilitation purposes into genres as no previous systematic review has done

that. We created our own game genres groups to fit our data. As such, our report may not be

perfectly accurate.

Secondly, our sample size was small in regards to our studies in Chapter 3 and 4. This

restrained us from drawing any concrete conclusions regarding the accessibility of the VR art-

making tool and the likeability of our selection of ACs. Furthermore, we expected more par-

ticipants to participate in our study in Chapter 6 and 7, but were only able to obtain fewer

than 100 participants. Consequently, our findings should be interpreted with caution. A larger

sample size may have generated more accurate results.

It is undeniable that the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly affected our research studies.

Due to the pandemic, we were not able to evaluate our VR art-making tool with stroke survivors

as doing so would have placed them at risk of contracting the virus. Hence, we did not manage to

get any usability data in regards to the effectiveness of our discrete picker and virtual companion

from this group. Furthermore, we also did not manage to recruit many stroke participants for

our online survey to get their perceptions on our VR art-making tool. The lack of participation

from people with stroke-related impairments could be attributed to their lack of experience

with using a computer/smartphone, finding someone to assist them, language barriers, or any

underlying conditions that prevented them from answering the survey.
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Furthermore, some measures in the studies did not use validated questionnaires. For exam-

ple, we designed our own questions in Chapter 3 and 4 to fit our study design as we did not

have any similar surveys of that nature as a point of reference. Therefore, the measures assessed

by the questionnaire may not be perfectly accurate. The content and construct validity of these

questionnaires might be contentious since the questions did not undergo rigorous peer review.

Finally, our user studies in Chapter 3 and 6 have a selection bias. In Chapter 3, all the

participants in the art studio were artists with stroke-related impairments who liked to make

traditional art. This is because it is practically challenging to recruit artists with stroke-related

impairments based on their art interests (i.e., traditional art, digital art). Therefore, we were

unable to make a comparison between artists and non-artists or artists who like traditional art

versus artists who like digital art. There was also a selection bias in Chapter 6 because we

postulate that it was more likely for people who have an interest in art or VR to participate in

our online survey.
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Conclusion

9.1 Summary

In this thesis, we started by explaining the problem statements and stated our goal for this

research which were explained in Chapter 1. We then presented our literature review in Chapter

2 to review the advantages and disadvantages of the existing researches as well as to understand

the effectiveness of game-based stroke rehabilitation, digital art/art-making, and the artificial

companions (ACs) as rehabilitation tools. This work allowed us to identify the contemporary

research gaps that need to be addressed to further advance this field of knowledge.

We then presented a study to investigate the advantages and disadvantages, and the impli-

cations of VR art-making using Google’s Tilt Brush for people with stroke-related impairments.

We found several drawbacks of the VR art-making tool where stroke participants had difficulties

in utilising them, which were discussed in Chapter 3. Based on our findings from this study,

we decided to focus on improving the colour selection process and social component of the VR

art-making tool. In order to address the lack of a social component in the VR art-making tool

that we identified in Chapter 3, we conducted another study to investigate first impressions and

the likeability of ACs with the same stroke participants, and we presented our findings in Chap-

ter 4. The results that we obtained from the studies, described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4,

inspired us to develop a new colour picker tool (i.e., the discrete picker) and virtual companion

(i.e., the virtual dog) for an existing VR art-making tool with the hopes of making it accessible

to a wider range of potential users regardless of their experience in art-making, especially peo-

ple with impairments (e.g., stroke-related). We presented the design of the discrete picker and

virtual dog in Chapter 5.

122
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In Chapter 6, we discussed about our study that was carried out to investigate users’ percep-

tions on the usability and accessibility of our discrete picker. We also investigated the perceptions

of the effect of our virtual dog’s presence on the overall VR art experience. From this study,

we managed to obtained several insights into the advantages and disadvantages of our discrete

picker and virtual dog. In Chapter 7, we presented a study to determine the usability of the

discrete picker. We also investigated the effect of the discrete picker on colour choices.

In Chapter 8, we summarised our findings from the seven chapters to answer the four main

research questions as stipulated in Chapter 1. In this final chapter, we state our contributions

from this research and discuss the possible future work which could be undertaken to improve

the strength of this research.

9.2 Contributions

This research contributes to a number of promising avenues for research across multiple indus-

tries, particularly the healthcare and game sectors. These contributions may support any further

research into VR art or game-based intervention that focuses on addressing a VR art-making

tool’s usability, accessibility, users’ motivation levels, and users’ adherence levels. The following

list highlights our research’s contributions:

1. An exploration of research gaps from related existing works (i.e., literature review, sys-

tematic review) to assist researchers and medical practitioners to make more informed

decisions when using or developing game-based interventions for stroke rehabilitation.

2. A field study that provides insight into the accessibility and usability concerns around the

design implication of a VR art-making tool with stroke survivors and identifies potential

solutions to address those concerns (e.g., colour picker, social component).

3. Development of a virtual companion (i.e., the virtual dog) to address the issue of social

isolation while making art in VR, and the investigation of the effect on the presence of

the virtual companion on the VR art-making experience.

4. Evidence supporting the presence of the virtual companion did not have a significant effect

on the VR art-making experience.

5. Development of a discrete picker that attempts to address the accessibility and usability

issues of the standard colour picker (i.e., the HSV picker), and the evaluation of the

discrete picker compared to an HSV picker with a diverse set of participants.

6. Evidence that identifies the discrete picker as the preferred colour picker for novice users

in VR art-making when compared to the HSV picker as shown in users’ perceptions, and

that the type of colour picker influenced the kinds of colours used in artworks, as measured

through colour distribution characteristics.
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9.3 Future Directions

Although there were mixed results in regards to the effectiveness of game-based interventions in

stroke rehabilitation, game-based interventions can still be a potential and engaging adjunct tool

towards rehabilitation. In Chapter 2, we have also reviewed the related works on digital art/art-

making and ACs in rehabilitation and all of these show promise in motivating rehabilitation.

However, more investigation needs to be conducted to substantiate the efficacy of game-based

interventions, VR art-making tools, or virtual companions as tools for rehabilitation.

Besides that, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to conduct a study on people

with stroke-related impairments. Therefore, we suggest researchers conduct future studies to test

out the discrete picker and the virtual companion on elderly people and people with impairments

such as from a stroke or for therapeutic uses in order to investigate the usability and effectiveness

of the discrete picker and virtual companion among those groups.

Although there seemed to be a trend amongst elderly people of liking our virtual dog, it was

also perceived as being less realistic and lacking sufficient social interaction functions by some

people. Therefore, we suggest future research to explore and improve the facial expression of the

virtual dog. We also recommend that future research add more social interaction functions to the

virtual dog that allow for a more engaging VR experience. Besides that, it is also recommended

that users have the options to choose different types of virtual companions such as a cat, rabbit

etc. as well as having the option to enable or disable virtual companion in the VR environment.

Besides that, it is also recommended that future researchers design the virtual companion to

be customisable to its users needs. For instance, users could be given the option to choose how

from different types of virtual (i.e., cat, dog, rabbit etc), enable or disable the virtual companion

in the VR environment, or to decide how active the virtual companion is. Researchers could

also explore incorporating the interactive designs of virtual companions such as the ones used

by Care.Coach [68]. Care.Coach’s 24/7 virtual companion was recently introduced and comes

in the form of an application that is installed on a dedicated tablet that the users interact with.

Once installed, users can select a cat or dog as their virtual companion. The virtual companion

is manned remotely by a health advocate, who interacts with the user when the companion is

activated or checks on the user from time to time (e.g., to remind the user to take medication, to

remind a user of an appointment). Care.Coach has been proven to be effective in providing its

users with sufficient social companionship. Studies have shown that Care.Coach is user friendly

and easily-accessible, and was able to reduce loneliness [312]. This tool has been gaining traction

in America and its adoption was expedited by the COVID-19 pandemic.

In regards to the colour picker tool, we recommend future studies investigate the tool’s

accessibility and usability such as adding customisation functions to the colour picker. For

example, creating a function that allows users to blend or mix colours or switch colour pickers

(e.g., discrete or HSV) would be interesting features that might enhance users’ experiences. We

also recommend adding an option to enable or disable colour selection with a single controller

to support accessibility. Furthermore, due to the lack of social interaction or companionship

during the VR art-making process, we recommend future studies to explore augmented reality
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in art-making.

Future research could also explore asymmetrical interactions [451] to provide additional feed-

back and motivation to patients. For instance, patients can share or send other messages from

within VR and family members can immediately see that progress, react, and interact on their

smartphones. This could provide patients good encouragement and feedback when performing

their therapy. Some form of remote supervision could also be implemented into rehabilitation

tools. For instance, the tool could implement a function where other people can enter the user’s

virtual world to observe and interact with the user or their artwork. Researchers/developers

can draw inspiration from the user-created multiplayer VR art-making tool that was adapted

from Google’s Tilt Brush entitled Multibrush [162]. Although Multibrush is currently in its

first release, it enables multiple users to work on the same artwork concurrently within a virtual

world, where they can communicate using a microphone. Low cost sensor devices could also be

integrated to the tool’s setup to facilitate supervisors remotely observing their patients’ physical

movements during the art-making session. Ideally, the tool would also have built-in functions

to capture data that can be useful user data (i.e., user movement, duration, frequency of use,

colours used) to assist developers, researchers, or supervisors in gaining insight into achieving

their objectives (e.g., improving the tool, carrying out quantitative analysis, or monitoring a

patient’s rehabilitation progress). Researchers could also consider adding some gamification ele-

ments into the tool in order to provide additional motivation (e.g., level up to unlock new paint

colour/brush, use game coins to buy new paint brush, etc.).

Finally, we suggest future studies to investigate the effect of discrete picker and the presence

of AC in VR art-making for therapeutic uses between artists and non-artists, and artists who like

traditional art versus artists who like digital art to minimise selection bias. We also recommend

larger sample size study to be conducted such as conducting a randomised controlled trial (RCT)

study. Future studies could also look at how a more varied age group, art experience (i.e., non-

artists vs artists) and the different types of art interests (i.e, interest in traditional art vs digital

art vs no interest in art) affects the utility of the discrete picker and the AC in VR art-making.
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9.4 Implications and Guidelines

Most systematic reviews that investigated the effectiveness of game-based interventions on stroke

rehabilitation reported that game-based intervention were effective in improving stroke patients’

physical function. However, our systematic review, which found mixed results in the effectiveness

of games-based interventions in improving stroke patients’ physical functionality, serves as an

indicator that further reviews/studies are required to shed light on these conflicting findings. In

addition, our results prompt researchers who wish to develop a game-based stroke rehabilitation

tool to focus their studies on custom-built games instead of commercial games. In particular,

researchers should be focusing on custom-built games that of the Simulation and ADL genres

as those games proved to have the highest likelihood of reporting a positive significant effect on

stroke patients’ physical function. Our systematic review also prompts researchers to investigate

game-based intervention which implement multiplayer elements and/or which are immersive in

nature as there is a lack of research on those areas.

Our systematic review on game-based sensors showed that the current mass-produced sen-

sors for commercial games were not built with rehabilitation in mind, and therefore are not the

best option for researchers who are interested in accurately measuring stroke patients’ physical

functions (i.e. upper limb movement etc). Additionally, researchers are prompted by our system-

atic review to consider the practical applications of more powerful sensors used in custom-built

games by considering comfort and ease of use since these sensors have a complex setup and are

costly.

Our literature review highlighted the promising potential of art-making as a tool for rehabil-

itation, and the need for more research to be conducted on digital art-making in rehabilitation

as it is easily accessible to a wide range of users. Our study then pointed out that should re-

searchers be interested in exploring painting as a form of VR art-making in rehabilitation, they

should focus on the design of the colour picker’s tool as it is the most important component

of painting. Although our discrete picker seemed to be suitable for novice users and VR art-

making, some other aspects need improvements such as making it more customisable (e.g., mix

and blend colours, having a magnifier tool to magnify the colour components for ease of colour

selection).

Our field study suggested that artists with stroke-related impairments preferred an art-

making tool with an intuitive colour-picking function that enables them to pick the colours

they desire with minimal steps and to be able to find the colours they wanted (i.e., brown,

black). They also indicated interest in having the colour picker clearly showing them the colour

that they have picked. The artists also seemed to face challenges with using dual controllers.

Therefore, researchers who wish to embark on designing a VR art-making tool will need to

focus on simplifying the tool’s functionality without compromising its overall utility. However,

qualitative feedback from our online survey pointed out that researchers should also allow the

colour picker to be customisable to the users’ needs as there might be users who prefer a more

complex and robust colour picking tool.

Our literature review on ACs showed researchers the potential of such companions to be
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implemented as a tool for rehabilitation due to its ability to bond with its user and encourage

its users to engage in physical movement. In addition, our field study highlighted the importance

of familiarity of an AC to older adults/stroke participants. Researchers who wish to design a

virtual companion for rehabilitation purposes should consider creating avatars that are com-

monly associated with companionship (i.e., cat, dog). Furthermore, qualitative feedback from

our online survey indicated that the virtual companion should be visually realistic enough to

resemble its real-life counterpart. Such feedback reinforces the notion of familiarity of the virtual

companion to its users where deviations from how the companion would have behaved in real life

might result in lower engagement and likeability. Finally, participants from our online survey

also pointed out that the virtual companion should be more customisable to its user’s needs.

This seems to indicate that people appreciated control over the virtual companions such as the

type of companion, the colour of the companion, or perhaps even the function to turn disable

the companion altogether.

Finally, our VR art-making tool has its advantages in promoting accessibility of art-making

and reducing social isolation. This tool is usable to a wide range of potential users including

people with impairments (i.e., stroke participants). In order to ensure safety use of stroke users,

caregivers and researchers need to guide them on putting on the VR headset and ensure that

they are comfortable while wearing it. Before putting on the headset, caregivers/ researchers

should show them how the tool works from the laptop/PC screen, and explain in detail the

function of the buttons of the controller. The controller needs to be properly worn by tightening

the straps on their hand. While wearing the headset, stroke users need to be monitored for a

certain amount of time to ensure their safety. If they experience simulation sickness, the VR

headset has to be taken off from the user. Caregivers and researchers should let stroke users use

the tool not more than 30 minutes a day to avoid aching arms.

9.5 Conclusion

VR has the potential to become a disruptive technology as advancements in computer hardware

are made. The multiple studies that we have conducted show that VR art-making is a promising

intervention for therapeutic rehabilitation. The positive trends found in our studies indicate that

there is an existing interest in possibly adopting VR as another art-making platform. From the

qualitative feedback that we have received, our tool shows potential to be a functional tool for

therapeutic uses if several aspects of the tool (i.e., customisability of the colour picker, adding

realism to the virtual companion) are further refined. Our findings can serve as foundational

knowledge for researchers who are interested in developing a fully-functional VR art-making tool

for therapeutic rehabilitation. We assume that the application of VR will continue to grow as

it becomes a more mainstream technology, and are excited to observe the developments in the

field of VR art-making that happen as a result of our findings.



A
Systematic Review of Game-Based

Rehabilitation Table

This appendix listed several of the study details of our Systematic Review of Game-Based Stroke

Rehabilitation described in Chapter 2 (Section 2.1). Refer to Github for the complete table [455].
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Author Year Game Type Game Genre Location Session Function RCT Sig.

Avola [30] 2020 Custom ADL, Puzzle, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 Cog.

Burdea [61] 2020 Custom Action, Sports Home 5 - 10 UL, Cog.

Cikajlo [86] 2020 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

Faria [134] 2020 Custom ADL, Puzzle, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 Cog. ✓ ✓

Ferreira [138] 2020 Custom Puzzle Hospital <5 UL

Huang [186] 2020 Custom Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Huang [187] 2020 Custom Action, Sports Hospital >20 UL

Lee [264] 2020 Custom Action, Puzzle Others >20 UL ✓ ✓

Lehmann [265] 2020 Commercial Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Maier [284] 2020 Custom Puzzle, Sim. H & H >20 Cog. ✓ ✓

Mekbib [296] 2020 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Pérez [95] 2020 Custom ADL, Sports, Sim. Hospital >20 LL

Sheehy [390] 2020 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL ✓

Ahmad [7] 2019 Commercial Action, Puzzle, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Ahmadi [8] 2019 Custom Action, Puzzle Others 16 - 20 UL ✓

Aramaki [25] 2019 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital >20 UL, LL

Bai [32] 2019 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Deutsch [111] 2019 Custom Action Hospital <5 LL

Dias [115] 2019 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 UL

Fluet [143] 2019 Custom Action Home >20 UL

Foreman [146] 2019 Commercial Action Hospital <5 UL

Fu [150] 2019 Custom Action H & H >20 UL, Cog.

Gheidari [316] 2019 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL ✓ ✓

Ho [178] 2019 Commercial Action, Puzzle, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Hung [191] 2019 Custom Action, Sports Hospital >20 UL ✓

John [202] 2019 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 Cog.

Junior [210] 2019 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL, LL ✓

Kannan [213] 2019 Commercial Action, Puzzle, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 LL, Cog. ✓ ✓

Markaida [441] 2019 Commercial Sports Hospital >20 Cog.

Miranda [300] 2019 Commercial Action Hospital <5 LL ✓

Ogun [319] 2019 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Park [333] 2019 Custom Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Perreira [337] 2019 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL, Cog.

Rogers [369] 2019 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog. ✓ ✓

Thielbar [428] 2019 Custom Action Home 16 - 20 UL ✓

Weber [462] 2019 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Adams [3] 2018 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital >20 UL

Aşkın [29] 2018 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓
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Author Year Game Type Game Genre Location Session Function RCT Sig.

Afsar [6] 2018 Commercial Action, Puzzle Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Amft [382] 2018 Custom Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Baka [33] 2018 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL, Cog.

Cannell [67] 2018 Commercial Action Hospital <5 UL, LL ✓

Demer* [109] 2018 Custom Action, ADL Hospital <5 UL, Cog.

Demer* [109] 2018 Custom Puzzle, Sim. Hospital <5 UL, Cog.

Epure [128] 2018 Custom Action, Puzzle, Sim. Hospital <5 UL, Cog.

Faria [132] 2018 Custom Puzzle Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog. ✓ ✓

Grigoras* [163] 2018 Commercial Action, ADL Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Grigoras* [163] 2018 Commercial Puzzle, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Johanna [204] 2018 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Karasu [217] 2018 Commercial Action Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

Kim [227] 2018 Commercial Sports Hospital >20 UL ✓

Kiper [232] 2018 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Kulkarni [238] 2018 Commercial Sports Others 16 - 20 LL ✓

Lee [262] 2018 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL, LL ✓ ✓

Liao [270] 2018 Custom Sim. Home, Oth. 11 - 15 UL

Pallesen [326] 2018 Commercial Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 UL

Qiu [98] 2018 Custom Action, Puzzle, Sports Home >20 UL

Saurav [379] 2018 Custom Action Others <5 UL

Sitdhisanguan [404] 2018 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 UL

Triandafilou [432] 2018 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Warland [461] 2018 Custom Action, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Zanona [106] 2018 Commercial Sports Hospital >20 UL, LL

Adie [5] 2017 Commercial Sports Home >20 UL ✓

Ballester [35] 2017 Custom Action Home 11 - 15 UL ✓ ✓

Brunner [60] 2017 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Carregosa [70] 2017 Commercial Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Chen [72] 2017 Custom ADL, Sports, Sim. Home >20 UL

Deutsch [110] 2017 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 -15 LL ✓

Fonseca [101] 2017 Commercial Sports Hospital 16 -20 LL ✓

Goršič [160] 2017 Custom Action H & H 11 -15 UL

Hung* [190] 2017 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital >20 LL, Cog. ✓

Hung* [190] 2017 Custom Action, Sports Hospital >20 LL, Cog. ✓

Lee* [257] 2017 Commercial Action, Adventure Hospital 11 -15 LL ✓

Lee* [257] 2017 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 -15 LL ✓

Lima [272] 2017 Commercial Action, Sports Others 11 -15 UL

Marcos [340] 2017 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL
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Moldovan [303] 2017 Custom Action Hospital 5 - 10 UL, LL

Palmcrantz [328] 2017 Custom Puzzle, Sim. Home 11 - 15 UL, LL

Park [331] 2017 Commercial Sports Hospital >20 UL, LL ✓ ✓

Pruna [348] 2017 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog.

Standen [410] 2017 Custom Action Home >20 UL ✓ ✓

Stockley [414] 2017 Custom Action Others 16 - 20 UL

Türkbey [439] 2017 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Vanbellingen [445] 2017 Commercial Action Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Wang [460] 2017 Custom Action, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Behar* [41] 2016 Custom Action, Puzzle H & H 5 - 10 UL

Behar* [41] 2016 Custom Sports H & H 5 - 10 UL

Cameirao [66] 2016 Custom Puzzle Hospital <5 Cog.

Carneiro [69] 2016 Custom Sim. Hospital <5 UL

Choi [83] 2016 Custom Action, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓ ✓

Faria [133] 2016 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital >20 Cog. ✓ ✓

Fordell [145] 2016 Custom Puzzle Hospital 11 - 15 Cog.

Givon [158] 2016 Commercial ADL, Sports, Sim. Hospital >20 UL, LL ✓

Kong [234] 2016 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL ✓

Lee [263] 2016 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL, LL ✓ ✓

Lee [261] 2016 Custom Action, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL, LL

Lin [273] 2016 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Park [332] 2016 Commercial Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Paquin [329] 2016 Commercial Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Rand* [356] 2016 Commercial Action, ADL Home >20 UL ✓

Rand* [356] 2016 Commercial Sports, Sim. Home >20 UL ✓

Saposnik [377] 2016 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Seo* [386] 2016 Custom ADL, Puzzle Others <5 UL

Seo* [386] 2016 Custom Sports, Sim. Others <5 UL

Shin [393] 2016 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Wittman [470] 2016 Custom Action Home >20 UL

Zondervan [490] 2016 Custom Action, Sim. Home 5 - 10 UL ✓ ✓

Adams [4] 2015 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 UL

Bower [52] 2015 Custom Action Hospital 5 -10 UL ✓

Brokaw [58] 2015 Custom Action, Sports Home <5 UL

Brown [59] 2015 Commercial Puzzle Home 16 - 20 UL

Chen [74] 2015 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Cho [78] 2015 Custom Puzzle, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 LL, Cog. ✓ ✓

Ciou [87] 2015 Custom Action Hospital 5 - 10 LL
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Fritz [149] 2015 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓

Gamito [154] 2015 Custom ADL, Puzzle, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 Cog. ✓ ✓

Gouvêa [107] 2015 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital <5 UL

Iosa [196] 2015 Custom Action Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Kim [229] 2015 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓ ✓

Khotimah [223] 2015 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 LL

Lai [241] 2015 Custom Action Hospital 5 - 10 LL

Lee [258] 2015 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog.

Lee [259] 2015 Commercial Action, ADL, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

Lloréns [276] 2015 Custom Action Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

McNulty [293] 2015 Commercial Sports Home, Oth. >20 UL ✓

Miranda [299] 2015 Custom Action Hospital <5 LL

Monfared [304] 2015 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL

Oliveira [108] 2015 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓ ✓

Proffitt [345] 2015 Custom Action Home >20 UL

Ribeiro [104] 2015 Commercial Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL, LL ✓

Samuel [376] 2015 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Schuck [380] 2015 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Silva [399] 2015 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL, LL

Şimşek [401] 2015 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital >20 UL, LL ✓

Shin [394] 2015 Custom Sports, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Song* [46] 2015 Commercial Action, Adventure Hospital >20 LL ✓

Song* [46] 2015 Commercial Sports Hospital >20 LL ✓

Subramaniam [419] 2015 Commercial Sports, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL, LL

Tsoupikova [437] 2015 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Wingham [469] 2015 Commercial Sports Home >20 UL

Wittman [471] 2015 Custom Action Home >20 UL

Yatar [481] 2015 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓

Amft [383] 2014 Commercial Action Hospital >20 UL

Bower [51] 2014 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL, LL ✓ ✓

Chen [75] 2014 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL ✓

Choi [82] 2014 Commercial Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Fan [130] 2014 Commercial Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Faria [131] 2014 Custom Puzzle Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog.

Fernandes [137] 2014 Commercial Sports Hospital <5 UL ✓

Ferreira [139] 2014 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL

Fischer [141] 2014 Custom Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Hung [192] 2014 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital >20 LL ✓
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Jordan [206] 2014 Custom Action Home 16 - 20 UL

Kiper [231] 2014 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Kottink [236] 2014 Custom Action Hospital >20 UL ✓

Maier [285] 2014 Custom Sports Home <5 UL

Matos [290] 2014 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL

McEwen [291] 2014 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓ ✓

Morone [307] 2014 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓ ✓

Omiyale [321] 2014 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 LL

Shin [395] 2014 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Soares [406] 2014 Custom Action, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Subramaniam* [420] 2014 Commercial Action, Puzzle Hospital 5 - 10 LL, Cog.

Subramaniam* [420] 2014 Commercial Sports Hospital 5 - 10 LL, Cog.

Thielbar [427] 2014 Custom Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Tsekleves [436] 2014 Custom Action, Sports, Sim. Others 5 - 10 UL

Vourvopoulos [454] 2014 Custom ADL, Puzzle, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 Cog.

Yin [487] 2014 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Barcala [37] 2013 Commercial Action Hospital 5 - 10 LL ✓

Bao [36] 2013 Commercial Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Cho [80] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

Deutsch [112] 2013 Custom Sports, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 LL

Dunsky [122] 2013 Commercial Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL, LL

Huang [188] 2013 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Jacobs [199] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Josman [207] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Home <5 Cog. ✓

Kizony [233] 2013 Custom Action, Puzzle Hospital 11 - 15 UL ✓

Lauterbach [245] 2013 Commercial Action, Puzzle Hospital <5 UL

Lee* [255] 2013 Commercial Action, Adventure Others >20 UL ✓

Lee* [255] 2013 Commercial Sports Others >20 UL ✓

Lin [274] 2013 Custom Action, Sports Home >20 UL

Maddali [283] 2013 Custom Action, Puzzle. Others >20 UL

Navarro [310] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 Cog. ✓

Neil* [311] 2013 Commercial Action, ADL H & H <5 UL

Neil* [311] 2013 Commercial Sports, Sim. H & H <5 UL

Nirme [313] 2013 Custom Action Home 11 - 15 UL

Park [334] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓ ✓

Prange [344] 2013 Custom Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Rajaratnam [353] 2013 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓ ✓

Rubio [373] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Home 11 - 15 UL
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Sin* [402] 2013 Commercial Action, Adventure Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Sin* [402] 2013 Commercial Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Singh [403] 2013 Commercial Action Others 11 - 15 UL, LL

Subramanian [421] 2013 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL ✓ ✓

Szücs [425] 2013 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL

Turolla [440] 2013 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital >20 UL ✓

Vourvopoulos [453] 2013 Custom Puzzle Hospital <5 UL

Alankus [10] 2012 Custom Action Home <5 UL

Bellester [34] 2012 Custom Puzzle Hospital <5 UL

Celinder [71] 2012 Commercial Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Cho [79] 2012 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital >20 LL ✓ ✓

Crosbie [100] 2012 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Ding [116] 2012 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL ✓

Gamito [153] 2012 Custom ADL, Puzzle, Sim. Others 11 - 15 Cog. ✓

Hale* [169] 2012 Commercial Action, Puzzle Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Hale* [169] 2012 Commercial Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Jo [81] 2012 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Jung [209] 2012 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

King* [39] 2012 Commercial Action, Puzzle Home >20 UL

King* [39] 2012 Commercial Sports Home >20 UL

King* [39] 2012 Custom Action, Puzzle Home >20 UL

King* [39] 2012 Custom Sports Home >20 UL

Kwon [240] 2012 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓

Levin [266] 2012 Custom Action, ADL Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Levin [266] 2012 Custom Sports, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL ✓

Merians [298] 2012 Custom Sim. Others >20 UL

Pastor [335] 2012 Custom Puzzle Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Puthenveettil [351] 2012 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Reinthal [362] 2012 Commercial Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Souza [105] 2012 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL

Tsekleves [435] 2012 Custom Action, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Yeh [484] 2012 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Alankus [12] 2011 Custom Action, Sports Home >20 UL

Burdea [62] 2011 Custom Action, Puzzle Others 16 - 20 UL

Cameirão [103] 2011 Custom Action Hospital >20 UL ✓ ✓

Cikajlo [85] 2011 Custom ADL, Sim. H & H 11 - 15 LL

Hijmans* [177] 2011 Commercial Action, Puzzle Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Hijmans* [177] 2011 Commercial Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL
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Kim [225] 2011 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog. ✓ ✓

Lewis [267] 2011 Custom Action Others 16 - 20 UL

Mouawad [308] 2011 Commercial Sports Home, Oth. 11 - 15 UL ✓

Pareto [330] 2011 Custom Action, Sports Home >20 UL

Proffitt [346] 2011 Custom Action, Sports Home >20 UL

Sampson [375] 2011 Custom Action H & H >20 UL

Trobia [433] 2011 Custom Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL, Cog.

Yang [479] 2011 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 LL ✓ ✓

Alankus [11] 2010 Custom Action, Sports Hospital <5 UL

Connelly [92] 2010 Custom ADL, Sim. Others 16 - 20 UL ✓

Joo [205] 2010 Commercial Sports Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Walker [458] 2010 Custom ADL, Sim. Others 11 - 15 LL

Burke [65] 2009 Custom Action Hospital <5 UL

Cikajlo [84] 2009 Custom ADL, Sim. Home 16 - 20 LL

Deutsch [113] 2009 Commercial Sports Hospital 11 - 15 LL

Kim [226] 2009 Custom Action, Sports Hospital 16 - 20 LL ✓ ✓

Piron [342] 2009 Custom Action Home 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Rand* [354] 2009 Commercial Action, ADL Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Rand* [354] 2009 Commercial Sports, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Rand* [357] 2009 Commercial Action, ADL Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Rand* [357] 2009 Commercial Sports, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 UL

Sugarman [423] 2009 Commercial Action Hospital <5 LL

Broeren [57] 2008 Custom Action, Puzzle, Sports Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Kang [212] 2008 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 Cog.

Ma [282] 2008 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital >20 UL ✓

Prange [343] 2008 Custom Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL

Rand [355] 2008 Commercial Action, ADL, Sim. Home <5 UL

Yang [480] 2008 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital 5 - 10 LL ✓ ✓

Yavuzer [483] 2008 Commercial Action Hospital 16 - 20 UL ✓ ✓

Eng [127] 2007 Custom Action Hospital >20 UL

Flynn [144] 2007 Commercial Action, Sports Home 16 - 20 UL, LL

Holden [181] 2007 Custom Sim. Home 11 - 15 UL

O’Brien [317] 2007 Custom ADL, Sim. Others <5 UL

Stewart [412] 2007 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Yeh [485] 2007 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Crosbie [99] 2006 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 UL

Edmans [123] 2006 Custom ADL, Sim. Hospital <5 UL
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Author Year Game Type Game Genre Location Session Function RCT Sig.

Gaggioli [151] 2006 Custom Sim. H & H 11 - 15 UL

Kuttuva [239] 2006 Custom Action, ADL, Sim. Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Stewart [411] 2006 Custom Action Hospital 11 - 15 UL

Abbreviations: UL (Upper Limb), LL (Lower Limb), Cog. (Cognitive), Sim. (Simulation), RCT (Randomised Controlled

Trial), Sig. (Significant), H & H (Hospital and Home), Oth. (Others), (*) indicates that the information keyed in belongs

to the same study but was divided because it could not fit into the table.



B
Virtual Reality Art-Making and

Artificial Companions Questionnaires

This appendix includes the questionnaires given to participants in the user study on virtual

reality art-making and artificial companions in stroke rehabilitation described in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4. It includes the following documents:

1. Focus group protocol.

2. Observation protocol.

3. Interview protocol.

4. Artificial companions (Due to copyright, the artificial companions’ figures present similar

images to the questionnaire; they are images that we have permission to reproduce. Orig-

inal images from the questionnaire can be found at):

https://github.com/VRArtforStroke/VR Art for Stroke/blob/master/local%20copy.rar
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C
Online Survey Questionnaires

This appendix includes the user study online survey questionnaires on virtual reality art for

people with impairments. We reported the results in Chapter 6. It includes the following

documents:

1. The demographic questionnaire.

2. The virtual reality art tool questionnaire.

3. The colour picker tool questionnaire.

4. The virtual companion/pet questionnaire.

The 5-minute video(s) of the artist making art using our VR art-making tool can be found

in the following links:

1. HSV picker with the virtual dog - https://youtu.be/mbnZPdk7Xqs

2. Discrete picker with the virtual dog - https://youtu.be/eCwfD4baRl8

3. HSV picker without the virtual dog - https://youtu.be/ea5FPb k1jE

4. Discrete picker without the virtual dog - https://youtu.be/uXQPG2ZpIwA
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D
Virtual Reality Art-Making Experience

Questionnaires

This appendix includes the questionnaires given to participants in the user study on virtual

reality art-making experience. We reported the results in Chapter 7. It includes the following

documents:

1. The demographic questionnaire (pre-test).

2. The virtual reality art-making experience questionnaire (post-test).
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